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Investigation of plug extrusion processes in counterpropagating waves
A. K. Divakov, V. A. Ermolaev, N. I. Zhigacheva, Yu. I. Meshcheryakov, Yu. A. Petrov,
S. A. Petrochenkov, and M. V. Sil’nikov
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Scientific-Industrial Organization for Special Materials, St. Petersburg
~Submitted February 18, 1998!
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The creation of a radially nonuniform stressed state is proposed to achieve intensive shear
processes under high-velocity loading of targets with a planar impactor. The technique allows laser
differential interferometry to be used to study the microstructure kinetics of the deformable
material. Experimental results are described. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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The main difficulty involved in studying plug extrusio
is the limited scope for measurements of the force and
formation characteristics of the dynamic response of the
get, especially at the initial stage of penetration. Usually
can only measure the flight velocity of the impactor. By u
ing pulsed x-ray photography, we can also measure the
locity of the interface between the front part of the impac
and the unperturbed part of the target. However, the sp
and temporal resolution in these experiments is as yet in
equate to study the initial stage of penetration which has
far been the least studied.

However, investigations of the dynamic backside spa
tion strength of targets using laser interferometry of the f
target surface can yield detailed information not only on
temporal characteristics of the average velocity of this s
face but also on the microstructure kinetics. In particular,
time variation of the particle velocity dispersion can be
corded at the so-called mesoscopic level of deformation
fracture~0.1–10mm! ~Ref. 1!.

In this context, it is tempting to develop schemes
loading a planar target both to achieve plug extrusion and
that we could use methods of recording dynamic deform
tion and fracture used to study uniaxial deformation a
backside spallation. With this aim we propose to use c
figurations of impactor and target which could create a ra
ally nonuniform stressed state in the target, providing con
tions for plug extrusion in a planar target under the action
both an unconventional elongated impactor and a conv
tional planar impactor used to study uniaxial deformat
processes.

We shall analyze possible loading schemes. A nonu
form stressed state implies that the sample contains reg
where the parameters of the pressure pulses differ. The
plest method is to vary the pulse length. In the light of th
observation, we shall analyze the following loading schem
to produce a nonuniform stressed state under planar imp

a! The impact surfaces of the impactor and the target
planar and the back of the impactor has a stepped profile
this geometry, radial nonuniformity of the stressed state
the target occurs at the trailing edge of the incident press
pulse.
7471063-7850/98/24(10)/2/$15.00
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b! The impactor and the target have planar impact s
faces and the back of the target has a stepped profile
nonuniform stressed state occurs at the leading edge o
reflected pressure pulse. In this scheme, conditions where
shear strain rate is double that of the conventional interac
between an elongated impactor and a target are created
the protrusion.

c! The impactor and the target have planar impact s
faces and nonuniform boundary conditions for the reflec
pressure pulse at the back of the target which are establi
by using a limiting disk with a hole. At the contact surfac
between the target and the disk, the incident wave passes
the disk material without reflection, being reflected first fro
the free surface of the target and then, after a delay, by
free surface of the disk.

d! Simulation of impact between an elongated impac
and a planar target.

Schemes~b! and~c! are preferred because in these cas
shear fracture is initiated from the free surface which allo
the initial stage of the penetration process to be studied
addition, in scheme~d! no wave interactions occur and th
impactor velocity must be doubled compared with schem
~a! and ~c! to achieve the shear strain rate required for p
etration.

The following pattern should be observed for case~b!: if
t0 is the time of arrival of a compression pulse at the fr
surface of a target protrusion, the pulse reaches the sm
part of the target at timet15t01h/C1, whereC1 is the lon-
gitudinal velocity of sound in the target. From this time o
ward, a transverse perturbation wave begins to propaga
the radial direction, reaching the central part of the tar
where the interferometer beam is usually focused, by
time t25t11d/Cs (Cs is the velocity of the transverse wave
and d is the diameter of the protrusion!. In order to record
this wave, the interferometer must distinguish the times
arrival of the longitudinal wave at the free surface and
transverse wave. A second variant involves using two in
ferometers to independently record the two longitudin
waves successively reaching the surface of the target and
protrusion. In both cases, the dispersion of the particle
locities can be recorded in addition to the average velocity
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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the target and the protrusion, so that the microstructure
netics can be related to the nature of the plug extrusion.

Impact tests and microstructural investigations w
aimed at developing an optimum scheme for plug extrus
by planar impact of an impactor on a target. One of the m
important criteria, if not the main one, for similarity betwee
the processes achieved using the conventional metho
plug penetration by an elongated impactor and that propo
here ~shear in counterpropagating waves at the edge o
step! is the similarity between the microstructural proces
taking place in the shear zone in both cases. Two variant
the system were examined, with a protrusion at the bac
the target and with an additional disk. In the tests usin
limiting disk, a target of the same thickness as the impac
was used to eliminate backside spallation. For a D-16 alu
num alloy sample 1 mm thick, penetration was achieved
an impactor velocity of 350 m/s. For 5 mm thick samples
Ts-85 ductile high-strength steel the initial phase of sh
fracture was only initiated at a velocity of 453 m/s. It shou
be noted that serious technical difficulties are involved
achieving shear fracture by scheme~c!. Ideally the limiting
disk should not be deformed in the region of contact with
target. However, disks made of KhVG steel heat-treated
hardness HRC564 u did undergo deformation and parti
fracture on the target side which changes the condition
localization of the shear. Thus, further tests were carried
using scheme~b!. For a steel impactor 3 mm thick and a
impact velocity of 390 m/s, a shear crack formed all arou
the protrusion and at a velocity of 556 m/s the plug w
completely broken through.

Microstructural analyses of the fracture zone show t
the fracture geometry depends very strongly on the ani
ropy of the target material. For example, for the isotro
D-16 alloy the plug penetration occurs precisely along
boundary of the protrusion. For Ts-85 steel this shear z
has a stepped geometry, as can be seen from the photog
~see Fig. 1!. A longitudinal shear crack begins to grow alon
the boundary of the protrusion from the back of the tar
surface. At a depth of'1 mm it then becomes a norma
cleavage crack running parallel to the free surface of
sample. This position can be attributed to the higher sh
strength of this material compared with the spalling stren
as a result of the strong anisotropy of the steel struc
induced by rolling. At a certain distance from the free s
face the energy of the elastic-plastic wave is insufficient
continue the shear fracture but is still sufficient for cleava
Thus, when the longitudinal shear crack stops, the stress
is redistributed so that a zone of tensile stresses forms
the stopped shear crack. The situation is reminiscent of
familiar Zener–Stroh mechanism for the nucleation of cle
i-
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age cracks by blocking of dislocation pile-ups.
The results of tests using isotropic and strongly ani

tropic materials show that the proposed method of initiat
shear deformation can in fact produce shear deforma
similar to that obtaining during penetration of a plug by
elongated impactor. However, in contrast to this last ca
penetration of the plug is achieved at less than half the
pactor velocity. In addition, the technique can be used
study the initial stage of penetration by recording the wa
processes using methods used to study backside spallat

In tests using Ts-85 steel it was observed that, wher
for a 5 mm thick sample shear fracture was initiated a
velocity of 453 m/s, for a sample 2.2 mm thick no traces
shear fracture were identified at the boundary of the pro
sion even at a velocity of 523 m/s. In our view, this pheno
enon is attributable to the different microstructure kinetics
is known2 that the particle velocity distribution function var
ies substantially as a wave penetrates inside a mate
changing from nonsteady-state with a large dispersion
particle velocities to steady-state with a narrower veloc
spread. In cases of large dispersion, rotational mechanism
fracture are established, whereas for a narrow spread
mechanisms are translational in the form of bands of loc
ized shear, which reduces the shear strength of the mate
These assumptions may be checked by using an interfer
eter which can measure the particle velocity dispersion at
mesolevel.1

1Yu. I. Mescheryakov and A. K. Divakov, Dymat-Journal No. 4, 268
~1994!.

2Yu. I. Mescheryakov, N. A. Makhutov, and S. A. Atroshenko, J. Mec
Phys. Solids422, 1435~1994!.

Translated by R. M. Durham

FIG. 1. Crack structure near a protrusion in a Ts-85 steel sample.
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The law and principle of dynamic correspondence are used to analyze the laws governing the
reaction of a system in the form of functional action–reaction relations for a wide range
of nonequilibrium conditions. The dynamic correspondence is reflected by a dynamic object
process classifier which is used to indicate possible new highly nonequilibrium effects.
The laws of reaction are used to give a simple description of a structural transition for a wide
range of systems. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!00210-9#
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A major problem involves determining the characteris
features and the functional form of the reaction of a syst
to an action.

The qualitative characteristics of the reaction of a w
range of systems in physics, chemistry, and biology are
termined by the basic laws of reactions.1–5

The initial law of structural conditionality is subse
quently modified in the form of a law measuring action a
also the law and principle of dynamic correspondence, wh
are more convenient to use.

These laws are used to analyze the laws governing
reaction of systems in the form of functional relations of t
determining quantities and measures of action as a func
of their range of values.

The principle of dynamic correspondence is used to
dicate the classes of laws and effects in terms of an ob
process classifier.

A fairly universal dependence is given for the structu
transition reaction which modifies the model5 and is used to
describe transitions in physical, chemical, and biological s
tems.

1. The law of action measure states that the result o
action on a system is determined by the magnitude of
action relative to the corresponding structural characteri
of the system.

The measure of action is defined by the ratio of the
tion factorg to the corresponding structural factors@g#

Gs5
g

s@g#
: Ans5U an2an0

ans2an0
U, Fs5U f

f s
U, ~1.1!

Ts5tsU]t lnU an

ans
UU, Ls5lsU]x lnU an

ans
UU, ~1.2!

G05
g

s@0#
, S5

s@g#

s0
. ~1.3!

The degree of nonequilibrium may be given by

C5(
s

Gs

11gs~Gs21!2
, ~2!
7491063-7850/98/24(10)/3/$15.00
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wheregs is a normalizing factor. These expressions use
notation from Refs. 2–5.

The actiong includes the initial and boundary cond
tions, and the external and internal actions.

The measure of action together with the initial meas
~1.3! and the degree of nonequilibrium are sufficient to d
termine the ‘‘dynamism’’ of any systems.

It is useful to compare the law of action measure with
analog for biological systems, the initial level law~Ref. 6,
p. 121!.

2. The principle of dynamic correspondence indica
that different processes in different systems may be co
pared by using a set of measures of action and degree
nonequilibrium.

The law of dynamic correspondence states that proce
have similarity, a measure of correspondence which
greater, the closer are the measures of action and the de
of nonequilibrium for these processes.

The principle of dynamic correspondence indicates t
partial correspondences exist and stimulates a search
these on the basis of various factors: similarity of equati
regimes, functional dependence of key quantities, proc
analogies, and so on.

The similarities of the equations and transition regim
for average nonequilibrium serve as the basis for the univ
sality of the synergetics. Similarity based on equations a
process analogies forms the content of the theory put forw
in Ref. 7.

The general dynamic equations and the functional fo
of the general determining relations8 provide the basis for
realizing the principle of dynamic correspondence for high
nonequilibrium processes.

The principle of dynamic correspondence includes
whole range of effective specializations: the principle
negative feedback~Le Chatelier!, the principle of ‘‘kinetic
perfection’’ for evolving systems,9 the Bauer principle of
stable nonequilibrium of living systems, and so on.

3. The law and principle of dynamic correspondence
realized in the form of an object process classifier.

Object process classifiers consist of condensed infor
tion on objects and possible processes therein in the form
a table~matrix! which combines the class scale of the obje
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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~nuclear, atomic, molecular, and so on! with the intensity
scale of the process, an increasing measure of action.

On the dynamic scale of object process classifiers
data on equilibrium structural characteristics of object s
tems; thermomechanics,G,0.1; classical dynamic theories
G,0.2; synergetics, 0.2,G,0.4; superhydrodynamics,10

0.4,G,1; structural transition regimes,G'1; region of
anomalous processes,G*1; first ‘‘quasiequilibrium win-
dow,’’ 1.1,G,1.3, and so on, until disintegration and un
fication of the object systems.

The system of object process classifiers has a wh
range of important useful properties. These include a pr
nostic property which can predict new effects and give
characteristics of new, as yet unidentified, branches of
ence.

By way of example, the wide range of anomalous
fects, structural transition effects, and in particular structu
transitions of fields and ‘‘quasiequilibrium window’’ effect
can be cited.

The principle of dynamic correspondence and obj
process classifiers can be used to characterize the synerg
and superhydrodynamics of a many-nucleon nucleus, ma
molecules, field, and so on.

4. Let us examine a realization of the principle of d
namic correspondence in the form of laws governing
functional form of the reaction and the magnitude of t
measure of action or the degree of nonequilibrium.

The most general form of the macroscopic reaction
given by the determining relations and the operator solu
of the superhydrodynamics equations8

Jn5Kn@G#, R5R@G,P#, ~3!

whereJn are the fluxes,Kn andR are the functional opera
tors of the susceptibility and the reaction~nonlinear, nonlo-
cal, delayed!.

In order to identify the form of~3!, it is advisable to
distinguish the rangesG,0.2; Ga,0.2, T,L.0.3; T,L
,0.3, 0.3,Ga,1 (Ga is the measure of active action!.

In the first range~weak nonequilibrium!, the main de-
pendences are described by the linear relations

Jn.(
m

KnmGm , Knm5S dJn

dGm
D

G50

,

R.(
m

RmGm , ~4!

Knm and Rm are the coefficients of susceptibility and rea
tion. These relations are suitable for any systems, excep
cases of an unstable initial state~structural transition regime!
or resonance reaction. For the case of a threshold reactio
the system~switching, photoeffect!, it is sufficient to add a
constant to the relations~4!.

For the second range the fluxes and the reaction have
form of linear space-time functionals

Jn5(
m

E dt8dx8Knm~ t2t8,x2x8!Gm0~ t8,x8!, . . . ~5!
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Similar dependences in the complete range of scale m
suresT0 andL0 for gases were given in Ref. 8.

The main dependences in the third range have the f
of the nonlinear functions

Jn5Kn~G!, R5R~G,P!. ~6!

We shall subsequently analyze this case for the struct
transition reaction.

For a wide range ofG it is advisable to use the principl
of dynamic correspondences for the determining relatio
having expressed these in the partially expanded interp
tion form

Jn@G#5 (
l ,s,m

E
0

t

dt8E dx8wnm
ls ~Dt,Dx;G,G8!

3expF2Tnm
s S uDtu

tnm
s ~G8!

D 2Lnm
l S uDxu

lnm
l ~G8!

D GGm8 ,

~7!

where Dt5t2t8, Dx5x2x8, G8ÞG(t8,x8); w, L, and T
are functions whose behavior may be indicated for low a
high values of the arguments. This expression of the kin
laws is consistent with the general form and is designed
construct semiphenomenological theories. It has been ef
tively used for various systems~plasma, polymers, low-
density gas!.

5. Let us now analyze an analytic model of the structu
transition reaction~for the case~6!! which substantially im-
proves the initial description5 and for which the fundamenta
quantityF(G) has the form

dF

dG
5

~G2G1!~G2G2!

a2~G2G3!21g2
, ~8!

G1,2,3.0, where G1,2 are the maximum and minimum
points, andG3, a, andg are the structural transition param
eters, determined experimentally or from the kinetic mod

The solution of Eq.~8! with allowance for the condition
F(0)50 has the form

a2F5G1~G31G322e2!
1

e F tan21S G2G3

e D1tan21S G3

e D G
1

1

2
~G311G32!lnS ~G2G3!21e2

G3
21e2 D , ~9!

Gi j 5Gi2Gj , e5g/a.

Let us use the model~9! to describe the structural tran
sition taking place when a domain wall moves in a magne
field.11 Using the condition for normalization of the quant
ties relative to the onset of the structural phase transit
F(1)51 and taking into account the thresholdGc at which
the motion begins, according to the data given by Chetk
et al.11 and settinga2F5V, we obtain

Ḡ5G2Gc , V~Ḡ251.37!50.48, V~Ḡ351.09!50.77,

e50.35, maxV8.V8S Ḡ11Ḡ2

2
D 50.3. ~10!
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Model ~9! was used for various structural transitions: an
discharge~Ref. 12, p. 277!, sound damping with increasin
temperature in amorphous selenium~Ref. 13, p. 242!: an
abrupt decrease—analog of superfluidity; anomalous ph
conductivity~Ref. 14, p. 162!; a flash of cold flame~Ref. 15,
p. 212!; flame propagation with a flash~Ref. 16, p. 250!; and
various biological processes~Ref. 6, pp. 77, 138, 156, 233
249, and 284!.

The wide range of triggering behavior in living system
undoubtedly indicates that in general, mechanisms of v
activity are based on structural transitions. This conclus
explains much in biological processes from a physics po
of view.

On examining the results of an analysis of chemical
actions by potentiometric and spectrophotometric titrati
we observe that the dependence~9! is generally observed a
stages with an active transition state. This observation s
gests a promising approach to the overall description o
wide range of reactions which generalizes the Seme
theory of chain reactions.
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A model is proposed for field-enhanced self-sustaining electron emission in secondary-emission
porous dielectrics. It is shown that the mechanism for the formation of primary electrons
at the metal–porous dielectric interface is field emission from the metal, and the electric field of
the required intensity for field emission is formed by redistribution of the field in the layer
as a result of the avalanche formation of secondary electrons. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7850~98!00310-3#
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Porous materials made from dielectrics with a high c
efficient of secondary electron emission are potentially u
ful as working media for various types of radiatio
detector1–3 which use the phenomenon of field-enhanc
secondary electron emission in porous dielectrics.

Unlike secondary electron emission from solid materia
in which slow secondary electrons are emitted only fro
within a thin surface layer at most hundreds of angstr
thick, in porous dielectrics the thickness of the layer fro
which slow secondary electrons are emitted reaches tens
hundreds of microns, and an electric field of 104–105 V/cm,
which expels the slow electrons from the material, for
within these layers.3–5 The role of the electric field is to
balance the losses of the slow electrons due to scatterin
phonons within the pore walls by accelerating these electr
inside the pore, thereby lowering their recombination pro
ability. This type of emission~like the secondary electro
emission from solid materials! has an almost instantaneou
response—the emission appears and disappears at the
when the primary electron beam is switched on and off.5

When the field in a layer of porous dielectric increas
above a certain critical value, the secondary emission cur
increases sharply and the coefficient of secondary elec
emission may reach hundreds or thousands. An explana
of this effect was given in Refs. 5 and 6 as follows. In fair
strong electron fields the slow electron energy collected
side the pore is sufficient for impact ionization of the diele
tric material and an avalanche-like increase in the densit
the slow electrons in the porous layer parallel to the elec
field. A characteristic feature of this type of emission is
slow response: after the primary electron beam has b
switched off, the emission decreases very slowly and
some cases does not cease for many hours, i.e.,
self-sustaining.5,6

At present, no satisfactory model is available to expl
this self-sustaining emission. In particular, the mechan
for transfer of electrons from the metal substrate to the b
of the dielectric after its irradiation by primary electrons h
not been fully clarified ~in the presence of irradiation
electron–hole transitions occur at the metal–dielectric in
7521063-7850/98/24(10)/3/$15.00
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face; electron–hole pairs are excited by fast prima
electrons.1,5! The most probable mechanism for this trans
is field emission from the metal into the dielectric in th
absence of a primary electron beam, although the elec
field needed to induce field emission should be two order
magnitude higher than the field produced in the dielec
layer.5,6

Here it will be shown that the mechanism for transfer
electrons from the metal to a porous dielectric in the abse
of primary electron beam is field emission from the met
The field required for the field emission is formed by mea
of nonuniform redistribution of the potential within the po
rous layer as a result of an avalanche-like increase in
excitation density of the slow electrons. This is accompan
by increased conductivity of the material in the directi
away from the metal substrate toward the surface of the
rous layer and an increase in the field in the inner part of
layer ~near the metal substrate!.

Let us assume that a sample of porous material of th
nessL on a metal substrate of thickness!L is irradiated by
a penetrating beam of primary electrons. We shall cons
a longitudinal section of this layer of unit cross secti
~Fig. 1!. The currenti 0 flowing through this cross sectio
does not depend on the coordinatex ~current conservation
law!. Thus, it satisfiesdU(x)/dR(x)5 i 05const, and we
havedR(x)5r(x)dx, wherer(x)51/emn(x) is the resistiv-
ity of the material caused by the excitation of free second
electrons in the layer, andm andn(x) are the mobility and
density of the secondary electrons.

Thus, we find

dU

dx
5

i 0

em

1

n~x!
. ~1!

It is known from the theory of secondary emission detect
that in an avalanche formation process, the electron den
in the avalanche increases exponentially:7,8

n~x!5n0 expS x

L
ln K0D , ~2!
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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where we have writtenn05n(0), K0 is the coefficient of
electron multiplication in the avalanche formation proce
when a potential differenceU0.Uk is applied to the porous
layer, andUk is the critical potential difference at which th
avalanche formation process begins. From Eq.~2! we obtain

dn

dx
5

ln K0

L
n~x!, ~3!

andK0 can be approximated as

FIG. 1. Cross section of porous dielectric on metal substrate:1—metal,
2—porous layer,3—primary electrons, and4—secondary electrons.
s

ln K05A~U02Uk!, ~4!

whereA is a known constant. However, expressions~2! and
~3! are valid for a linear potential distribution in the laye
when the potential isU(x)5U0x/L. Since the conductivity
varies along the layer in the avalanche formation proce
U(x) is redistributed nonlinearly. In this case, for Eq.~3! to
be valid lnK0 should be replaced by lnK085A(U082Uk),
where U085(dU/dx)L ~Ref. 9!. Taking this into account,
Eq. ~3! now has the form

dn

dx
5

A

L S dU

dx
L2UkDn. ~5!

Equations~1! and ~5! yield the system

H dU

dx
5

i 0

em

1

n

dn

dx
5

A

L S dU

dx
L2UkDn

~6!

with the boundary conditionsU(0)50, U(L)5U0, and
n(0)5n0. The solutions of Eq.~6! with allowance for these
boundary conditions are as follows:

U~x!5
1

A
ln

exp~AUkx/L !2a

12a
,

n~x!5
Li 0

emUk

12a exp~2AUkx/L !

12a
, ~7!

E~x!5
dU

dx
5

Uk

L

1

12a exp~2AUkx/L !
,

wherea5(exp(AU0)2exp(AUk))/(exp(AU0)21).
It is easy to see from Eq.~7! that for U05Uk , a50,

and U(x)5U0 x/L, we obtain E(x)5U0 /L5E0, n(x)
5 i 0 /emE0, which corresponds to the condition for cessati
of avalanche formation. ForU0.Uk at the metal–porous
layer interface (x50) we have
FIG. 2. Electric field distribution in porous layer before~a! and
after initiation of primary electron beam~b!.
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E~0!5
Uk

L

1

12a
. ~8!

At the exit surface of the porous layer (x5L) we find:

E~L !5
Uk

L

12exp~2AU0!

12exp~2AUk!
,

n~L !5n0

12aexp~2AUk!

12a
.

Allowing for Eq. ~4! in Eq. ~8!, we find E(0)
5(Uk /U0)K0E0. For the typical valuesK0'200, Uk /U0

'0.5 observed experimentally we obtainE(0)
5100(U0 /L)5100E0. Thus, if the potential difference a
the porous layer exceeds the critical value, the electric fi
at the metal–porous layer interface may increase by two
ders of magnitude after switching on the primary electr
beam~Fig. 2!. This field is quite sufficient to initiate field
emission from the substrate. After the primary electron be
has been switched off, avalanche formation is initiated by
field electrons and becomes self-sustaining. The duratio
this self-sustaining electron emission may be influenced
many factors. One possible reason for the gradual decrea
ld
r-
n

m
e
of
y
in

intensity and cessation of self-sustaining emission is the
sociation of dielectric molecules caused by electron imp
which leads to degradation of the emission characteristic
the material.

In conclusion, the author is deeply grateful to B. A
Mamyrin for discussions of the material and valuable co
ments.
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Switching time of planar ferroelectric capacitors using strontium titanate and barium
strontium titanate films

A. B. Kozyrev, O. I. Soldatenkov, and A. V. Ivanov

St. Petersburg Electrotechnical University
~Submitted March 27, 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.24, 19–25~October 12, 1998!

A microstripe cavity was used to make microwave (f ;10 GHz) measurements of the time of
variation of the permittivity of SrTiO3 and (Ba,Sr)TiO3 films exposed to unipolar video-
frequency voltage pulses. It was shown that the permittivity of SrTiO3 films varies over times
less than 30 ns. For (Ba,Sr)TiO3 films two characteristic times of variation of the
permittivity were identified: a fast variation over times less than 30 ns and a slower variation, on
the order of 20ms. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!00410-8#
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The ferroelectric materials SrTiO3 and (Ba,Sr)TiO3
which possess high dielectric nonlinearity are attracting c
siderable interest among developers of microwave device
was shown that when bulk single-crystal and polycrystall
ferroelectrics are used as nonlinear elements of param
amplifiers and harmonic oscillators, the permittivity of the
materials varies under the action of a microwave sinuso
signal over a time less than 10211s ~Refs 1 and 2!. Such a
short relaxation time is attractive from the point of view
developing microwave control and switching devices~pho-
toconverters, channel switches, tunable filters, and so!,
which require high speed for controlling video-frequen
voltage pulses.

In modern microelectronics, ferroelectric films are r
quired to fabricate these devices and their properties m
differ substantially from those of the bulk material. In pa
ticular, highly oriented strontium titanate (SrTiO3) films
demonstrate a nonmonotonic temperature dependence o
permittivity «(T) and increased microwave losses (tand)
which differ from the microwave properties of the sing
crystals.3–5 Thus, the response time of the permittivity of th
films on exposure to a microwave signal and under the ac
of video-frequency voltage pulses requires further investi
tion. Here we describe the method and report results o
experimental investigation of the time of variation of th
permittivity of SrTiO3 and (Ba,Sr)TiO3 films under the ap-
plication of controlling unipolar video-frequency voltag
pulses.

Preferentially~100!-oriented SrTiO3 films of thickness
h>0.7mm were prepared by magnetron sputtering on Al2O3

substrates. Polycrystalline films of (Ba, Sr)TiO3 ~60% Ba,
40% Sr!, of thicknessh>4 mm were fabricated by cerami
technology on MgO substrates. These films were descr
in more detail in Refs. 3 and 5. The samples for the inve
gations were planar ferroelectric capacitors fabricated us
these films~Fig. 1a!. The controllability of the capacitors
(K5CU50V /C(Umax)) using SrTiO3 ~gap width g510mm,
gap lengthl 50.5 mm) and (Ba, Sr)TiO3 films (g530mm,
l 51 mm) reachesK>2 when the dc electric field strength i
the gap is increased to around 10 V/mm.
7551063-7850/98/24(10)/3/$15.00
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The time of variation of the permittivity of the ferroelec
tric capacitor as a result of interaction of a pulsed cont
voltage was measured by determining the rate of freque
tuning of the amplitude-frequency characteristic of a micr
tripe cavity incorporating the capacitor being studied. T
time variation of a weak~compared with the control voltag
pulse! microwave signal passing through the cavity with t
ferroelectric capacitor connected can be used to determ
the response time of the ferroelectric film to the pulsed
tion.

The topology of the microstripe measurement circu
including the cavity with the planar capacitor is shown
Fig. 1a. The planar ferroelectric capacitor is inserted in a
in the microstripe line of the cavity near its short-circuite
end. At the other end of the cavity no-load conditions a
established. The cavity is connected to the microwave cir
via capacitive gaps which provide the required coupling
tween the cavity and the microwave circuits and also pro
the microwave circuit from the action of the control voltag
The control voltage pulse is applied to the ferroelectric
pacitor via low-pass filters with a cutoff frequency;2 GHz.
The low-pass filters are connected to the cavity microstr
near points of zero microwave electric field which can
duce the influence of the control circuits on the amplitud
frequency characteristic of the cavity.

The change in the capacitance of the capacitor when
control voltage C(Ub) is applied changes the resonant fr
quencyf 0 of the cavity~Fig. 1b! is given by

2pZ0f 0 C~Ub!5tanS 2p

c
A«eff f 0 l effD , ~1!

whereZ0 and«eff are the wave impedance and the effecti
permittivity of the cavity microstripe line,l eff is the effective
cavity length, andc533108 m/s is the velocity of light.
When the control voltage pulse is applied to the capaci
the amplitude-frequency characteristic of the cavity und
goes a frequency shift which leads to a change in the tra
mission coefficientS21 at a fixed microwave signal fre
quency~Fig. 1b!. A comparison between the applied voltag
video-frequency pulse and the detected microwave respo
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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pulse observed on the screen of an oscilloscope can re
the cavity tuning time when the ferroelectric capacitor
connected.

The time of the transition processes in the resonant
cuit and the circuit distortion of the control voltage puls
when these are applied to the capacitor is less than 1
which means that we can reliably determine the relaxa
times t r of the ferroelectric element provided thatt r

>10 ns. For the experiments we used a voltage pulse g
erator which delivered rectangular unipolar video-frequen
pulses of up to 60 V with lengths between 0.1ms and 10 ms,
and a rise time of 30 ns. Thus, the determination of the
sponse time of the ferroelectric film to the voltage pulse w
limited only by the speed of the generator, i.e., by t
;30 ns rise time of the control pulse.

For all the SrTiO3 capacitors studied over the enti
range of amplitude and length of the control video-frequen
pulses, the envelope of the microwave signal was identica
the profile of the control pulse. The rise and decay times
the detected microwave pulse were the same as the rise

FIG. 1. a — Simplified layout of microstripe microwave system to meas
switching time of planar ferroelectric capacitors:4 — microstripe cavity,
5 — low-pass filters,6 — circuit to supply control pulse,7 — connection
point for planar capacitor,8 — planar ferroelectric capacitor~1 — copper
electrodes,2 — SrTiO3 or (Ba,Sr)TiO3 film, 3 — Al2O3 or MgO substrate!.
b — Change in the amplitude–frequency characteristic of the cavity wh
dc control voltage is applied to the ferroelectric capacitor;DS21 — change
in the transmission coefficient at fixed microwave signal frequency (f s).
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of the control pulse,;30 ns, which indicates that the permi
tivity response time of an SrTiO3 capacitor ist r<30 ns. By
way of example, Fig. 2a shows oscilloscope traces of
control voltage pulse~pulse length 100ms, rise time t f

>30 ns, and amplitudeUm530 V) and the detected micro
wave signal pulse~Fig. 2b! after passing through the cavit
with an SrTiO3 capacitor.

For the cavity with a (Ba,Sr)TiO3 capacitor the envelope
of the microwave signal~Fig. 2c! indicates that there are tw
different mechanisms responsible for the change in the
mittivity of the (Ba,Sr)TiO3 film under the action of the
control voltage pulse: a fast variation in the permittivity ov
a time less than the rise time of the control pulse (;30 ns)
and a slower variation with a response time of the order
20ms. The slow variation in the amplitude of the detect
microwave signal was less than 5–10% of the total am
tude of this pulse.

We note that for the SrTiO3 capacitors the change in th
transmission coefficientDS21 of the microwave signal unde
the action of video pulses of amplitudeUm for times t>t f

>30 ns agreed with the value ofDS21 observed when a fixed
bias Ub5Um was applied to the capacitor. A similar effe
was observed for (Ba,Sr)TiO3 elements fort>20ms. Thus,
for times exceeding those specified, the same change in
capacitance was observed for both types of control actio
This indicates that there are no other slower relaxat
mechanisms and means that Eq.~1! and the capacitance–
voltage characteristics obtained for a fixed biasC(Ub) can
be used to determine the shift of the resonant frequency~the
controllability of the devices! under pulsed action.

e

a

FIG. 2. Oscilloscope traces showing switching time of SrTiO3 ~b! and
(Ba,Sr)TiO3 ~c! capacitors under the action of a 100ms control pulse~a!.
The scale of the pulse length of the microwave response for the SrTiO3 and
(Ba,Sr)TiO3 elements is different to reveal the ‘‘slow’’ (;20ms! relaxation
mechanism.
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Studies carried ourt using the present method enable
to conclude that the total change in the permittivity
SrTiO3 films exposed to pulsed action takes place over tim
<30 ns. For~Ba,Sr!TiO3 capacitors a slower change in th
permittivity was also observed with a relaxation time of t
order of 20ms which, however, is no more than 10% of th
total change in«. The response time of planar SrTiO3 and
~Ba,Sr!TiO3 capacitors and the change in their capacita
under the action of control voltage pulses are quite acc
able for these to be used as fast elements of tunable m
wave devices.
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Modified method of plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition
of nanocrystalline silicon

V. G. Golubev, A. V. Medvedev, A. B. Pevtsov, and N. A. Feoktistov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted April 21, 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.24, 26–30~October 12, 1998!

A modified plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition technology is developed for
nanocrystalline Si which combines the standard rf glow discharge method and the hollow-
cathode discharge method in a single process cycle. The volume fraction of nanocrystallites varied
monotonically along the layer, whereas their size remained constant. The electrical and
optical characteristics of these films were investigated. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~98!00510-2#
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Thin silicon films with a mixed amorphous crystallin
phase composition and crystallite sizes in the range
100 Å have recently attracted close attention in connec
with studies of their properties associated with quantu
level effects1 and potential practical applications. The sy
thesized materials comprise a system of crystalline sili
quantum dots whose volume fraction may exceed 50
while the nanocrystal–amorphous matrix interface is a h
erojunction with tunneling through the insulator.2 From the
point of view of technical applications, it should be not
that the conductivity may be increased to values exceed
1 S/cm by doping,3,4 thus improving the current–voltag
characteristics ofp–i –n structures using these layers. The
materials may also be used as wide-gap windows in ph
converters,5 and photo- and electroluminescence has b
observed in the visible range at room temperature.6,7

It is undoubtedly of interest to determine how the ele
trical and optical characteristics of nanocrystalline silic
(nc-Si! are related to the sizes and volume fraction of nan
rystallites and also to the properties of the heterojuncti
between the nanocrystallites and the amorphous matrix. S
investigations are usually carried out usingnc-Si prepared
using different technologies or in a series of similar tech
logical processes. In these cases, both the sizes and vo
fraction of nanocrystallites usually vary. Thus, by fabricati
layers with a fixed size and varying volume fraction of cry
tallites in a single deposition process, it would be possible
draw more reliable conclusions as to how these parame
influence the electrical, optical, and radiative properties
nc-Si. To solve this problem we proposed a modified vers
of plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition~PE CVD!
which can produce films containing crystallites of a giv
size whose volume fraction varies monotonically along
layer in an amorphous matrix.

Hydrogenatednc-Si was prepared by PE CVD unde
conditions of strongly hydrogen-diluted silane. The meth
differed from the standard technique8 by incorporating two
types of rf discharge in a single technological process. T
was achieved by making a hole at the center of the rf e
trode ~Fig. 1! near which a self-sustained high-intensity d
7581063-7850/98/24(10)/2/$15.00
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charge was struck when the rf voltage exceeded a thresh
maintaining a homogeneous rf discharge over the entire e
trode area. In this way a hollow cathode discharge9 in which
the silane underwent more vigorous dissociation and a n
mal rf discharge were combined in the diode system.

The cylindrical heated electrode on which the circu
substrate was located was grounded with respect to th
component and a fixed negative bias of 0–300 V could
applied to it. The process parameters were as follows: sil
concentration in hydrogen 2–6%, working mixture press
0.3–1 Torr, flow rate 10–30 sccm, temperature 100–300
specific rf power 0.3– 3 W/cm2, and frequency 17 MHz.

A particular combination of process parameters and
fairly large-diameter substrate~around 75 mm! could pro-
duce a radially dependent volume fraction of crystallites
the deposited film in a single deposition process. The volu
fraction of crystallites increased from 0 to 25% with increa
ing distance from the substrate. The size of the crystall
varied by no less than 5%. This method of fabricatingnc-Si
allowed us to reliably determine the dependence of the e
trical and optical properties of the films on the volume fra
tion of crystallites of the same size contained in them.

Nanocrystalline Si was deposited on circular substra
of fused quartz and crystalline silicon. Laser interferome
with angular incidence of the beam on the substrate was u
for in situ monitoring of the growth rate and optical param
eters. The growth rate of the films was 0.3–1.0 Å/s for
homogeneous discharge. When the films were deposited
a homogeneous discharge and a hollow-cathode disch
burning simultaneously, the growth rate increased to 2 Å

The volume fraction and the size of the nanocrystalli
were determined by a numerical analysis of the Raman s
tering spectra allowing for the spatial confinement of t
phonons.10 Measurements were also made of the conduc
ity and optical transmission of the layers. The hydrogen c
tent, determined by analyzing the infrared transmission sp
tra, was 17–37% depending on the deposition conditions

A comb of 331 mm metal electrodes, each around 1 m
apart, was deposited along the diameter of the substrat
measure the electrical conductivity~see Fig. 1!. Measure-
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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ments of the optical transmission and the Raman spe
were made between neighboring electrodes. Figure 2 g
the conductivity as a function of the volume fraction of si
con nanocrystallites of (4062) Å in the radial direction
along the layer. An abrupt increase in conductivity was o
served when the volume fraction of crystallites exceed
.16%. This result may be interpreted as the formation o
percolation threshold in the system of conducting silic
nanocrystallites implanted into the insulating amorpho
matrix.10

The optical band gap (Eg) was determined by analyzin
the absorption spectra of the films using the Tauc form
a;(E2Eg)2. It was observed thatEg increased from 1.8 eV
at the center of the substrate to 2.0 eV at the edge where
volume fraction of nanocrystallites exceeded 20%.

To sum up, we have developed a modified PE CV
process which can be used to deposit, in a single cycle, a
containing a volume fraction of silicon nanocrystallites
fixed size in an amorphous matrix, which varies monoto
cally along the layer. The electrical and optical characte
tics of the nanocrystalline silicon were investigated as
function of the volume fraction of crystallites.

This work was partially supported by the Russian Fu

FIG. 1. Schematic of modified plasma-enhanced chemical vapor depos
of nanocrystalline silicon films:1—rf electrode with hole2— homogeneous
discharge burning zone,3—high-intensity discharge burning zone,4—
substrate,5—heated electrode, grounded with respect to rf component,6—
heater,7—comb of metal electrodes. The position of the substrate on
heated electrode is shown in the lower diagram.
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Decay dynamics of superheated states of liquid metals
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An analysis is made of a kinetic model for the decay of the superheated state of liquid metals
formed under the action of a nanosecond laser pulse. It is shown that the temperature
varies exponentially with time and the characteristic relaxation time is determined.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!00610-7#
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Studies of the physical properties of materials in me
stable states are of particular importance in the problem
phase transitions. Metastable states may be formed as a r
of first-order phase transitions such as evaporation, con
sation, crystallization, and so on.1 In the metastable state
various thermodynamic characteristics such as the comp
ibility, specific heat, and coefficient of thermal expansio2

undergo changes which may be of interest for the deve
ment of new materials. Existing sources of high-power la
radiation delivering pulses with variable time paramet
~down to femtosecond scales! can now act on metals, con
verting them to strongly overheated~metastable! states2 pre-
viously unattainable by conventional methods.1 Karabutov
et al.3 showed that mercury may be superheated by nano
ond laser pulses on a mechanically loaded surface. The
terial is converted to the metastable state as a result of
appreciable dynamic dependence of the temperature
pressure variation during and after the laser pulse. It w
shown experimentally that during decay of the superhea
state of mercury, the temperature varies exponentially w
time and the characteristic relaxation time istT570 ns.

The most probable mechanism for the decay of th
states in a liquid metal is the fluctuational formation a
growth of competing phase nuclei in the layer of superhea
metal. Here we consider a kinetic model of the decay
superheated metal states which can be used to study the
dependence of the temperature of superheated liquids
also the main characteristics of the phase transition~nucle-
ation rate, density of nuclei!.

The nucleation rate~J! depends on the degree of supe
heatingu5(T2T0)/T0, which varies with time as a result o
absorption of the latent heat of the phase transition (Q) ac-
companying the formation of new-phase nuclei. The h
balance equation in this case may be written in the form

u5
1

rcT0
E

0

t

S~ t8!dt82
4pQ

3rcT0V E
0

`

r 3f ~r ,t !dr, ~1!

wherer is the density,c is the specific heat,V is the volume
of a single particle, andf (r ,t) is the distribution of stable
centers as a function of the radiusr at time t.

The functionf (r ,t) satisfies the equations
7601063-7850/98/24(10)/2/$15.00
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]

]r
~V f !50, f ~r ,0!50, f ~r 0 ,t !5

J~u~ t !!

V~r !
~r 5r 0!,

~2!

whereV(r )5dr/dt is the growth rate of the centers andr 0 is
the minimum radius. Since the time taken to establish
steady-state distribution of near-critical nuclei is far shor
than the characteristic timeu(t), the functionJ(t) is quasi-
steady, i.e., it is determined by the instantaneous su
heatingJ(t)5J(u(t)).

The growth rate isV5mu(t)/r n ~Ref. 4!, wheren is the
growth index of the nuclei andm is the kinetic coefficient
(m51028 cm3/s) (n50 if nuclei growth is limited by the
kinetics of interphase transitions;n52 when layer-by-layer
growth predominates!.

The nucleation rate is given by

J5N1B exp~2Uc /kT!, ~3!

whereN1 is the number of particles per unit volume of th
metastable phase,Uc54pgr c

2/3 is the height of the activa
tion barrier,r c52gV/Qu is the critical radius,g is the sur-
face tension, andB5VdAgkT exp(2W/kT)/2pr c

2h (h is
Planck’s constant,W is the activation energy of viscous flow
andd is the interatomic distance!.4

From Eqs.~1!–~3! we have

J~u!5J0 exp@2G~u!#. ~4!

Here we have

J05N1d~Qu!2A~11u!kT0

3exp@2W/kT0~11u!#/8pg3/2Vh

and

G~u!516pg3V2/3Q2kT0u2~u11!.

We introduce the new variablesz5* r 0

r r ndr and z(t)

5m*0
t u(t8)dt8. Equation~2! can then be written in the form

]g

]z
1

]g

]z
50, ~5!

whereg(r )5 f (r )/r n. The solution~5! clearly only depends
on one variable, i.e.,

g~r ,t !5g~x!5g~z~ t !2z~ t !!, g~x!2
J~u~x!!

mu~x!
. ~6!
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Here we have writtenu(x)[u(t(x)).
As in Ref. 5, we expand the function in the argument

the exponential function~4! as a Taylor series near the initia
superheatingu0: G5G01G8(u0)(u2u0)1 . . . . Neglect-
ing the dependence ofJ0 on u compared with the very stron
exponential dependence ofJ on u and assuming that in th
nucleation regionG8(u0)(u2u0),1, we have from Eq.~4!

g~x!'g0exp@2a«~x!#,

g05J0~u0!~mu0!21 exp@2G~u0!#, ~7!

where«512u/u0 is the relative change in the superheati
anda52u0G8(u0).

Let us assume that the superheating is created insta
neouslyS(t)5S0d(t), S05rcT0u0 (u0 is the initial super-
heating!, and Eq.~1! gives

u~ t !5u0S 12
4pQ

3rcT0u0V E
0

`

r 3f ~r ,t !dr D . ~8!

Substituting expression~7! into Eq. ~8!, we obtain an
equation for the superheating dynamics:

«~z!5bE
0

z

~z2j!m exp@2a«~j!#dj,

b54p~n11!mQJ0/3mrcu0
2VT0 , m53/~n11!. ~9!

To derive Eq.~9! we assume that nuclei of dimensionsr
.r 0 make a significant contribution to the change in t
superheating.

After substituting«(z)5a21Zm(z/zc), where zc5@(m
11)/ab#1/(m11), we have from Eq.~9!

Zm~z!5~m11!E
0

z

~z2j!m exp@2Zm~j!#dj. ~10!

By iterating aboutZm
0 50 as a zeroth approximation, we fin

Zm
~1!5zm11, Zm

~2!5~m11!E
0

z

~z2j!m exp~2jm11!dj

~11!

and so on. We note that the iterations~11! converge fairly
rapidly toward a single solution of Eq.~10! and thus we can
confine ourselves to the first two iterations.
f

ta-

We shall now determine the functionz(t). Taking into
account the definition of«(z), we have the following equa
tion for z(t):

dz

dt
5

mu0

a
@a2Zm~z/z0!#. ~12!

For short times we than havez(t)'mu0t. For larget, using
the expansionZm(z)'Zm(z0)1Zm8 (z0)(z2z0), wherez0 is
the solution of Zm(z0)5a, we obtain z(t)5z0@12exp
3(2t/tT)#. Thus, confining ourselves for simplicity to th
first iteration forZm

(1) , we obtain for the superheating tem
peratureu(t)5u0 exp(2t/tT). The nucleation rate isJ(t)
5J0 exp(2t/tN)m11, where tT5tN(a1/(11m)/m), tN5@(m
11)/ab#1/(11m)/mu0 is the characteristic relaxation time o
the superheated state, andtN is the duration of nucleation
Thus, we have shown that the temperature of the superhe
liquid metal relaxes exponentially to the equilibrium valu
For typical parameters of liquid mercury (r514 g/cm3,
V52310222cm3, W510213erg, g50.5 erg/cm2,
J5107 cm23

•s21, N5431022cm3, a;104, m51) we
obtain the characteristic relaxation timetT;80 ns, which is
broadly consistent with the experimental data.3 Note that the
characteristic nucleation time istN50.8 ns.
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Metal–insulator cathode in an rf electron gun
N. I. A zatski , E. Z. Biller, V. A. Kushnir, V. V. Mitrochenko, I. V. Khodak,
and V. F. Zhiglo

‘‘Kharkov Physicotechnical Institute’’ National Science Center
~Submitted May 6, 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.24, 36–39~October 12, 1998!

The possibility of using metal–insulator cathodes in rf guns of 10 cm linear resonant electron
accelerators has been studied experimentally for the first time. Results of calculations
and the development of a prototype cathode are described. Results of an experimental investigation
of the operating regimes of an rf gun are presented. The gun delivered a beam having a
particle energy greater than 300 keV, a pulse length of 40–50 ns, and a pulsed current of 3.5–4.5 A.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!00710-1#
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In rf electron guns, the cathode is located in a cav
resonator and electrons are emitted under the action of a
electric field.1 These devices have been widely used in lin
resonant electron accelerators with high beam brightn
Conventionally used thermionic and photoemissive catho
can produce beams having durations between 1026 and
10212s. The production of nanosecond and picosecond e
tron beams from rf guns with a photoemissive cathode
quires elaborate laser systems with laser radiation of suit
duration.2,3 Thus, it is undoubtedly of interest to study th
possibility of using alternative types of cathodes in rf guns
produce high-intensity beams with pulse lengths betw
1029 and 1028 s. One possible type of cathode to solve th
problem is a metal–insulator cathode.4–7 The present pape
reports an investigation of this type of cathode in fairly hig
intensity microwave fields.

The cathode1 ~Fig. 1! is a system of insulating an
metal cylinders. Teflon was used as the insulator4 and the
metal part of the cathode5 was formed by a copper cylinde
of 4 mm outer diameter, having a conical tip with a thickne
of ;20mm at the end. For the experiments we used
resonant rf electron gun system of the LIK linear resea
accelerator,3 which consists of two TM010 cavities coupled
via a central aperture. The working frequency of the gun
2797.15 MHz. A complete description of the gun is given
Ref. 8.

The initial preparation stage for the experiments
volved using the SUPERFISH program9 to make a series o
calculations to determine the influence of the metal–insula
cathode on the quality factorQ, the natural frequencyf 0,
and the longitudinal electric field distribution in the resona
system of the electron gun. It was shown that forl
50.5–1.5 mm and insulating cylinder diameters of 3 a
4 mm, the incorporation of an insulator with tand
51024–1022 and «51 –12 has no significant influence o
the Q factor (DQ/Q51022) and the natural frequenc
(D f 0 / f 051025) of the gun cavity. The length of the dis
charge gap was taken as 1 mm which corresponds to a
of >6.0 MV/m in the cathode plane with a maximum field
30 MW/m on the cavity axis.

During the experiments we measured the current fr
7621063-7850/98/24(10)/2/$15.00
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the metal cylinderI c and the current at the exit from the gu
I g ~Fig. 1!, which was determined using an inductive curre
meter 3. An inductive probe and a microwave detector2
were used to observe the signalE proportional to the field
strength. The amplitude of the field in the cavity was reg
lated by varying the microwave powerPc supplied to the
cavity between 0.1 and 1.5 MW. The electric field streng
was determined using the expression

Ec~V/m!5342APc~W!Q0 ~Ref. 8!,

and the microwave pulse length was 2ms.
The results of experiments carried out using two ca

odes may be summarized as follows. As microwave pow
builds up in the cavity of the gun, the positive pulsed sign
I c increases. Its amplitude depends exponentially on the fi
strength, which indicates that in the predischarge stage,
emission from the tapered metal cylinder occurs. When
field in the cavity reaches 25–30 MV/m, the amplitude of t
current I c increases abruptly, approximately by a factor
20, reaching 18 A. At the exit from the gun the current a
plitude and pulse length are 6–8 A and 30–50 ns, resp
tively.

After some time had elapsed ('83104 pulses!, the
cathode operating regime changed to a qualitatively differ
phase. At the same field strength in the rf gun, the signaI c

only remained positive until the onset of the discharge ,a

FIG. 1.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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the amplitude of this prebreakdown current was less t
1 A. After the discharge had been initiated, this signal
came negative until the end of the rf pulse. The pulsed c
rent at the exit from the gun~Fig. 2! had an amplitude of
3.5–4.5 A and a length of 40–60 ns. Under these conditi
the field emission current from the tapered metal part of
cathode is clearly not the main source of electrons. The e
tron energy~more than 300 keV! at the exit of the rf gun was
estimated by analyzing the degree of particle capture du
the acceleration process in the main part of the acceler
~see Ref. 3!. In this regime, the gun operated for more th
5 h at a pulse repetition frequency of 12.5 Hz without a
visible changes in the output current characteristics.

In both cases described the fluctuations of the curr
amplitude and the temporal variability were less than 1
and65 ns, respectively. During the discharge almost all
stored microwave power was utilized and the amplitude
the field dropped to zero and remained at this level until

FIG. 2.
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end of the microwave pulse. This indicates that the cavity
detuned for 2ms, which is substantially longer than the di
charge time of;50 ns. The gun clearly operates in a stor
energy mode, since the length of the current pulse ist
!Q/p f 0. In this case, the length of the output current pu
is determined by the discharge rise rate and by the ene
stored in the cavity.

To conclude, we have demonstrated experimentally t
a metal–insulator cathode may be used in an rf electron
to obtain a high-intensity nanosecond beam. At the sa
time, it should also be noted that the mechanism for emiss
of electrons from a metal–insulator cathode in fairly hig
intensity rf fields has by no means been fully explained. T
topic requires comprehensive study and will form the subj
of further research.
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Chain mechanism for initiation of hydrocarbon oxidation reactions
in a low-temperature plasma

Yu. N. Novoselov, V. V. Ryzhov, and A. I. Suslov
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~Submitted March 23, 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.24, 40–43~October 12, 1998!

A self-consistent model is used for a numerical study of the kinetics of plasma-chemical
reactions initiated in a low-temperature gas-discharge plasma in an atmospheric-pressure CH4O2

mixture. An analysis is made of a chain mechanism for the formation of radicals in ion-
molecular processes involving water and oxygen molecules, which can appreciably reduce the
energy consumption needed to form the oxidation products. It is shown that under the
conditions of a non-self-sustained, electron-beam-initiated, atmospheric-pressure discharge the
energy consumption needed to produce methanol molecules may, at a few eV, be between
four and fives times lower than that in a self-sustained discharge. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7850~98!00810-6#
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The initiation of hydrocarbon oxidation reactions in
low-temperature plasma to process natural gas or purify
from organic molecular contaminants is a promising line
research in plasma physics. The oxidizing conversion
natural gas can produce various valuable oxygen-contai
products~methanol, formaldehyde, formic acid, and so o!.
However, the high energy consumption~tens of eV!1 needed
to form the active radicals is a major disadvantage imped
the widespread implementation of these technologies.
energy consumption can usually be reduced appreci
when the oxidation reactions are initiated with the involv
ment of chain processes.2

A self-consistent numerical model has been develope
analyze the kinetics of the oxidation processes in a hydro
bon plasma. This model includes calculations of the sys
used to supply energy to the reactor active zone~electron
beam or gas discharge!, calculations of the rate constants
reactions involving electrons by means of a numerical in
gration of the Boltzmann equation for the electron ene
distribution function, and solution of the rate equations
gas-phase reactions.3 In the present study the initial gas wa
a mixture of methane~92%! and oxygen. The choice of nu
merous other more complex hydrocarbons as initial com
nents presents no major difficulties, since the oxidation
netics of methane embraces a very broad spectrum of org
molecules.

The model takes into account processes involving
formation of CH3, HO2, H, O, and OH radicals as a result o
direct dissociation of CH4, H2O, and O2 and also in reac-
tions of electronically excited states of CO, O, and O2 with
hydrocarbons and other stable molecules in the mixture.
ticular attention is focused on ion-molecular processes wh
may result in the formation of these radicals. In particul
the reaction chain
7641063-7850/98/24(10)/2/$15.00
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~1!

gives OH radicals, HO2, and an electron which can repea
edly participate in their formation, obtaining the necess
energy from the field. In the presence of this type of cha
the energy consumption needed to form the final reac
products is reduced substantially.

To test the program we compared the results of the
merical simulation and an experiment4 where the oxidation
of methane was investigated in a plasma-chemical rea
with an atmospheric-pressure barrier discharge in a CH4 /O2

mixture at a temperature of 100°C. The most convenient
such a comparison is the range of low specific input energ
~approximately,0.2 J/cm3), when a small quantity of oxi-
dation products~less than 1%! forms in the reactor. In this
case, the methanol yield depends almost linearly on the in
energy and the calculated dependence shows good agree
with the experimentally measured values. Most of the exp
mental data was obtained under these conditions. The ca
lations showed that in terms of current density, these val
fall approximately within the shaded area. In Fig. 1 the t
angle indicates the experimental energy consumption nee
to form CH3OH in one of the regimes.

In order to search for the optimum conditions for th
chain process~1!, the numerical model was used to inves
gate the yield of oxidation products at current densities in
microchannelj 50.3– 10.0 A/cm2. Figure 1 gives the energy
consumption« needed to form a CH3OH molecule as a func-
tion of j , both taking into account the chain mechanism~1!
~curve 2! and neglecting it~curve 1!. The rise in consump-
tion as j increases is caused by an increase in the ene
losses in electron–ion recombination events, while the d
in efficiency with decreasing current density is caused b
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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reduction of the parameterE/N in the gap~the current den-
sity was regulated by varying the amplitude of the appl
voltage!. The calculations show that the chain process i
barrier-discharge plasma weakly influences the CH3OH
yield. This can be attributed to the high electron energy c
sumption needed to excite the electronic levels of the m
ecules in comparison with the channel for dissociative
tachment of electrons to H2O.

A substantial reduction in the energy consumption
the yield of incomplete oxidation products may be achiev
in a non-self-sustained discharge with constantE/N consid-
erably below the breakdown value. Figure 1 gives the ca
lated dependence«( j ) for a non-self-sustained discharge in
tiated by a 10 ns electron beam forE/N of order 10 Td
~curve 3!. The duration of the entire discharge was 500
For this duration the energy input from the discharge was
the order of 5.031023 J/cm3, whereas the input energy from
the beam was 1.031024 J/cm3. The specific input energy o
a non-self-sustained discharge neglecting the chain pro

FIG. 1. Yield of CH3OH as a function of discharge current density:1,
2—barrier discharge,3—electron-beam-initiated discharge, and4—non-
self-sustained discharge neglecting chain process.
d
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was 2.031024 J/cm3. In this case, the value of« is compa-
rable with the energy consumption in a barrier discha
~curve4!.

One consequence of the chain process is the forma
of an additional number of radicals actively participating
ion-molecular reactions~H radicals, for example! which can
sustain prolonged burning of a non-self-sustained discha
at low electric field strength. The radicals are genera
mainly as a result of low-threshold processes of dissocia
attachment of electrons to H2O and direct dissociation o
water and oxygen molecules. Under the conditions obtain
in a barrier discharge, methyl radicals and hydrogen
formed mainly by direct electron-impact decomposition
CH4 ~the threshold for this process is of the order of 10 eV!.5

To sum up, we have shown by means of a numeri
simulation that electron-beam-initiated discharge burning
gimes may take place in which oxidation reactions are stim
lated by the chain process~1!. This can substantially reduc
the specific energy consumptions for the oxidizing conv
sion of hydrocarbons and the oxidation of organic impurit
in air.

The lower energy consumption is mainly attributable
a reduction of the parameterE/N in the plasma and the for
mation of radicals as a result of low-threshold dissociat
attachment of electrons to H2O molecules, and also by direc
dissociation of H2O and O2.

1S. P. Bugaev, V. A. Kuvshinov, N. S. Sochugovet al., in Proceedings of
the International Symposium on High-Pressure, Low-Temperature Pla
Chemistry V, Hakone, Milovy, Czech Republic, 1996, pp. 145–149.

2B. V. Potapkin, V. D. Rusanov, and A. A. Fridman, Dokl. Akad. Nau
SSSR308, 897 ~1989!.

3V. V. Ryzhov and A. I. Suslov, inProceedings of the 18th Symposium o
Plasma Physics and Technology, Prague, Czech Republic, 1997, p. 56.

4K. Okazaki, T. Nozaki, Y. Uemitsuet al., in Proceedings of the 12th
International Symposium on Plasma Chemistry, Minnesota, 1995,
pp. 581–586.

5W. L. Morgan, Plasma Chem. Plasma Process.12, 477 ~1992!.
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Adhesion mechanism of friction in nanotribocontacts
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An adhesion mechanism is proposed for the frictional force between the tip of an atomic force
~friction! microscope and a surface, whereby the frictional force is determined by the
energy of breaking and formation of adhesive bonds for a discrete microslide step of length close
to the atomic radii of the contacting bodies. Calculations were made of the frictional force
as a function of the radius of curvature and the distance between the tip and the surface for
silicon–silicon and tungsten–iron contacts. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~98!00910-0#
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At present no satisfactory quantitative theory is availa
for the forces of adhesive friction at the atomic level~as is
indicated in reviews by Tabor1 and Bhushanet al.2!, al-
though some progress has been achieved in this directio3–8

The theory of contact interaction,9–14 not being strictly ato-
mistic, contains various simplifying assumptions relating
the shape of the contact zone, the type of adhesion for
and the elastic moduli of the tribosystem which are tak
from macroscopic physics, so that an analysis of an elem
tary adhesive friction event for the simplest triboconta
such as the tip of an atomic force~friction! microscope and a
planar surface, is a very topical problem.

The basic physical idea developed here was in fact
forward by Tabor.1 Each elementary discrete event in whi
the tip slides along the surface is accompanied by an ab
~irreversible! breaking of adhesive bonds between atoms
the contacting bodies and also by an equally sudden for
tion of new bonds~this last process has been called an ‘‘a
hesion avalanche’’ Ref. 4!. The atoms taking part in thes
processes are set in vibrational motion, entraining neighb
ing atoms and imparting to them an excess potential ene
which ultimately results in thermal dissipation of the energ

The mechanism described is shown schematically
Fig. 1. The initial position of the tip~Fig. 1a! is characterized
by the minimum energy of the tribosystem and by the pr
ence of steady-state adhesive bonds, some of which
shown by the solid lines connecting contacting atoms. If
force F applied to the tip exceeds a critical value, micros
occurs, causing the tip to shift to the right by the distan
Dx. The typical value ofDx should be of the same order o
magnitude as the interatomic distance or the lattice pe
since, for an infinitely slow shift, the atomic configuration
the tip and the section of the surface is close to the ini
configuration, and thus the total energy of the system
mains unchanged. This is consistent with the experiment
observed discrete behavior of the breaking of adhesive bo
during the operation of an atomic force microscope15 and
also with the geometric model of jerky tip motion~stick–slip
motion in English terminology!.16 Essentially the same idea
were also put forward by Deryagin.17

As a result of the abrupt sudden motion of the tip, t
7661063-7850/98/24(10)/3/$15.00
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adhesive bonds do not have time to relax, so they break
new bonds form. In Fig. 1b the broken bonds are shown
the broken lines to the left of the tip and the newly form
bonds are shown by the heavy lines on the right.

Calculation of the energy of the broken and new
formed adhesive bonds is a key issue in quantitative e
mates of the frictional force. Here, the following simp
formula is proposed:

DW5(
k

uDwku, ~1!

whereDwk is the change in energy of thekth bond. Summa-
tion is over to all bonds which contribute to the total ener
of the adhesive contact. Using formula~1! we obtain for the
dissipative frictional force

F5DW/Dx. ~2!

The frictional force defined by formulas~1!–~2! differs fun-
damentally from the internal frictional force calculated
Refs. 6–8 in terms of the change in the total energy; in t
treatment, the total energy is zero. The irreversibility of t
elementary sliding event is reflected by the sign of the ab
lute value in formula~1!. Any change in the energy of an
adhesive pair causes this energy to be dissipated via
vibrational motion of the contact atoms. In this conte
the concept of an external frictional force introduced
Pokropivny� et al.6–8, artificially defined as the difference be
tween the tangential components of the forces acting on
tip relative to two successive slide steps in the simulat
process, becomes meaningless. These types of forces ar
dissipative since the average work accomplished by them
also close to zero.

Evidence in support of the proposed mechanism is a
provided by the following factor. Let us assume that the zo
of strong adhesive contact has the areaA and, for simplicity,
that the contact is formed by homogeneous materials.
total adhesion energy of the tribosystem can then be wri
in the formW5gA, whereg is the specific surface energy
If the tip undergoes a sudden shift, assuming that the
adhesive bonds are completely broken and there is a sim
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Illustration of adhesive friction mechanism: a—
initial position of tip; b—position after an abrupt shift ove
the short distanceDx. The broken old adhesive bonds a
shown by the broken lines and the newly formed bonds
shown by the heavy lines.
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number of newly formed bonds, the energy transformed i
random motion of contact atoms will clearly be appro
mately DW52gA. Then, using formulas~1! and ~2! and
assumingDx5d, whered is the lattice period, we obtain fo
the frictional force

F52gA/d. ~3!

However, in the pioneering work of Bowden and Tabor,18 it
was shown that for metals the adhesive frictional force
given by

F5tA, ~4!

wheret is the shear modulus andA is the real contact area
It follows from Eqs.~3! and ~4! that

t52g/d. ~5!

The existence of this relationship is not coincidental sin
the orders of magnitude of the numerical values contai
in Eq. ~5! are internally consistent:t'109 Pa, g'1 J/m2,
d'1029 m.

Figure 2 gives the producttr as a function ofg ~where
r is the atomic radius! plotted for various hard metals wit
known surface energy and shear modulus. All the numb
are handbook values.19 The dashed curve was obtained
means of a least-squares fit to the experimental points.

FIG. 2. Correlation between the shear modulust, the surface energyg, and
the atomic radiusr of hard metals. The units oftr and g are joules per
square meter.
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The definite correlation deduced from the figure co
firms the validity of the proposed model. The fact that t
slope of the curve slightly exceeds the theoretical value o
~the valuer 5d/2 was used to plot the graph instead ofd)
can be explained by the fact that the characteristic break
~formation! area of the adhesive bonds as the tip mov
should exceed twice the area of static contact.

It is interesting to note that by applying formula~5! to
calculate the shear modulus for an experiment14 in which the
frictional forces were measured between a silicon tip and
NbSe2 surface, we obtain 6.83108 and 5.83108 N/m2 for tip
radii of 12 and 45 nm if we take the sum of the Nb and
radii as d and the adhesion energy of this contact asg.
Similar calculations made in Ref. 14 using a fairly involve
theory9 give 6.13108 and 6.63108 N/m2. The difference
compared to thet values obtained here can be attributed
the different adhesion energyg for different tip radii accord-
ing to the data given in Ref. 14: 0.099 J/m2 and 0.087J/m2,
respectively for radii of 12 and 45 nm~in the static regime!.

We also note that formulas~4!–~5! yield the Amonton
law for the friction of macroscopic bodies, since the re
contact area is proportional to the clamping force.18

Under conditions such that a tip slides at distanceh from
the surface without contact, the frictional force should d
pend onh and on the radius of curvatureR of the tip apex. In
order to find these dependences, direct calculations w
made using formulas~1! and~2! and the results are plotted i
Figs. 3a and 3b for a tribocontact between a silicon tip a
an arbitrary square lattice of silicon atoms with peri
0.207 nm~Fig. 3a! and also for a contact between a tungst
tip and the~100! plane of the iron crystal lattice. In both
cases, the shape of the tip was a paraboloid of revolution,
interaction potentials of the silicon atoms were calculated
the electron gas approximation,20 and those of the iron and
tungsten atoms were calculated in the Morse appr
imation.21 To simplify the calculations the atomic structu
of the tip and the sample was taken to be rigid, neglect
relaxation, which is justified for fairly largeh.

It can be seen from the figures that the frictional for
increases approximately linearly as the radius of curvaturR
of the tip increases and decreases exponentially with incr
ing h. The linear dependence of the frictional force on t
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FIG. 3. Friction force versus radius of curvatureR and
tip height h above surface: 1—R510 nm, 2—
R520 nm, and3—R540 nm; a—silicon tip above an
arbitrary square lattice of silicon atoms~period
0.206 nm! and b—tungsten tip above~100! plane of
a –Fe crystal. The forces are given in nanonewtons.
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radius agrees with the experimental data14 ~see Figs. 11 and
12! for near-zero values of the clamping force, i.e., und
conditions of weak contact.

Accurate calculations of the frictional force as a functi
of the load require allowance for the relaxation of the atom
configuration at the times when the tip becomes ‘‘attache
to the surface.

This mechanism can be described as stati, since the
tional force does not depend on the tip velocity. Under c
ditions of sliding at constant velocity other effects also a
pear which lead~in a first approximation! to a frictional force
proportional to the velocity. For instance, momentum may
transferred from the tip to the surface by means of elec
magnetic fluctuations~similar to Van der Waals forces! or
via the phonon subsystem. These topics require special
sideration.
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Anisotropy of thin ferromagnetic films
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A model is proposed and checked experimentally to describe a direct relationship between the
anisotropy of thin ferromagnetic films and the texture of a low-symmetry magnetically
ordered phase of CoFe alloy which has a monoclinic unit cell. The measured distortions of the
initial cubic cell are an order of magnitude greater than the magnetostriction constants of
the solid sample. An analysis is made of a system for the formation of anisotropic stresses in the
plane of the film in which this effect is attributed to the magnetic texture. A suitable
method is developed for making diffraction measurements and analyzing the experimental data.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!01010-6#
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Intensive research to identify the nature of the uniax
magnetic anisotropy of thin films has been carried out
some forty years. The models of this phenomenon used
far are described by Prutton1 and Soohoo.2 Clemenset al.3 in
particular attribute the anisotropy of the magnetic proper
of CoFe alloy films to a magnetostrictive effect: when
beam of deposited atoms is obliquely incident, anisotro
stresses are created in the plane of the film which determ
the direction of the easy magnetization axis. This clea
poses the question as to the mechanism responsible fo
formation of these anisotropic stresses, which usually res
in the construction of complex systems for the ordering
the film structure and its defects. Here we propose a s
consistent model for the formation of anisotropy of the m
chanical and magnetic properties of thin films in which th
anisotropy is a consequence of directional crystallization
sulting in the formation of a crystalline texture of a low
symmetry, magnetically ordered phase.

The proposed hypothesis was checked experimen
for films of CoFe30.5V1.5 alloy obtained by magnetr
sputtering. X-ray diffraction measurements were made us
an automated DRON-3M difffractometer with CuKa radia-
tion. The films were deposited on 0.1 mm thick glass s
strates. The pseudocubic-phase textures were initially de
mined for samples obtained under different sputter
conditions. Measurements of the crystalline parameters
the low-symmetry phase were made using samples wi
symmetric pseudocubic-phase texture:4 the maximum of the
density distribution of the~111! planes lies in the plane o
the film, the distribution half-width is'23°, and the distri-
bution density of the orthogonal~110! planes does not de
pend on the azimuthal anglew. Results will be presented fo
a sample 7000~70! Å thick. The fixed substrate was pos
tioned 75 mm from the center of the sputtered target wh
vertical and horizontal dimensions were in the ratio;9:1.
The easy magnetization axis coincides with the horizon
direction and strong in-plane magnetic anisotropy is
served~the results of the magnetic measurements will
published in another study!. In this case, the average dime
sions of the regions of coherent scattering obtained from
7691063-7850/98/24(10)/3/$15.00
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broadening of the diffraction peaks are 90~10! Å. No in-plane
anisotropy of the crystallite shape is observed.

A schematic of the diffraction measurements is shown
Fig. 1. Let us assume that thex andy axes in the plane of the
film ~Fig. 1a! coincide with the horizontal and vertical direc
tions of the substrate in the sputtering chamber,n is the
normal to thexy plane,ncw is the normal to the~110! plane,
and«1 , «2 , and«cw are the elastic strains in the appropria
directions. In the experiments measurements were mad
the interplanar spacings for two systems of planes:c590°
andc535°. The anglec was varied by rotating the sampl
about the principal axis of the diffractometer while the a
muthal anglew was varied by rotating the film mounted on
GP-14 texture attachment about then direction. The interpla-
nar spacingsd (110) in the (a1 , a2 , a3) basis of the
pseudoplanar cell~Fig. 1b! are determined by the directio
of spontaneous magnetizationI s in an isolated crystallite.

For the texture described above, it is natural to assu

that the in-plane direction ofI s is along @ 1̄10#. Then, in
accordance with the Neimann principle,5 the symmetry of the
ferromagnetic crystal should be described by the 2/m po
group, and the@110# directions~Fig. 1b! become nonequiva
lent. In a standard system6 the a, b, andc axes of a mono-

clinic cell coincide with the @110#, @ 1̄10#, and @001#
directions and the angle between@110# and@001# is not 90°.
This type of cell has four different interplanar spacin

d(110): d(1̄10)5d1 , d(110)5d2 , d(1̄01)5d(01̄1)5d3 ,
andd(101)5d(011)5d4 . Then, for the pseudocubic-phas
texture described and the existing symmetry of the sputte

conditions, the probabilities of the~111! and (1̄1̄1) planes of
isolated crystallites lying in the plane of the film should
the same. This has the result that in the appropriate direct
measurements are not made ofd3 andd4 but of their aver-
age, which we shall henceforth denote byd.

The asymmetry of the sputtering conditions may creat

preferential orientation of the@ 1̄10# directions in thexy
plane, which is equivalent to the formation of a magne
texture. For an ideal texture~Fig. 1c! we can measured1

(c590°, w50°), d2 (c535°, w590°), andd (c590°,
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Schematic of diffraction measurement
a — choice of coordinate system for measur
ment of adjusting angles, b — nonequivalent di-
rections in monoclinic cell, c — orientation of
crystallites for ideal texture~the triangles shown
must be supplemented by another two obtain
by turning the figure through 180° about th
normal to thexy plane!.
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w590° andc535°, w50°), which are related by

d15d1d11d2 , d25d1d12d2 , ~1!

whered1 andd2 are the parameters of this model. The co
tribution of the elastic deformations was taken into acco
by the standard ‘‘sin2c’’ method,7 which uses the expressio

«wc5«1 sin2 c cos2 w1«2 sin2 c sin2 w. ~2!

For the observed pseudocubic-phase texture the trian
formed by the@110# directions uniformly fill thexy plane.
Then, the probabilityP(w) that the (1̄10) plane, for in-
stance, falls within a reflecting position depends onw. For
the strongest possible magnetic anisotropy we have

P~0°!51, P~90°!50. ~3!

In our case the dependencesd(w,c5const) are described b
linear functions, which were used to analyze the experim
tal data.

The results of the measurements are plotted in Fig
The absolute values of all the measuredd(110) values were
determined with the same errorDd.0.002 Å, which is in-
significant for the calculations of the required paramete
Measurements of the shifts of the diffraction peaks relat
to their positions atw50° were made for angles 2q between
43° and 47°. The relative errors wereDd(110)<2
31024 Å.

Assuming the measuring system shown in Fig. 1,
obtain from formulas~1! and ~2! the following expressions
for the measured valuesd(w,f):

g15d1d11d21«1d01D152.02201~14! Å

~c590°,w50°!,

g25d1«2d01D152.01869~14! Å

~c590°,w590°!,

g35d10.33«1d01D252.01734~14! Å

~c535°,w50°!,

g45d1d12d210.33«2d01D252.01896~14! Å

~c535°,w590°!, ~4!

whereD1 and D2 are the systematic errors of the absolu
measurements caused by the indeterminacy of the instrum
-
t

les

n-

2.

s.
e

e

n-

tal ‘‘zero’’ and other geometric factors, andd0 is the average
of d(w,c). The conditionD15D2 was satisfied so that th
system~4! could be solved, and additional optical measu
ments were also made. The film, attached to a mandrel w
a cylindrical hole, has an almost spherical shape whose r
of curvature measured in thex and y directions wereRx

5417 ~14! mm andRy5455 (14) mm. In this case, the sys
tem ~4! yields the following values of the model paramete

d152.52~30!31023 Å, d250.95~36!31023 Å,

«1d051.79~29!31023 Å, «2d051.94~29!31023 Å,

which are determined assuming that condition~3! is satisfied.
The true values of the spontaneous deformation caused
the magnetic ordering can only be higher than those
tained.

The existence of magnetic texture should give rise
anisotropy of the elastic stresses in the plane of the film.
samples with strongly defined magnetic anisotropy in
free state the film–substrate system shows preferential b
ing about they direction, i.e., the elastic stresses are clea
anisotropic in thexy plane~Fig. 1!. We now hypothesize tha
during sputtering some quasiequilibrium stress state
formed in the film at a temperature around 200 °C. Duri

FIG. 2. Measured interplanar spacings for fixed anglesc: 1 — c590°,
2 —c535°. The scale of the absolute values ofd(w) was determined to
within ;0.002 Å.
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cooling additional stresses appear in the film as a resu
the difference between the coefficients of thermal expans
of the film and the substrate. The existence of a magnetic
ordered phase texture implies that the in-plane directions
nonequivalent. In this case, the elastic deformations of
film are determined by the tensor components of the coe
cients of thermal expansion. For monoclinic symmetry t
symmetric second-rank tensor has four independ
components.8 Thus, in the proposed model the anisotropy
the elastic deformations is a consequence of the magn
texture and not the cause of it.
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A new class of electrostatic systems which keep plane homogeneous charged-particle
beams exactly parallel
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An analysis is made of electrostatic systems whose field is formed by two superposed two-
dimensional fields with a common plane of symmetry~midplane!. It is assumed that these fields
overlap in the region where a charged particle beam propagates. The main property of
these systems is that they conserve ideally~without angular aberrations! the parallelism of a
charged particle beam of uniform energy-to-charge ratio, propagating in the midplane of the field.
This new class of electrostatic system includes the four-electrode system given as an
example in which each electrode consists of four plates positioned symmetrically relative to the
midplane. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!01110-0#
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Plane parallel charged particle beams having unifo
energy-to-charge and mass-to-charge ratios, propagatin
two-dimensional or conical static electromagnetic fields i
ally ~without angular aberrations! conserve their parallelism
after propagation through these fields~see, for example
Refs. 1 and 2!. In these cases, the particles propagate in
midplane which forms the plane of symmetry of the elect
field and the plane of antisymmetry of the magnetic fie
Here we propose another class of electrostatic systems w
field is formed by two superposed two-dimensional fie
with a common plane of symmetry~midplane!. The parallel-
ism of plane charged particle beams having uniform ener
to-charge ratios is ideally preserved after propagat
through the field of these systems. In what follows, for co
ciseness we shall describe charged particle beams ha
uniform energy-to-charge ratios as homogeneous.

We shall assume that in anx,y,z Cartesian coordinate
system, the common midplane of two two-dimensional fie
coincides with thez50 plane, and that one of the two
dimensional fields is described by the potentialw1(x,z), and
the other by the potentialw2(y,z). In the nonrelativistic ap-
proximation, the Hamilton–Jacobi equation describing
motion of a charged particle in the midplane of these sup
posed fields described by the scalar potentialw5w11w2 has
the form

1

2m F S ]S0

]x D 2

1S ]S0

]y D 2G1eF1~x!1eF2~y!5E, ~1!

wheree is the particle charge,m is its mass,S0 is the reduced
action function, related to the action functionS by S52Et
1S0 , t is the time,E is a constant equal to the total partic
energy,w1(x,0)[F1(x), and w2(y,0)[F2(y). In Eq. ~1!
the variables are separated. SubstitutingS0 into this equation
in the form of the sumS0(x,y)5S1(x)1S2(y), we obtain

1

2m S dS1

dx D 2

1eF1~x!2E52
1

2m S dS2

dy D 2

2eF2~y!5l,

~2!
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wherel is an arbitrary constant. Equation~2! is used to find
the momentaPx5m, ẋ5dS1 /dx and Py5m, ẏ5dS2 /dy,
after which the complete integral of the Hamilton–Jaco
equation is determined. Then a well known method is use
find the particle trajectory equation in quadratures,

E
x0

x ~sgnẋ~x!!dx

AW0sin2u01e~F102F1!

2E
y0

y ~sgnẏ~y!!dy

AW0cos2u01e~F202F2!
50, ~3!

and the relationship between the coordinatex and the timet

t2t05Am

2 Ex0

x ~sgnẋ~x!!dx

AW0 sin2 u01e~F102F1!
. ~4!

HereW is the particle kinetic energy,u is the angle between
the particle velocity and they axis, and the zero subscrip
indicates the initial values of the variables. The subsc
‘‘ i 0’’, i 51,2 indicates that the potential labeledi is calcu-
lated at the initial point of the trajectory. Using Eqs.~1!–~3!,
we can find the angleu at any point on the trajectory of a
particle moving in the midplane:

sin2u5
W0 sin2 u01e~F102F1!

W01e~w02F12F2!
. ~5!

This last equation yields one of the main properties
electron-optical systems with this type of field, i.e., after e
tering this field, a homogeneous parallel charged-part
beam propagating in the midplane exactly~without angular
aberrations! preserves its parallelism after propagati
through the field. The required electron-optical properties
this field perpendicular to the midplane and in the tw
dimensional field are provided by selecting the potentials
the electrodes of the system used to generate this field
particular, conditions can be selected to conserve the pa
lelism of a three-dimensional homogeneous beam~telescopic
conditions!. The parameters of the proposed system wh
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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characterize its properties perpendicular to the midplane,
calculated using general formulas for electron-optical s
tems with a midplane.3,4

By way of an example of the proposed systems, we
scribe a four-electrode system whose field-defining surfa
lie on two planes parallel to the midplane and separated f
it by the same distanced/2 ~see Fig. 1!. Each electrode con
sists of two plates at the same potential and positioned s
metrically relative to the midplane. It is assumed that
gaps between the plates of neighboring electrodes ar
small than their width can be neglected when studying
electron-optical properties. In cases of practical interest,
generally sufficient for the width of the gaps between
plates to be'0.1d. The plates of the first electrode projecte
onto the midplane occupy the quadrantx,0, y,0, those of
the second electrode occupy the quadrantx.0, y,0, those
of the third the quadrantx.0, y.0, and those of the fourth
the quadrantx,0, y.0. The electrode potentials are d
noted byV1 , V2 , V3 , and V4 , respectively. It is easy to
establish that under these assumptions the potentialw may be
represented as the sum of the potentialsw1(x,z) andw2(y,z)
of two two-electrode systems with a two-dimensional field
the following condition is satisfied:

V32V25V42V1 . ~6!

The field of each system with a two-dimensional field dec
rapidly with increasing distance from the gaps separating
electrodes. Thus, if we impose the constraint that the field
this four-electrode system at the boundary of the region

FIG. 1. Four-electrode electrostatic system.
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cupied by the field should not exceed 0.01% of the ma
mum, in the midplane the field of the system may be cons
ered to be concentrated in the cross-shaped region

UxdU<3, UydU<3. ~7!

Outside this region the particle trajectories can be conside
to be rectilinear for most practical applications. In additio
refraction of the rays on entering and leaving the field can
neglected. As for the case of two-dimensional fields gen
ated by electrodes separated by straight gaps~see Refs. 1
and 5!, for this particular system we can easily select sha
and sizes of plates for which the field in the region where
beam propagates agrees with the calculated value. The p
lem of coupling the beam into and out of the system c
easily be solved if the potential of the first electrode in t
beam path matches the potential of the object space and
potential of the last electrode in the beam path matches
of the image space. The design solution depends on the
ticular application of the proposed electron-optical syste
For example, when it is used as a prism in a dihedral e
trostatic prism energy analyzer, the potentials of the ob
and image spaces match the electrode potentials of the
limator and focusing lenses adjacent to the prism. Sim
design solutions can be found in Refs. 1 and 5. Howev
unlike a prism with separate two-dimensional fields, the n
prism will be substantially more compact.

The proposed system can also be effectively used a
mirror with a large angle of deflection and a lens with
straight optic axis which can ideally broad plane charg
particle beam with a large energy spread exactly para
Other practical applications are also possible.

The authors thank S. Ya. Yavor for interest in this wo
and useful comments.
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Formation of macroparticle structures in an rf induction discharge plasma
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It was demonstrated experimentally that macroparticles may undergo levitation and form ordered
structures in an rf induction discharge plasma. The experiments were carried out using
1.87mm melamine formaldehyde particles in neon at a pressure of 25–500 Pa. The generator
frequency was 100 MHz. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!01210-5#
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In recent years, many experimental and theoretical s
ies have been devoted to dust plasmas, i.e., plasmas con
ing macroparticles.1,2 Interest in this type of research wa
stimulated by the theoretical prediction of Ikezi3 and subse-
quent experimental confirmation that various types of
dered structures may be formed from macroparticles injec
into the plasma, including plasma crystals. The formation
ordered structures was observed in an rf capacitive disch
plasma,4 a stratified glow discharge,5 and in a thermal
plasma of hydrocarbon fuel combustion products.6 In the
combustion product plasma the macroparticles acquire
positive charge ofZp;103 electron charges as a result
thermal emission. At a gas temperatureTg51700 K, particle
density np553107 cm23, and electron density ne

;1010cm23 the measured pair correlation function clea
revealed a peak indicative of short-range interaction or
and characteristic of a liquid.

In a discharge plasma the macroparticles acquire a n
tive charge, which is determined by the floating potential a
given point in space and by the macroparticle size. In vari
experiments the value ofZp varied between 104 and 106

electron charges. On entering an electrostatic trap, depen
on the conditions which are characterized to a first appro
mation by the ideality parameter, macroparticles group i
an ensemble having some particular order. In simulation
structures formed from macroparticles, allowance must
made for the force of the gravitational field, interaction
particles among themselves and with an external elec
field, and also interaction of particles with the plasma neu
and ion components.7 The suspension~levitation! of macro-
particles and the formation of ensembles possessing diffe
degrees of order takes place in a discharge zone where
constant component of the electric field exhibits apprecia
nonuniformity acting as an electrostatic trap for the charg
macroparticles. In an rf capacitive discharge this trap for
near the electrodes, whereas in a stratified glow discharg
forms at the head of the striation.

Here we report the first observations of ordered str
tures in an rf induction discharge plasma. Unlike the types
discharge mentioned above, an rf induction discharge is
electrodeless discharge. This factor is highly attractive fr
the viewpoint of various technological applications and
fundamental research, since it is possible to produce
study plasmas having different configurations and lengths
7741063-7850/98/24(10)/3/$15.00
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an rf induction discharge it is predicted that isolated charg
macroparticles and ensembles of these particles will levi
in the region between the homogeneous quasineutral pla
and the wall confining the plasma volume, or the neutral
surrounding it.

The plasma was generated in a vertical glass tu
20 mm in diameter and 20 cm long, using a standard PPB
device used to supply electrodeless lamps which serve
sources of atomic line spectra of various metals. The gen
tor frequency was 100 MHz. Estimates indicate that the
erage power deposited in the inductor was around 1 W
could be varied severalfold by varying the current throu
the inductor in the rangeI560–200 mA. The tube was in
serted in an inductor formed by four coils so that its low
end was several millimeters below the first inductor coil~see
Fig. 1!. The working gas was neon at pressureP between 25
and 500 Pa. When the generator was switched on, the lu

FIG. 1. Schematic of experimental tube:1—inductor coils,2—particle con-
tainer, 3—luminous plasma volume, and4—region containing levitating
particles.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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nous plasma region filled the entire tube in the transve
direction. In the vertical direction, the size of the plasm
depended on the gas pressure and the generator power
could vary between a few centimeters and the entire vert
dimension of the tube. Particles were injected into
plasma by shaking a metal container located in the upper
of the tube 70 mm from the upper coil of the inductor. T
bottom of the container was made of a fine metal me
Melamine formaldehyde particles of diameter 1.
60.04mm were used. Taking the density of the material
1.5 g/cm3, the weight of a single particle was 4.
31025 mg.

The particle observation system was similar to that u
in Ref. 5. A knife-shaped 670 nm diode laser beam havin
width of 25 mm and a thickness of around 200mm near the
constriction illuminated the volume under study. The la
beam could be moved vertically and horizontally and
plane rotated. In this way, different cross sections of
plasma could be observed. The particles were observe
scattered laser radiation using a CCD camera mounted a
angle of 60° to the plane of the laser knife and the ima
obtained were recorded with a video recorder.

FIG. 2. Image of vertical cross section (8.438.7 mm) of particle ensemble
for I 5120 mA andP563 Pa.
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Particle levitation was observed near the wall and at
upper boundary of the plasma, i.e., in the transition reg
between the uniformly luminous plasma and the neutral
~see Fig. 1!. Figure 2 shows an image of the vertical cro
section of an ensemble of particles suspended above th
minous region, which was recorded at pressure 63 Pa
current 120 mA. It can be seen that the individual partic
oscillate about the equilibrium position and their image
blurred. As the pressure increases, the amplitude and
quency of the oscillations decreases. In all cases, howe
regardless of how the particles behaved~whether they oscil-
lated or remained in a fixed state!, the region in which they
levitated was sharply delimited: the upper limit was som
boundary in the neutral gas and the lower limit was t
boundary of the luminous plasma, which can be identifi
with the region of homogeneous quasineutral plasma. T
behavior shows up clearly in Fig. 2. An increase in the g
erator power caused the volume occupied by the plasm
expand, i.e., shifted the boundary of the luminous zone in
vertical direction and thus shifted the entire particle regio

FIG. 4. Image of four particles levitating near the walls atI 5150 mA and
P5115 Pa. Size of fragment 3.635.0 mm.
FIG. 3. Image of vertical cross section (6.433.9 mm) of particle
ensemble forI 5200 mA andP5500 Pa.
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The pattern of particle motion showed little change.
At a pressure of the order of 500 Pa and generator

rent of 200 mA, a stable structure consisting of numero
particles was observed between the plasma and the botto
the metal container~the typical distance between them w
of the order of 2 cm!. Figure 3 shows a cross section of th
region in the vertical plane. Increaing the total number
particles~by injecting additional particles! increased the size
and changed the shape of the structure in the vertical di
tion, and also resulted in the appearance of directional ci
lating particle fluxes in the lower part of the structure.

Near the wall we observed separately suspended
ticles and vertical chains of several particles which co
levitate for an arbitrarily long time. Figure 4 shows an ima
of four particles suspended near the wall at pressure 11
and generator current 150 mA. The distance between the
ticles was around 700mm. Changing the generator powe
did not cause any substantial change in the observed pa
until the upper boundary of the plasma approached the
gion of observation.
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To sum up, it has been demonstrated experimentally
the first time that ordered macroparticle structures may
obtained in an rf induction discharge plasma. The shape
behavior of the particle ensembles is very similar to tho
observed in a stratified dc glow discharge.

In conclusion, the authors thank V. I. Molotkov an
V. M. Torchinski� for assistance with the experiments a
also A. M. Lipaev for helping to processes the video imag
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Modeling of a crossed-groove cavity in the 8 mm wavelength range
F. F. Baryshnikov, G. A. Bogatova, G. D. Bogomolov, V. V. Zavyalov, V. A. Ipatov,
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Results are presented of experiments on the scale modeling of a crossed-groove quasioptic
cavity. It is demonstrated that high-Q modes can be excited with a ring structure at the mirror and
a field maximum at the center of the cavity. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~98!01310-X#
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Crossed-groove quasioptic cavities have been propo
for infrared free-electron lasers with high average pow
~10–100 kW or higher!.1 A characteristic feature of this cav
ity is that its dominant oscillation is azimuthally symmetri
bounded by caustics, and focused near the central part o
cavity; but unlike cavities with spherical mirrors, it has a
annular field distribution at the mirrors. Thus, the apertu
at the center of the mirrors should weakly perturb this os
lation, and an axial electron beam can be passed thro
these mirrors to interact with the field in the cavity. Repla
ing the spherical-mirror cavity in a high-power free-electr
laser2 with a crossed-groove cavity can especially simpl
the electron output of the radiation3,4 and can also reduce th
specific thermal load on the mirrors by increasing the a
occupied by the field on the mirror.

The qualitative pattern of field formation in crosse
groove cavities was described in Refs. 5 and 6 and the c
acteristics of the natural oscillations were analyzed theor
cally and numerically in Refs. 7–9. In this brie
communication we describe preliminary results of expe
mental modeling of the oscillations in crossed-groove ca
ties.

Experimental investigations of optical cavities using
full-scale prototype are difficult because the fabrication
such a prototype is frequently no easier than fabricatin
working cavity. In addition, it is comparatively difficult to
develop the instrumentation needed for this research in
infrared~such as tunable radiation sources, detectors, an
on!.

A possible method of solving this problem is scale mo
eling based on known scaling laws.10 If the characteristic
dimensions of the system are much greater than the w
length and the transverse dimensions are much smaller
the longitudinal, the characteristics of the natural oscillatio
are completely determined by various dimensionless par
eters. In particular, the authors of Ref. 9 used the follow
dimensionless parameters to calculate the natural osc
tions:c5ka2/2L, the Fresnel parameter;g512(2L/R), the
curvature parameter;b5(4L/a)cot(a/2), the kink parameter
of the mirror surface to the axis; andt5b/a, the relative size
of the aperture at the center of the mirror. The physical
rameters of the cavity arel52p/k, the working wave-
7771063-7850/98/24(10)/3/$15.00
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length;L, the distance between the mirrors ot the cavity; a
R, the radius of curvature of the mirror;a, the ‘‘kink’’ angle
of the surface of the cavity mirror on the axis; 2a, the mirror
diameter; and 2b, the diameter of the aperture at the cen
of the mirror ~inset to Fig. 1a!.

For the scale modeling it is important to note that the
are only four dimensionless parameters, whereas there
six physical parameters. Thus, defining the dimensionless
rameters leaves two physical parameters free, which spe
cally allows us to convert to the most convenient frequen
range for the measurements and to select acceptable re
tor dimensions.

The characteristics of a crossed-groove cavity were m
sured in the 8 mm range using apparatus whose block
gram was described in Ref. 11. The model cavity w
formed by concave and plane mirrors~inset to Fig. 1a!, The
concave mirror, having the diameter 118 mm and radius
curvature 170 mm, was turned from brass with the cente
curvature displaced from the turning axis by 40 mm. T
kink angle of the mirror at the center was 76.4°. The 100 m
plane mirror was known to be larger than the calcula
caustic of the dominant oscillation.

The concave mirror with an optical positioning head w
mounted on the stage of a horizontal optical compara
whose displacement was measured with an optical mic
scope to within 5mm. The circular plane mirror was attache
to the fixed part of the comparator. The cavity was exci
by a waveguide via a coupling aperture in the concave m
ror, 30 mm from the cavity axis, i.e., close to the maximu
of the annular oscillation field in confocal geometry.

The excitation source was a frequency-modulated os
lator in the millimeter range. The detected signals from
cavity ~via the central coupling aperture in the plane mirro!
and the wavemeter consisted of resonance curves and
recorded simultaneously on the screen of a two-channel d
tal oscilloscope. The measurements were made at a fi
frequency as the concave mirror was moved. The set of m
sured resonance lines of the natural oscillationsLmnq be-
tween the center of the concave mirror and the plane mi
determined the cavity spectrum. The Q factor was calcula
from the width of the resonance curve and the field distrib
tion was measured by the trial body method.11
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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When the distanceL was varied between 28 and 100 nm
several tens of cavities of different amplitude were observ
Only the fairly high-intensity oscillations with Q factor
.1000 were investigated. In addition, the dense spectrum
oscillations excited in the ‘‘quasiclosed’’ cavity~for 28,L
,50 mm) was not investigated, since this was not of parti
lar interest.

In one of the first series of experiments a cone 1.5 cm
diameter and 1.5 cm high made of plasticene, which i
good absorber in the millimeter wavelength range, was
tached to the central part of the concave mirror~the mea-
sured reflection coefficient was,0.1). This absorbing insert
which is qualitatively equivalent to an aperture at the cen
of the mirror, should have the weakest influence on osci
tions with a dip in the field near the center of the conca
mirror and specifically on annular oscillations and azimu
ally nonuniform oscillations with an internal caustic. In fac
the oscillation spectrum of the cavity with an absorbing co
was considerably more widely spaced, which simplified
identification of the oscillation modes by the trial bod
method.

Figure 1a shows the spectrum of the resonance struc
with an absorber in the form of lines whose height is prop
tional to the amplitudeA of the resonance signal and Fig. 1
shows the spectrum without an absorber. In addition to
dominant~annular! oscillation 00q (q is the longitudinal in-
dex!, we also investigated a series of resonances consis

FIG. 1. Spectra of crossed-groove cavity: a—with absorber and b—with
absorber. Excitation frequency 43.1 GHz;s—00q oscillation,3—11q os-
cillation; higher oscillation modes are not displayed in the spectra.
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of two closely spaced oscillations (DL,0.05) mm, one of
substantially larger amplitude. Measurements of the field d
tribution of these oscillations showed that they consist o
doubly degenerate azimuthally nonuniform oscillation mo
11q with an internal caustic. As a result of the unavoidab
azimuthal asymmetry of the cavity, the degeneracy is lif
and both oscillations, whose fields are shifted azimuthally
90°, are excited independently.

Figure 2a gives the distribution of the square of t
dominant oscillation field measured by stretching a wire w
the trial body at right angles to the cavity axis at a distance
around 1 mm near the edge of the concave mirror, and
2b shows the distribution obtained near the plane mirror. T
oscillatory nature of the distribution near the concave mir
is caused by the trial body systematically crossing the c
cave phase fronts. The radial distribution of the field refle
the envelope of these oscillations.

The results of measurements of the Q factorQ(L) of the
annular oscillations are shown in Fig. 3. This dependenc
typical of oscillations bounded by external caustics~see
Ref. 11!. As L increases, the Q factor initially increases as
result of a decrease in the relative fraction of ohmic losse
the mirrors and then increases abruptly as a result of
increased radiation losses as the external caustic approa
the edge of the mirror. The relative radiation losses for

utFIG. 2. Results of measurements of the distribution of the domin
oscillation fields in a crossed-groove cavity: a—near concave mirror
b—near plane mirror. Excitation frequency 43.1 GHz.
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maximum Q factor were<1023, which agrees with the cal
culated estimates.9

To conclude, this model experiment has demonstra
the main property of a crossed-groove cavity: the existe
of high-Q ring modes having a focused distribution in t
central part of the cavity, which provides an additional arg
ment in favor of using this type of cavity in high-powe
free-electron lasers.

This work was partially supported by the Russian Fu
for Fundamental Research~Grants Nos. 96-02-17790-a an
96-15-96956!.

FIG. 3. Q factor of the 00q oscillation as a function of distance betwee
mirrors. Excitation frequency 43.1 GHz.
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The first results are presented of investigations of the retention time of magnetoacoustic long-
term memory signals in ferrite powders for various magnetizing fields and temperatures.
A mechanism is proposed to explain how these memory signals form. ©1998 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!01410-4#
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Interest in the phenomenon of magnetoacoustic lo
term memory~MALM ! in an ensemble of small ferrite pa
ticles has been stimulated by the possibility of using t
effect in memory devices and high-frequency signal conv
ers. This effect may form the basis of a fundamentally n
repeatable method of recording and reading information.
formation storage devices based on this effect should ha
high speed compared with existing devices because of
very short access time.1

In the MALM effect, a ferrite powder statically memo
rizes the echo signals produced by two successive~record-
ing! radiopulses of durationD acting on the powder at time
t50,t and generates additional signals as a result of the
tion of a third~readout! pulse at timet5T@t ~Ref. 2!. These
signals appear at timest5T1nt(n51,2,3,. . . ) and are
known as MALM signals.

At present, there are two models capable of explain
the appearance of MALM signals: the reorientation mod3

and the internal model.4 The reorientation model was used
describe a memory effect in piezoelectric powder and can
essentially transferred to ferrite powders.3 Thus, we shall
only analyze the internal model, which has not been su
ciently discussed in the literature, and we shall also exam
the conditions for the formation of MALM signals.

The mechanism for the formation of MALM signals a
cording to the internal model may be described as follo
7801063-7850/98/24(10)/2/$15.00
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The electromagnetic field of the first and second excit
pulses of radiation at frequencyv, supplied to the sample a
timest50,t, excites the elastic subsystem of the particles
the ferromagnetic resonance frequencyv0 by magnetoelastic
coupling. Intensive acoustic vibrations are observed for th
particles whose natural frequenciesV satisfy the condition
V'v5v0 ~Ref. 4!. As a result of nonlinear interaction o
the elastic vibrations excited by the recording pulses,
natural frequencies of the oscillators shift. Since the reco
ing of intense signals is observed for almost single-dom
particles, a change in the natural frequency of the partic
may be related to an irreversible rotation of the magneti
tion vectors in the particles. The irreversible rotation occ
under the action of two radiopulses acting at timest50, t.
The fairly long precession of the magnetization vector in
powder particles~up to timet) may be caused by the acou
tic vibrations excited by the first pulse. After the action
the readout pulse, the vibrations of the particles for which
natural frequencies have shifted produce the MALM signa

Here we present results of investigations carried out
ing a coherent pulsed radio spectrometer with exciting pu
of length 4ms, intervalt540ms, and radiation frequency
18 MHz. The static and alternating magnetic fields were m
tually perpendicular. The powder samples were prepa
from YIG polycrystals with grain sizes between 2.5 a
5 mm. The powder particles of between 71 and 100mm were
d:

-

FIG. 1. Amplitude of MALM signals in
Y3Fe4.3AlO12 powder with different magnetizing
fields. The numbers give the fields in oerste
1 —60, 2 —130, 3 —150, 4 —170, 5 —210,
6 —230,7 — 250,8 —270, and9 —290. The inset
gives the amplitude of the MALM signals as a func
tion of the magnetizing field at time 460 s.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. Amplitude of MALM signals in Y3Fe4Al0.7O12

ferrite powder at various temperatures in optimu
magnetizing fields. The numbers give the temperat
in kelvin: 1 —293, 2 —305, 3 —330, 4 —339, 5 —351,
and6 —362.
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poured into glass ampoules with a vacuum better t
1024 Torr.

Figure 1 gives the amplitude of the memory signalsA3

as a function of the time of application of the readout pu
for various magnetizing fieldsH0 in Al-doped YIG powder
having the composition Y3Fe4.3Al0.7O12 with the saturation
magnetizationMs552 G at room temperature.

It can be seen from the inset to Fig. 1, which gives
amplitude of the MALM signals as a function of the magn
tizing field H0 at time t5460 s, that the amplitudeA3

reaches a maximum for fieldsH0'150 Oe close to the satu
ration fields of this sample. In these fields the magnetiza
vector M in the particles is in quasistable equilibrium,
which it can easily be deflected by any angle under the ac
of the fields of the recording pulses. After the end of the
pulses, the magnetization vectors in the particles relax
their initial position, which is responsible for the relative
rapid decay of the signal amplitude with time~Fig. 1!. Only
a few particles remain in which the vectorM is fairly reli-
ably retained in the new position, and thus these can hav
almost unbounded relaxation time. For large (H0>250 Oe)
and small (H0'60 Oe) magnetizing fields the vectorM is
retained by a fairly strong effective field~in the first case by
the magnetizing field and in the second case, by the an
ropy field!, so that the probability of its reorientation is low
In this case, the recording takes place in a small numbe
particles in which the vectorM is reliably anchored in the
new position which is responsible for the relatively sm
amplitude and weak decay of the MALM signals with tim

The internal model explains the behavior of the curv
giving the amplitude of the MALM signals as a function
the readout time in optimum magnetizing fields~fields for
which the signals are strongest! at various temperatures
ranging from room temperature to close to the Curie po
for a YIG Y3Fe4AlO12 sample~Fig. 2!. The retention time of
the MALM signals decreases as the Curie point is
proached since the thermal energy approaches the exch
energy and thus the time needed for disordering of the m
netic moments becomes shorter.

We note some other features of the MALM phenomen
n
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which can be described by the internal mechanism. T
MALM signals disappear after the sample has been hea
above the Curie temperature~and then cooled to room tem
perature!, since the magnetization distribution produced d
ing recording is destroyed. In addition, the experime
showed that the signals observed after heating the pow
above the Curie point are several times stronger than th
before heating. The explanation for this observation may
that after heating sections with remanent magnetization
appear in the interior of the crystallites, and the magneti
tion vectors rotate considerably more easily. This also s
gests that the recording mechanism can be described by
internal model.

The MALM effect has not been used so far because
the short signal retention time and also because of the d
age to the memory signals when the powder is shaken.3,4 On
the basis of these investigations, it can be concluded
first, the storage time of the MALM signals can be arbitrar
long and second, recording can be achieved either as a r
of both mechanisms or predominantly as a result of the
ergetically most favorable mechanism under particular c
ditions. Thus, under certain conditions recording can
achieved using only the internal mechanism, for exam
using samples in which the powder particles are distribu
in a nonmagnetic matrix, where they cannot rotate
merely vibrate, which solves the problem of loss of inform
tion by shaking.

1L. N. Kotov, in Abstracts of Papers presented at the Seventh Internatio
Conference on Ferrites, Bordeaux, France, 1996, p. 444.

2V. A. Shutilov, E. V. Charnaya, L. N. Kotovet al., Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.
12, 1060~1986! @Sov. Tech. Phys. Lett.12, 438 ~1986!#.

3R. L. Melcher and N. S. Shiren,Physical Acoustics, Vol. 16 ~Academic
Press, New York, 1982!, p. 341.

4B. A. Goldin, L. N. Kotov, L. K. Zarembo, and S. N. Karpachev,Spin–
Phonon Interaction in Crystals (Ferrites)@in Russian#, Nauka, Leningrad
~1991!, 150 pp.
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Hydrogen-induced phase transition in barium cerate
Yu. M. Ba kov, V. M. Egorov, N. F. Kartenko, B. A-T. Melekh, Yu. P. Stepanov,
and Yu. N. Filin
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The action of water vapor on nominally pure BaCeO3 perovskite at 850 K causes hydrogen to be
incorporated into the lattice and a thermally metastable state to form. The lattice symmetry
changes as a result of an orthorhombic–pseudocubic transition which takes place at a temperature
substantially lower than the known thermally initiated rhombohedral–cubic transition at
1173 K. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!01510-9#
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The barium cerate studied by us (BaCeO3) has four
modifications with transition temperatures of 520–535, 60
670, and 1173 K~Refs. 1–3!. Barium cerate is one of the
base compounds for the synthesis of high-temperature
tonic conductors in which hydrogen is not a dominant che
cal component of the oxides and thus is usually incorpora
by contact with water vapor. The effectiveness of this pro
dure depends on the presence of oxygen vacancies in
lattice, produced by acceptor doping~partial substitution of
cerium by yttrium or rare earths!. For this reason, nominally
pure ~henceforth called ‘‘pure’’! BaCeO3 is of no interest
from the technological point of view. However, physical a
chemical investigations have revealed differences in
structural characteristics of doped and pure BaCeO3, and it is
interesting to understand how these differences relate to
difference in the behavior of hydrogen in pure BaCeO3 and
its doped derivatives which we observed in an earlier stud4

In addition, the consequences of hydrogen incorporation
the structure of barium-cerate based oxides have never
considered, including in our earlier studies,1,4 where we in-
vestigated the properties of pure and doped BaCeO3 synthe-
sized by induction melting.

Here we report the first main results of an investigat
of the consequences of thermochemical treatment with w
vapor, which allows us to reinterpret the physicochemi
processes taking place in high-temperature protonic con
tors when they are used industrially and also during phys
and chemical investigations. The results refer to the chan
in the thermal and structural properties as a result of hyd
gen incorporation and also the relationship observed betw
the rate of hydrogen thermal desorption and the phase t
sition in BaCeO3.

The initial BaCeO3 obtained by induction melting1 was
ground into powder and normalized by annealing in
~400 Pa moisture content! for 50 h at 800 K. After this treat-
ment the samples were a uniform dark yellow and regard
of the cooling conditions, were characterized as orthorho
bic perovskite. The differential scanning calorimetry spec
in the range 300–700 K have two peaks with maxima
52261.5 and 607–593 K~boundaries of hysteresis!. These
thermal effects are interpreted as the result of second-o
~522 K! and first-order~607–593 K! phase transitions. The
7821063-7850/98/24(10)/2/$15.00
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hydrogen content in pure BaCeO3 was,1 at.%.
After normalization, some of the samples were used a

control and some were subjected to thermal vapor treatm
nitrogen containing 0.1% oxygen, 850 K, 100 h, moistu
content 3 kPa D2O (D2O was used because of the meth
used subsequently to analyze and observe thermal des
tion!. After this treatment, the samples were light yellow a
conserved their weight and color even when stored in
The weight of the pure BaCeO3 samples~2 g! remained al-
most unchanged after the experiment, but isotope excha
data indicated that the hydrogen content in pure BaCe3

increased to 4 at.%. Moreover, as we showed earlier,4 mo-
lecular hydrogen~here in the form of D2; the D2O vapor
amounted to;20%) was predominantly released by therm
desorption from pure barium cerate. Since we are intere
here in the relationship between phase transitions and hy
gen behavior, particular attention was paid to the tempera
at which hydrogen~deuterium! thermal desorption begins.

Despite special measures taken to enhance the sensi
of the thermal desorption analysis, no release of D2 or D2O
was detected up to 600 K. The first signs of gas release o
appeared at 650 K, and the rate of thermal desorption
vealed a distinct jump at 660–680 K. Of particular interes
the observation of thermal desorption in the temperat
range after the first-order phase transition~Fig. 1!. This may
be caused by an increase in the hydrogen~proton! mobility
in the lattice and by the initiation of some chemical mech
nism which results in the formation of hydrogen molecu
from a different chemical~hydroxide! form of hydrogen in
the oxide.

A second, but no less interesting, observation is t
thermal desorption processes are initiated not only after
phase transition at 607 K but also after the actual end of
heat release as a result of a metastable effect. This ef
which appears after the thermochemical treatment, is
served by differential scanning calorimetry as an exother
peak in the range 400–750 K and is not noticeable on a
ond scanning. The energy release of the metastable effe
higher than that of both phase transitions in the same t
perature range~950, 230, and 46 J/mol, respectively!.

The nature of the metastable effect is not yet clear a
we plan to study it. Nevertheless, at the phenomenolog
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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level, this metastable effect can explain the phenomeno
hydrogen~water! supersaturation during thermal vapor tre
ment which was described in Ref. 5, since not only the th
mal properties of pure BaCeO3 but also the crystal-chemica
parameters change in the course of this process. T
changes showed up when the x-ray diffraction spectra
pure BaCeO3 samples were compared before and after tre
ment. The peaks in the range 145–151° (u2u geometry,
CuKa radiation!, which are fairly typical identifiers of
‘‘fine’’ lattice symmetry characteristics of perovskites an
are clearly distinguishable for the initial orthorhomb
sample, formed a broadened peak in the treated sample.
behavior can be interpreted as the appearance of~pseudo!cu-

FIG. 1. Differential scanning calorimetry spectra of BaCeO3: normalized
~1! and after treatment with water vapor~2!. Dashed curve—second scan
ning; line of circles—rate of D2 thermal desorption (R) in arbitrary units.
of
-
r-

se
of
t-

his

bic lattice symmetry after the thermal vapor treatment~see
Fig. 2!. This observation, made for the first time, also su
gests a possible reason for the spread in the lattice pa
eters and their assignment to different BaCeO3 symmetries
by different authors, which we noted in Ref. 1.

This work was carried out under Russian Fund for Fu
damental Research Project No. 97-03-33466a ‘‘Hydrogen
perovskites.’’

1Yu. M. Ba�kov, V. M. Egorov, N. F. Kartenkoet al., Pis’ma Zh. Tekh.
Fiz. 22~11!, 91 ~1996! @Tech. Phys. Lett.22, 476 ~1996!#.

2T. Scherban, R. Villenueve, L. Albello, and G. Lucazeau, J. Raman S
trosc.24, 805 ~1993!.

3K. S. Knight, Solid State Ionics74, 109 ~1994!.
4Yu. M. Baikov, Solid State Ionics97, 471 ~1997!.
5K. D. Kreuer, E. Schonherr, and J. Maier, Solid State Ionics70–71, 278
~1994!.

Translated by R. M. Durham

FIG. 2. Part of x-ray diffraction spectrum of BaCeO3 before~1! and after~2!
thermal vapor treatment.
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Preparation and investigation of films of „Zn12xCdx…3„P12yAsy…2 solid solutions
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~Submitted December 29, 1997!
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Pulsed laser evaporation was used to prepare thin films of (Zn12xCdx)3(P12yAsy)2 solid
solutions. It was shown that varying the flux density of the laser radiation and the substrate
temperature allows films to be obtained whose composition, structure, and electrical
properties are similar to those of the bulk samples. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~98!01610-3#
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In recent years increasing interest has been show
film samples of II3– V2 semiconductors in connection wit
fundamental aspects of studying their physical properties
also because of the possibility of using thin films in sem
conductor and quantum electronics.1,2 It should be noted tha
II 3– V2 solid solutions are of particular interest, since th
can operate in a range of compositions free from the po
morphic transitions typical of this group of compounds.2

The preparation of films of complex semiconduct
compounds encounters problems with deviations of the c
position from stoichiometry caused by dissociation of t
materials during the evaporation process. Consequently
many cases, conventional methods of preparing thin fi
~thermal deposition, cathode sputtering, and so on! are un-
suitable. Pulsed laser evaporation was used here to ob
films of (Zn12xCdx)3(P12yAsy)2 solid solutions. This tech-
nology is considered to have many advantages over con
tional methods of deposition.3 Here we present results of a
investigation of the structure and electrical properties of t
layers of different compositions. The choice of solid soluti
compositions was determined on the basis of an earlier c
ponent optimization of crystal samples for use as element
Hall detectors.4

The initial materials for the deposition process we
polycrystalline samples of (Zn12xCdx)3(P12yAsy)2 solid so-
lutions grown by a single-temperature method with vib
tional mixing and by a two-temperature method with diffe
ent temperature gradients along the furnace. The subst
were chemically purified Corning 7059 glasses and th
temperatures were sustained in the rangeTl550– 300 °C.
The films were deposited in a vacuum chamber at a resi
gas pressure of (4 – 6)31025 Torr using a free-running in-
dustrial laser~pulse length 1023 s, wavelength 1.06mm)
~Ref. 5!. The laser radiation power was 105–(5
3105) W/cm2. Depending on the number of laser pulses,
thickness of the film varied between 0.2 and 1.5mm.

It was established that the surface quality of the fil
obtained by pulsed laser evaporation depends very stro
on the lens–target distance, i.e., on the flux density of
laser radiation at the surface of the target. By using de
cused radiation, we obtained solid-solution films with
mirror-smooth surface, almost free from droplets and p
holes. In this case, the flux density of the laser radiation w
7841063-7850/98/24(10)/2/$15.00
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(1.3– 1.6)3105 W/cm2 and shallow holes formed in the tar-
get ~the depth of the holes is much less than their transve
dimensions!.

The composition and structure of the targets and film
were monitored by microstructural and x-ray phase analys
It was established that the composition of thin films obtaine
from stoichiometric targets depends on the substra
temperature.6 At temperatures above 250 °C the films wer
10–20% depleted in phosphorus and arsenic relative to
target. The ratio of zinc to cadmium was accurately repr
duced in this temperature range within 4% measurement

FIG. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns: a—powder sample o
(Zn0.265Cd0.735)3(P0.1As0.9)2 solid solution; b—films obtained at a substrate
temperature of 240 °C.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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ror. Investigations of the structure and phase compositio
the films showed that at low substrate temperatures~50–
150 °C! crystalline layers grow, although the diffractio
peaks were of low intensity and broadened. This sugg
substantial crystal lattice defects. At substrate temperat
above 200 °C the intensity of the peaks increases and
width decreases.

Figure 1a shows an x-ray diffraction pattern f
a powder target having the compositio
(Zn0.265Cd0.735)3(P0.1As0.9)2 and Fig. 1b shows that for a film
grown at Tl5240 °C. It can be seen that the film and t
target have identical structures and phase composition, w
the films of these solid solutions reveal a clearly defin
texture in thê 202& direction. The crystal lattice paramete
of the target and the film determined by the least squa
method were almost the same (a58.7664 Å and c
512.3879 Å).

The electrical characteristics of the thin layers were
vestigated at room temperature by the van der Pauw met
It was found that the films possessedn-type conductivity and

TABLE I.

Film composition Tl ,°C r, V cm n, cm23 m, cm2 V21 s21

(Zn0.23Cd0.77)3 100 48.0 4.831014 270.5
(P0.23As0.77)2 240 11.1 1.231015 626.2
(Zn0.27Cd0.73)3 100 27.5 1.431015 383.7
(P0.10As0.90)2 240 7.9 3.331016 887.4
of
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their parameters are given in Table I as a function of
composition and deposition temperature.

It can be seen that the substrate temperature stro
influences the electrical characteristics of thin solid solutio
of II 3V2 semiconductors; this is directly related to the stru
ture and composition of the laser-deposited layers.

To sum up, pulsed laser evaporation has been use
obtain films of (Zn12xCdx)3(P12yAsy)2 solid solutions
whose composition and structure are similar to those of
bulk materials. Preliminary results of electrical measu
ments indicate that these films are potentially useful as m
netoactive elements of magnetic field meters.

This work was supported financially by the Belarus Fu
for Fundamental Research.
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Preparation of thick YBa 2Cu3O72d films by dc magnetron sputtering
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High-temperature superconducting films up to 3.6mm thick were obtained and their properties
requisite for the development of microwave devices were investigated. It is shown that
YBa2Cu3O72d films of thickness exceeding 3 – 5lL may be obtained for use in the microwave
range. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!01710-8#
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INTRODUCTION

Films of good structural quality with high critical param
eters are required to fabricate microwave devices using
high-temperature superconductor YBa2Cu3O72d . In order to
localize the field in the film and reduce the microwa
losses, the thickness of the film should exceed a few Lon
penetration depthslL . For an ideal YBa2Cu3O72d ~YBCO!
crystal oriented with thec axis of the unit cell perpendicula
to the surface (c-orientation!, the value oflL according to
various sources is between 1400 and 1800 Å~Ref. 1! and
increases in the presence of any structural defects in the
for example, as a result of the inclusion of differently o
ented grains. This implies that films at least 0.5mm thick are
required for microwave applications.

In our previous studies2,3 we examined the problems in
volved in obtaining thick YBCO films and we reported r
sults of an investigation of films 0.1–2.6mm thick obtained
by dc magnetron sputtering. Here we report results
YBCO films up to 3.6mm thick prepared by magnetron spu
tering at a deposition rate of;15 Å/min. The films were
investigated by x-ray diffraction analysis, electron micro
copy, and Rutherford backscattering.

EXPERIMENT

The films were deposited in a planar dc magnetron s
tem using a sapphire substrate with a cerium diox
sublayer.4 The pressure of the oxygen working gas w
1 Torr. The temperature of the substrate holder was m
tained at 650 °C and remained constant during the proc
The discharge current increased from 100 to 600 mA dur
the first 30 min of the process and then remained const
The film deposition time was between 1 and 40 h. The thi

TABLE I.

Sample
No.

Discharge current,
mA

Deposition time,
h

Thickness,
mm

654 600 20 1.8
656 600 14 1.26
657 600 1 0.1
665 600 6.2 0.56
667 600 40 3.6
7861063-7850/98/24(10)/3/$15.00
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ness of the deposited films was measured using a Dek
3030 profilometer and the estimated growth rate was 15
min6 5%. The parameters of the films are given in Table

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The structural quality of the samples was investigated
x-ray diffraction analysis~Geigerflex seriesD/max–RC
Rigaku,l51.5418 Å CuKa radiation!. The diffraction pat-
terns of the films clearly show all (00l ) peaks, indicating a
perfectc-oriented structure. The (h00) peaks, which indicate
the presence ofa-oriented grains, are only observed in th
x-ray diffraction pattern of the 0.1mm thick sample, which
confirms that, in terms of preferential orientation, the qua
of the films deposited under these conditions improves w
increasing thickness.2

Figure 1 gives the full-width at half-maximum~FWHM!
of the ~005! peak. The tendency of the peak width to d
crease with increasing film thickness up to;1.3mm sug-
gests that the crystal quality of the films improves. The s
sequent broadening of the peak and correspond
deterioration of the structure may be attributed to the evo
tion of a surface relief which becomes particularly app
ciable at large thicknesses~see Fig. 3!.

Figure 2 gives thec parameter of the films calculate
from the ~0011! peak as a function of thickness compar
with data for films obtained at deposition rates of 3 a

FIG. 1. FWHM of YBa2Cu3O72d~005! peak on rocking curve (Dv) as a
function of film thickness.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. Thec parameter versus film thickness. Depositio
rate:1—3, 2—10, and3—15 Å/min.
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10 Å/min ~Refs. 2 and 3!. The general tendency of thec
parameter to increase with thickness allows us to asses
oxygen content in the YBa2Cu3O72d film and suggests tha
from the point of view of the correspondence between
oxygen flux and the Y, Ba, and Cu fluxes, the conditio
created by a deposition rate of 10 Å/min are preferable.

The surface morphology of the films was investigated
scanning electron microscopy. The photographs shown
Fig. 3 illustrate the change in the surface of the film w
increasing thickness: the evolution of a relief where the p
size and the fraction of the film area occupied by pores
creases while the concentration of inclusions remains
proximately constant. In our previous studies2,3 we put for-
ward the hypothesis that the improvement in film qual
with thickness is attributed to the formation of macrodefec
pores and dielectric inclusions, which may act as sinks
defects and superstoichiometric atoms and improve the e
trophysical properties.1 For the 3.6mm thick sample~Fig.
3a! we can postulate that the presence of a highly develo
surface relief has a negative influence on the structural q
ity, i.e., there is a certain optimum concentration of mac
defects~see the corresponding film characteristics in Figs
and 2!, which is achieved for films around 1.5mm thick.

The surface layer of the films was investigated by Ru
erford backscattering5 and the results are plotted in Fig.
The parameterx, which characterizes the ratio of channel
and random reflected signals, increases as the concentr
the

e
s

y
in

e
-

p-

,
r
c-

d
l-
-
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ion

of defects, grain boundaries, and lattice misorientation
creases. It may be postulated that the dielectric inclusi
influence the ratio of the channeled and random spectr
proportion to their concentration and size. The curves plot
in Fig. 4 give the parameterx at a depth of;50 nm as a
function of the film thickness, obtained at deposition rates
3 and 15 Å/min. These results broadly confirm our hypo
esis that the dielectric inclusions and the structural proper
of the films are interrelated.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that YBCO films of thickness consid
ably exceeding 3 – 5lL can be obtained. The maximum film
thickness giving satisfactory quality for microwave applic
tions is;2 mm at a growth rate of 15 Å/min and depositio
time of around 20 h. A film thickness of around 1mm is
sufficient for microwave applications and although su
films of satisfactory quality were obtained in all the depo
tion regimes studied~deposition rates between 3 and 15
min!, the regime giving the better deposition rate is pref
able.

This work was supported by the BMBF/VDI Projec
No. 029850~Germany!.
nt
FIG. 3. Photomicrographs of the surface of films of differe
thickness~a—sample 1.8mm thick and b—sample 1.26mm
thick.
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FIG. 4. Ratio of random and channeled RBS signals as a fu
tion of film thickness. Deposition rates:1—3, 2—15 Å/min,
3—for single crystal;0.03.
’in
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The authors are grateful to I. T. Serenkov and R. I. Il
for assistance with the investigations and discussions of
results.
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Physical model for shock-wave initiation of detonation in pressed fine crystalline
explosives

K. F. Grebenkin
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A physical model is proposed for the reaction kinetics of heterogeneous explosives under shock-
wave initiation of detonation. The model is based on the assumption that the molecular
crystals of the explosive materials have semiconductor properties. The model can account for the
experimentally observed strong dependence of the shock-wave sensitivity of pressed
explosives on their initial density and temperature. The proposed model can be checked by
measuring the band gaps of triaminotrinitrobenzene~TATB! and comparing with the value of
40 kcal/mole obtained in the present study from an analysis of explosion experiments.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!01810-2#
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It is well known that the critical pressure for initiatin
detonation in heterogeneous explosives obtained by
pressing of fine-crystalline initial materials is several tim
lower than in single-crystal samples of the same materi
This is because the pressed explosives have porosity, an
pressure of the shock wave causes collapse of the por
local rise in temperature, and rapid burnup of the explos
in the overheated zones~hot spots!. After this the combus-
tion wave propagates from these hot spots into the remai
part of the explosive.1

Although the concept of ingnition from hot spots in th
shock-wave initiation of heterogeneous explosives is no
self in doubt, some fundamental questions remain un
swered as to the physical mechanism that governs the ve
ity of the combustion wave, the microscopic description
the experimentally observed strong dependence of the d
in the initiation of heterogeneous explosives on their init
density and temperature, and, finally, the relation betw
the sensitivity and the molecular structure of the explosiv

In this paper we propose a physical model for the p
cess of shock-wave initiation of a heterogeneous explos
based on the assumption that the kinetics of the initiatio
governed by the width of the band gap of the molecu
crystals of the explosive material. Indeed, if it is assum
that the propagation of the combustion wave from the
spots occurs on account of heat conduction, the velocity
the combustion wave can be estimated as2

D'Ax/t,

wherex is the thermal diffusivity of the explosive outsid
the hot spots, andt is the time for the reaction to take plac
in the layer of explosive heated from the locus. The tempe
ture dependence of the thermal conductivity of a nonm
has the form3

x5x0 exp~2«g/2RT!,

where«g is the width of the band gap andx0 is a constant. It
follows that the velocity of the combustion wave can
written in the form
7891063-7850/98/24(10)/2/$15.00
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D5D0 exp~2«g/4RT!,

whereD0 is a constant.
The characteristic burnup time of an explosive can

estimated astx'R/D, whereR is twice the average distanc
between hot spots. If the characteristic size of a pore isr ,
thenR'r /a1/3, wherea is the porosity of the explosive, i.e
the volume fraction of pores.

Proceeding from these considerations, we can prop
the following equation for the macrokinetics of the reacti
of a heterogeneous explosive under shock-wave initiatio

2
1

W

dW

dt
5

1

tx
5Za1/3exp~2Ea /RT!. ~1!

Here W is the concentration of the explosive,T is the tem-
perature of the medium,R is Boltzmann’s constant, andZ
andEa are parameters of the model.

Although expression~1! is outwardly similar to the
Arrhenius law, this similarity is only formal, since the prin
cipal parameter of the modelEa is not related to any chemi
cal reaction but is determined by the band structure of
molecular crystal of the explosive:Ea5«g/4.

We note that calculation of the temperature of the exp
sive material for insertion in Eq.~1! is a nontrivial problem
and requires correct allowance for such factors as the in
porosity and the temperature dependence of the specific
of the explosive.

The explosives of the greatest practical interest are ba
on nitro compounds, e.g., TNT, triaminotrinitrobenze
~TATB!, HMX, RDX, etc. It is known that the molecula
crystals of nitro compounds can have semiconducting pr
erties with a band gap of the order of 1 eV.4 Consequently,
Ea'6 kcal/mole, which is an order of magnitude lower th
the activation energy for thermal initiation of an explosive5

To verify model~1! we carried out a numerical simula
tion of the initiation of TATB under the experimental cond
tions of Ref. 6, using a one-dimensional Lagrangian gas
namic code with chemical reaction kinetics in the form~1!.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Figure 1 shows a comparison of the calculated and
perimental pressure dependence of the delay time of the
tiation of detonation for various initial densities of the expl
sive. Figure 2 shows the analogous results obtained fo
different initial temperature of the explosive. It can be sta
that the proposed model reproduces the experimental da
an entirely satisfactory manner. The value of the appa
activation energy of TATB estimated from the results of t
analysis wasEa'10 kcal/mole, from which one can est
mate that the band gap in the TATB crystals is around
kcal/mole. According to estimates, for RDX and HMX cry
tals the band gap is one-half as large as in TATB. This pr
ably accounts for their higher shock-wave sensitivity as co
pared to TATB.

In summary, the proposed model makes it possible

FIG. 1. Delay time of the initiation of detonation of TATB versus th
pressure at the shock wave front for different values of the initial dens
1.92 g/cm2 (s — experiment,6 top line — calculation!, 1.90 g/cm3 (* —
experiment,6 middle line — calculation!, and 1.81 g/cm3 ~1 — experiment,6

bottom line — calculation!.
x-
i-

a
d
in

nt

0

-
-

o

establish a relation between the shock-wave sensitivity
band structure of high-energy molecular crystals. To ch
the proposed model it would be helpful to measure the b
gaps of TATB crystals and other nitro compounds used
explosives.
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FIG. 2. Delay time for the initiation of detonation of TATB versus th
pressure at the shock wave front for different values of the initial tempe
ture and density:T5168°C, r51.88 g/cm3 (s — experiment,6 upper line
— calculation!, T5120°C, r51.90 g/cm3 ~1 — experiment,6 lower line
— calculation!.
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Active microwave pulse compressor utilizing an axisymmetric mode
of a circular waveguide

A. L. Vikharev, A. M. Gorbachev, O. A. Ivanov, V. A. Isaev, S. V. Kuzikov,
A. L. Kolysko, and M. I. Petelin

Institute of Applied Physics, Nizhni� Novgorod
~Submitted April 14, 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.24, 6–11~October 26, 1998!

A novel active microwave pulse compressor in the form of an axisymmetric cavity is
implemented and investigated. The cavity is formed by: a! a Bragg reflector, b! a cylindrical
section, and c! an output resonance reflector in the form of an electrically controlled gas-filled
spark gap. The compressor is excited by the TE01 mode of a circular waveguide at a
frequency of 9.4 GHz. Working at atmospheric pressure, the compressor produces output pulses
with a power of 1.8 MW and duration 25 ns at a compression coefficient of around 20.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!01910-7#
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the ways currently employed to obtain hig
power microwave pulses is to use Q-switched stor
cavities1–4 with interference Q-switches: electrically con
trolled or self-breakdown waveguide H-tees. Such comp
sors can yield microwave pulses with powers of up to 2
MW in single-stage compression at frequencies of the or
of 3 GHz. However, on scaling to higher frequencies
power of such compressors falls off rapidly. In Ref. 5 it w
proposed to use axisymmetric modes of oversized Br
resonators to increase the power of the compressed h
frequency pulses. The switching of the Bragg reflector co
be effected, in particular, by a distributed set of electrica
controlled gas-discharge tubes. Here it is obviously nec
sary that the plasma arising upon breakdown in the gas h
a high degree of homogeneity. This requirement can be
laxed somewhat if the electrodynamic structure of the out
reflector has resonance properties such that a relatively s
change in the parameters of the medium filling the tube
sufficient to destroy the resonance. This method can
implemented in an axisymmetric microwave compres
working on the TE01 mode and utilizing a controllable outpu
reflector in the form of a waveguide expansion containin
gas-filled spark gap. In the expansion the blocked mode

FIG. 1. Block diagram of the compressor:1 — microwave oscillator,2 —
waveguide transformer,3 — input Bragg reflector,4 — cylindrical wave-
guide section,5 — controlled reflector,6 — load,7 — gas-discharge tube
8 — high-voltage pulse generator.
7911063-7850/98/24(10)/2/$15.00
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ates a reflection with a reflection coefficient close to unity
a frequency band determined by the loaded Q of the wa
guide expansion.6 By choosing the configuration of th
waveguide expansion one can, without reaching the s
breakdown threshold of the gas-discharge tube, effect a c
trolled switching of the compressor with a minimal volum
of gas-discharge plasma. We note that the use of the T01

mode is favorable from the standpoint of achieving both h
dielectric strength and low wall losses in the compressor

2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE MICROWAVE COMPRESSOR

The axisymmetric compressor investigated in this stu
~Fig. 1! consisted of an input Bragg reflector, a section
cylindrical waveguide 1 m long and 50 mm in diameter, an
an output reflector, based on an abrupt expansion of the
cular waveguide6 enclosing a gas-filled spark gap. The inp
Bragg reflector is a section of cylindrical waveguide with
diameter of 50 mm and a shallow sinusoidal corrugati
The center frequency of the reflector was equal to 9.4 G
and the width of the stop band~at half maximum of the
transmitted power! was 600 MHz. Near the center frequenc
the power reflection coefficient was 98.560.5%. The output
reflector~Fig. 2! was in the form of a cylindrical cavity 130
mm in diameter, resonant for the TE021 mode. Near the front
wall of the cavity was a quartz gas-discharge tube in
form of a ring 120 mm in diameter. The tube had a cro

FIG. 2. Output resonance reflector:1 — waveguide of diameter 130 mm
2 — waveguide of diameter 50 mm,3 — quartz ring tube,4 — electrode.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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section of 10 mm and was fitted with two branch pipes
the admission and evacuation of air, the pressure of wh
was varied from 1 to 10 Torr. A discharge was struck in t
tube through two diametrically opposed eds, on which
pulse of amplitude 40 kV, duration 100 ns, and rise time
10 ns was applied. The width of the resonance curve of
storage cavity as a unit, measured at a frequency of 9.4 G
wasD f 50.6 MHz, which corresponds to a loaded Q fac
Q51.53104. The storage cavity was excited from a magn
tron with an output power of up to 130 kW, a microwav
pulse durationt55 ms, and a repetition rateF51 Hz. The
power was extracted from the magnetron in the TE10 mode
of a rectangular waveguide. This wave was converted to
TE11 mode of a circular waveguide at an adiabatic transiti
and the latter then entered a waveguide with a slight co
gation which was sinusoidal in the plane of the wide wall
the initial rectangular waveguide~Fig. 3!, where it was
converted7,8 to the TE01 mode.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A preliminary tuning of the compressor was acco
plished by adjusting the length of the cylindrical section w
the aid of a sweep generator so that the minimum of
microwave signal reflected from the compressor lay at
working frequency of the magnetron. The tuned compres
was fed from the magnetron through a circulator. At the e
of the supply pulse a pulse of high voltage was applied to
electrodes of the quartz tube. The appearance of a plasm
it altered the eigenfrequency and Q of the output reflec
leading to a rapid increase in the transmission coefficie
Energy was emitted from the compressor in the TE01 mode

FIG. 4. Oscilloscope trace of the microwave output pulse.

FIG. 3. Converter of the TE10
h of a rectangular waveguide to the mode TE01

s

of a circular waveguide.
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of a circular waveguide. In the experiment we varied bo
the air pressure in the spark gap and the magnitude of
high-voltage control pulse, so that, in addition to the r
time of the voltage, the propagation velocity of the ionizati
front in the tube was determined, according to Ref. 9. T
maximum coefficient of compression~the ratio of the powers
of the compressed and primary pulses! was 13–14 dB; the
duration of the compressed microwave pulse at half ma
mum was 25–30 ns~Fig. 4!. The results of the experimen
are summarized in Table I. The width of the output spectr
of the magnetron used was 1.3 MHz, which is twice t
width of the resonance curve of the storage cavity; this
cumstance is mainly what limited the efficiency of the co
pressor. The power of the compressor was limited by the
that its main volume was filled with air at atmospheric pre
sure. Estimates show that evacuating the compressor or
ternatively, increasing the gas pressure in it while increas
the power of the primary pulses to 1 MW and increasing
pressure in the gas-discharge tube to a value of the orde
100 Torr~to avoid self-breakdown!, one can raise the outpu
power level to several tens of megawatts.

The authors thank V. E. Balakin, N. F. Kovalev, A. G
Litvak, and D. Clooney~England!, and J. Hirschfield~USA!
for helpful discussions.
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TABLE I. Results of the compressor tests.

Frequency 9.4 GHz
Working mode TE01

s

Q of the cavity 1.53104

Input power 90 kW
Output power 1.8 MW
Duration of output pulse 25 ns
Efficiency 30%
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The introduction of centers of generation of charge carriers in pure Si is examined in the
framework of the interaction of nonequilibrium defects and charge carriers directly in the track
of an ion. An experiment ona particles with energies of 1.0–5.0 MeV is supplemented
by the results of a numerical simulation of the stopping of such particles in Si. It is shown that
the primary defects arising at the end of the track form a smaller number of generation
centers. This is explained by the trapping of components of Frenkel pairs of charge carriers, the
concentration of which in the track undergoes a 3-fold increase by the end of the range.
Charge exchange between vacancies and interstitial atoms both accelerates recombination and
lowers the number of primary defects participating in the subsequent complex-
formation. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!02010-2#
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Radiation damage is commonly defined in terms of
number of electrically active centers that arise~as a rule, they
lie deep in the band gap!. However, it is helpful to trace the
process of defect formation by proceeding from the init
state upon the temporally ‘‘instantaneous’’ formation of t
primary Frenkel pairs~vacancy–interstitial atom! directly in
the track.

The transport of the observation time means that
tween the time of creation of the primary defects in the
track and the formation of the resulting centers comes a c
pletely determinate stage of dispersal of the track. We re
that in the stopping of an ion its energy is expended predo
nantly on ionization. As a result, a significant number
nonequilibrium charge carriers – electron–hole pairs —
produced along with the defects in a microscopically sm
volume of the track~of the order of tens ofmm3 in the form
of a cylinder of small radius!.

1. Relaxation to equilibrium occurs primarily throug
the effective radial spreading of carriers by virtue of the h
mobility and large concentration gradients between the tr
and the bulk of the crystal. The spreading is accompanied
recombination at existing centers in the material, and
leads to a loss in the number of carriersl created by an ion.
It has been shown1,2 that as the mass of the ion increase
recombination of charge carriers directly at nonequilibriu
defects takes on a governing role. An experiment was se
using thep1 –n structures of ion detectors with a variab
value of the electric fieldF. It was observed that the hype
bolic dependencel'1/F characteristic for light ions~see,
e.g., Ref. 3! gave way to a logarithmic dependencel
' ln(1/F). It is just such a function that is obtained mat
ematically in the model of carrier recombination on defe
arising in the track. Thus there is a quantitative description
the loss of carriers in the stage of spreading of the track.
situation in regard to the vacancy–interstitial (V–I ) pairs is
much less clear.

Obviously the (V–I ) pairs, like the electrons and hole
will recombine and diffuse from the track into the bulk.
7931063-7850/98/24(10)/4/$15.00
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the bulk of the crystal bothV andI participate in quasichemi
cal reactions. These processes characterize the second
of the recombination, when the formation of radiation ce
ters is completed.

The quantitative aspects of defect formation are larg
governed by the degree of importance of the cross interac
of nonequilibrium carriers and defects during the stage w
the track still exists and their concentrations are high. Thi
due to the strong dependence of the interaction cross se
of V andI on the charge state. It is known from calculation4

that the critical distance between components for the oc
rence of pair recombination in the neutral state^I 0–V0& has
the value r cr52a, where a is the lattice constant. In the
presence of partial charge exchange, when the charges o
pair are^I 0–V2&, the critical distance isr cr54a. Finally, for
the casê I 1 –V2& one hasr cr57a. This increase inr cr is
due to the Coulomb attraction of the components.

The loss in number of Frenkel pairs~FPs! can be ex-
pressed quantitatively~by analogy with the loss of carriers!
by the ratiog5M /N0<2, whereM is the number of centers
formed. The ratio ofM to the numberN0 of primary pairs
arising is obviously an integral characteristic of the reco
bination of FPs in the track. In this approach the generat
of FPs~which is uniquely related to the nature of the ion a
of the crystal lattice! is treated separately from the subs
quent quasichemical reactions. Indeed, the formation of c
plexes and their manifestation as centersM are predeter-
mined by the impurity composition and structural defects
the material. In the final analysis,g enters as a paramete
which characterizes the ‘‘yield’’ of the FP components fro
the track in a given material in the stopping of ions of
specific type.

Unfortunately, it is difficult in practice to determineg.
The numberN0 of primary pairs can be found by a simula
tion of the stopping of an ion with the use of the TRIM
code.5 On the other hand, it is not possible to measureM , the
number of centers~both shallow and deep!, to sufficient ac-
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Dependence of the increment of the generation c
rent~normalized pera particle! as a function of the particle
energy:1 and2 are the number ofp1 –n structures based
on pure Si. The inset shows the current increment of Fig
in a normalization per vacancy as a function of the numb
of vacancies. The TRIM code was used to calculateN0 at
an energy of displacement of the Si atom of 40 eV.
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curacy. The way out of this situation is to obtain comparat
data for different ions.

In Ref. 6 the recombination of FPs in ion tracks w
compared for two ions near opposite ends of the mass s
238Pu a particles, and252Cf fission fragments, with mean
energies of 5.48 and 80 MeV. The high efficiency of creat
centers of generation in Si in the case of the fission fr
ments was explained by the configuration of the track, w
the FPs and charge carriers distributed on opposite ends.
der such conditions the charge exchange of the FPs is
dered in comparison with the case ofa particles, in the
tracks of which the maxima of the distributions of the t
charge carriers and the primary FPs coincide.

2. In this study the governing role of the track geome
in the efficiency of formation of radiation centers w
checked for the case of ions of the same mass (a particles!
but different energies.

The energy of thea particles was varied over the inte
val Ea51.0– 5.7 MeV. Thea particles irradiatedp1 –n de-
tectors fabricated by planar technology on ‘‘pure’’ silico
~with a resistivity of several kV•cm!. The irradiation was
carried out at room temperature in a geometry close to
thogonal. The periphery of the sample was covered b
diaphragm. The dose and energy of the particles were de
mined directly by the detector through the counting rate a
signal amplitude. As in Ref. 6, the number of centers int
duced was determined from the increment of the genera
current. The use of this parameter is justified by the fact t
the system of deep levels introduced is identical, as was
tablished from the spectra of the DLTS signal.

The observed curves of the dependence of the cur
increment (DI gen) on the dose were linear. This permits o
to find the normalized quantityDI gen ~nA! per particle for a
series ofa-particle energies~Fig. 1!. The main error in the
measurements was estimated as 7% and is due to the la
temperature stabilization. For the subsequent analysis
used a linear approximation of the observed trendDI gen

5 f (Ea) ~the continuous line in Fig. 1!. This gives a slope of
0.8231028 nA/MeV on a per-particle basis.
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3. The results of the numerical simulation of the sto
ping of a particles yield a distribution over the ion track o
the energyErec transferred to recoil atoms and the ener
Eion dissipated on ionization. Figure 2 shows the result o
calculation using the TRIM code forEa58.0 MeV. The en-
ergy was chosen higher than the upper boundary of the
periment~5.7 MeV! in order to expand the range of the n
merical simulation. The results were averaged over 6
particles. As we have said, the profiles ofErec andEion have
the form characteristic for light ions, with both the main pa
of the energy imparted to the lattice and the greatest ion
tion concentrated at the end of the range. One gets the
pression that the overwhelming majority ofErec comes in at
coordinates near the maximum at 48.4mm. Actually this is
valid only for low energies.

The functionErec5 f (Ea) is obtained by integrating the
distribution ofdErec/dx ~Fig. 2! from the value 48.42R to
55 mm. HereR is the range of a particle of the given energ
It turned out thatErec as a function ofEa increases linearly,
the difference at the ends of the 1–8 MeV interval us
reaching a factor of 1.5. As a result, with increasingEa one
should observe a noticeable increase in the number of
mary defects. The inset in Fig. 2 showsErec versus the num-
ber N0 of vacancies that arise at an energy of displacem
of the Si atom taken as 40 eV~Ref. 7!. The plot shows that
the relation is linear, and the energy expended on the for
tion of FPs has an average value of 133 eV.

These results can be used to correct the experime
data by performing a normalization to the numberN0 of
primary vacancies. A linear approximation of the depe
denceDI gen5 f (Ea) was taken as the initial approximatio
~Fig. 1!. However, the normalization did not lead to a co
stantDI gen, i.e., the depend onN0 was not eliminated. As
before, one observes a linear rise at a rate of 2310211 nA
per vacancy~inset in Fig. 1!. The latter suggests that th
primary FPs are not equivalent in respect to the formation
centers of generation. The experimental data definitely in
cate that the efficiency of FPs is large in the case of hi
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FIG. 2. Depth distribution of the energy loss expend
on the displacement of atoms,Erec ~1, left-hand axis!
and on ionization,Eion ~2, right-hand axis! in the stop-
ping of a particles in Si. The inset shows the relation
the energy transferred to the atoms and the numbe
vacancies formed, according to a TRIM code calcu
tion.
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energya particles; this can be explained qualitatively as f
lows.

Let us start with the caseEa51.0 MeV, for which the
range,R53.4 mm, fits inside the region of intense transf
for bothErec andEion . For high energies, from the standpoi
of stopping in Si, the difference is that FPs arise in the p
of the track where the ionization has fallen by a factor o
from its maximum value~Fig. 2!. In addition, this region
comes at the beginning of the track, where the particle
transfer a significant portion of its energy to thed electrons
in an ionization event. This also lowers the density of no
equilibrium carriers. The net result is that charge excha
with the components of a FP and the possible subseq
recombination are slowed, and the FP is increasingly lik
to pass out of the track into the bulk, where it forms gene
tion centers.

A numerical estimate based on a comparison of the
ergies 1.0 and 5.0 MeV showed that the number of FPs
creased by a factor of 1.27 and the current increments b
factor of 1.77. Thus the components of a FP created al
the path of a stopping particle between 5.0 and 1.0 MeV
2.85 times more active in forming centers than are the sa
components arising in the final stage of transferring the
1.0 MeV of energy.

4. Let us conclude by returning to the observed value
the generation current. As we know, the value ofI genper unit
areaS is proportional to the densitym of deep centers and th
width W of the electric-field region of thep–n junction. In
the simplest case, when the level of the centers is at
midpoint of the band gap and the cross sections for trapp
of electrons and holes are equal,sn,p5s, one has

I gen5eniWS/2tgen5eniv thsmV. ~1!

Heree is the charge of an electron,ni is the intrinsic density,
v th is the thermal velocity,V is the volume supplying the
carriers, andtgen5(v thsm)21 is the carrier lifetime. We see
that I gen is determined by the total number of centers in t
selected volume (M5mV) and does not depend on the sp
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cifics of the distribution. Therefore, in an experiment done
a fixed bias voltage on the structure of a layerW.R, one
should observe a linear dependenceI gen(M ).

We recall that monitoring the onset of centersM from
the ‘‘recombination’’ lifetime tR presents methodologica
difficulties. For example, in Ref. 9 a nonuniformity oftR that
is specific for ions was noted. Specifically, in the transport
carriers the defects at the end of the range act as an inte
boundary with a high rate of recombination. The method
determiningM from the rate of generation has a wider d
main of applicability. It is necessary only that the conditio
conform to the model of an isolated center in an elec
field.

To compare the number of centers and the measu
currents we take as the initial valuedIgen/dN057310219 A
per vacancy~see the inset in Fig. 1!. This corresponds to
Ea51 MeV, when the density of the charge carriers s
rounding the primary FPs is the highest. The measured
expected values ofdIgen/dM are related through the param
eterg5M /N0<2 as

dIgen/dN05g~dIgen/dM!

5geniv thsnsp$snexp@«#1spexp@2«#%21,

~2!

Here we have used the general form of Eq.~1! ~see, e.g.,
Ref. 8!, where«5(E2Ei)/kT, E andEi are the position of
the level of centerM and the midpoint of the band gap,k is
Boltzmann’s constant, andT is the absolute temperature. Le
us compare the values ofg obtained from Eq.~2! for the
three main generation levels:Ec20.40, Ec20.44, andEv
10.33 eV. These belong, respectively, to a divacancy
vacancy–phosphor complex, and an interstitial carbon a
Ci and have the following cross sections:sp54310216,
sp52.7310213, and sn54.5310216 cm22. The center Ci
arises by a kick-out mechanism in the interaction of inter
tial silicon with carbon atoms CS located in lattice sites.
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For the values ofg we obtain, in the respective orde
g515.6, 0.005, and 0.22. Since by definitiong<2, the cen-
ter atEc20.40 eV does not participate in the generation.
to the center atEc20.44 eV, the number of these must sa
rate because of the small phosphorus content. We recall
in the experiment a linear dependence ofDI genon the dose is
observed, i.e., a single system of centers is manifested.
conclude that the generation of carriers is due to the cent
Ev10.33 eV, a finding in agreement with the results of R
10. At the doses we used,'109 cm22, a carbon content of 3
31016 cm23 in the initial Si is sufficient to provide an ‘‘un-
limited source’’ of CS atoms. The valueg50.22 obtained
here is considerably higher than the expected6 value, which
is of the order of several percent.

5. In this letter the authors wished to call attention to t
importance of the initial stage of dispersal of the ion track
the defect formation process. That stage depends on the
ture of the ion~configuration of the track! and provides a sor
of ‘‘coefficient of injection’’ of primary defects into the bulk
of the crystal. As a consequence, the primary defects ari
at different parts of the track have different efficiencies
respect to the formation of the resulting centers.

On the methodological front we have compared the p
sibilities for monitoring the introduction of defects from th
observation of recombination and from the generation
charge carriers. We have shown that measurements o
increment of the generation current of ap1 –n structure as a
function of the dose permit one to trace the introduction
s
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e
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.

e
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interstitial carbon. Here one is actually monitoring the inte
stitial Si atoms that generate the carbon. We have determ
the fraction comprised of the latter in the total number
primary Frenkel pairs in the track of an ion.

The authors express their gratitude to the seminar of
Laboratory of Nonequilibrium Processes in Semiconduct
and to E. M. Verbitskaya for a helpful discussion.
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Features of the emission spectrum of relativistic electrons moving in an ultraintense
laser field
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Important differences are found between the spectral characteristics of the radiation emitted by
relativistic electrons moving the field of a terawatt laser and the case of their passage
through a static transverse field. The role of nonlinear effects of higher-harmonic generation and
of the quantum effects of recoil and spin in the emission of a hard photon is analyzed in
the framework of the quasiclassical Ba�er–Katkov method. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7850~98!02110-7#
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1. The main features of the interaction of relativist
electrons with an electromagnetic plane wave were inve
gated in the mid-1960s~see the review1 and the reference
cited therein!. In recent years this topic has attracted renew
interest2–5 in connection with the advent of high-power ter
watt lasers (1 TW51012 W), for which the value of the
Lorentz-invariant field parameter

n0
25

e2E 0
2

2m2v0
2c2

~1!

may be greater than unity. HereE0 is the amplitude of the
electric field of the laser wave, which has frequencyv0, e
andm are the charge and mass of the electron, andc is the
speed of light. We will refer to laser beams withn0.1 as
ultraintense. In particular, the first four harmonics in the
teraction of electrons with energy 46.6 GeV with a circula
polarized laser beam, with a field parametern050.6 at the
focus, were recently observed.2

In this paper we consider the emission of relativis
electrons in a terawatt laser radiation field on the basis of
quasiclassical method of Ba�er and Katkov.6 This approach
has certain advantages over that taken in recent paper
other authors~see, e.g., Ref. 5!: it permits a relatively simple
incorporation of the quantum effects of recoil in the emiss
of a hard photon, the influence of spin on the emission,
of nonlinear effects due to the onset of higher harmonics
the emission spectra.

2. In comparing the radiation emitted by electrons mo
ing in the field of a plane wave with the case of motion in
static transverse field, an important circumstance is that
invariant known as the nondipolarity parameterb'g is the
same as the field parameter~1! ~hereb' is the velocity com-
ponent transverse to the direction of the average velocit
the electron!.7 For example, for an electron moving count
to a linearly polarized plane wave one has the relat
b'

2 g25n0
2 , where the overbar denotes averaging over

period of the transverse motion of the electron. This relat
is indicative of the substantial difference between the rad
tion in the field of a plane wave and in static transve
7971063-7850/98/24(10)/3/$15.00
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fields. As a typical example of the emission in static tran
verse fields we shall consider the radiation emitted dur
channeling.8

In a plane wave, where the radiation is the result of
scattering of real photons on electrons, the nondipolarity
rameter is independent of the electron energy, i.e., forn0

!1 the dipole approximation is applicable even when
energies of the emitted photons is of the order of the ene
of the electrons, and since the transverse motion in the fi
of a plane wave is essentially harmonic, only a single h
monic is radiated, with a sharp dipole maximum in the sp
trum. For motion in a static transverse field, on the oth
hand, where the radiation is the result of the scattering
virtual photons on electrons, such a situation is not reali
in practice, since the nondipolarity parameterb'g increases
with increasing energy~for channeling radiation, e.g.,b'g
;g1/2), and when the angle of deflection of the electron
the external field exceeds the characteristic emission a
~i.e., whenb'g@1), the radiation of higher harmonics be
comes important, and the spectrum is given by formulas
the synchrotron type.6,9

At the electron energies attainable in today’s accele
tors (E;300 GeV) the contribution of the spin to the cha
neling radiation is unimportant although not negligible10

The reason is that the emission spectrum is dominated
relatively soft photons, and the number of photons with\v
;E is comparatively small. For motion in the field of a plan
wave, however, the energy of the emitted photons increa
with increasingE more rapidly than during channeling, an
if the field parameter~1! is not too much greater than unity
we shall see that the spin contribution to the hard part of
spectrum is the dominant one. A similar comparison of
channeling radiation with the radiation emitted during m
tion in the field of a plane wave for the case when the em
sion spectrum is dipolar and lies in the x-ray region h
recently been presented in Ref. 7.

3. Besides the field parameter~1!, we shall be interested
in two other Lorentz invariants:a52\k0

mpm /(m2c2) andx
5e\uFmnphu/(m3c4), wherek0

m is the wave 4-vector of the
incident plane wave,pm is the 4-momentum of the electron
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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and Fmn is the electromagnetic field tensor. Forg@1 we
have to an accuracy ofb'

4 :

a'2\V0g2/E, x'eE\c~11b!/~m2c2g!, ~2!

where E5E0cosv0(t1z/c) is the magnitude of the electri
field in the plane wave. The quantityV05v0(11b) has the
meaning of the frequency of the transverse oscillations o
electron in the field of a plane wave. In Eq.~2! the quantity
a is independent of time, and the time dependence of
invariantx enters only throughE5E(t). The parameterx is
well known in the theory of electromagnetic processes
static external fields.1,6

4. The results for electrons moving counter to a linea
polarized laser beam with a wavelength of 1mm are pre-
sented in Figs. 1 and 2. In this case the Ba�er–Katkov
method leads to an exact analytical expression analogou

FIG. 1. Emission spectra of electrons moving counter to a linearly polar
plane wave withn052. The solid curves1 and2 correspond to the values
a51 anda56, respectively. The dashed curves1a and2a correspond to the
synchrotron approximation for these same values ofa. The points show the
spin contribution:s for a51, andd for a56.

FIG. 2. Total number of photons emitted per unit length in units ofN0

~Eq. ~4!! as a function of the parametera ~Eq. ~2!!. The dashed curve is the
dipole approximation:n0!1. Curves 1, 2, and 3 are for the values
n050.5, 1, and 2, respectively.
n

e

n

in

form to the case of planar channeling of positrons~see Ref.
8, Sec. 3.3!. The corresponding expressions are awkward
straightforward and will not be given here~see also Appen-
dix A in Ref. 1!. The shape of the emission spectrum in t
field of a plane wave is determined in the general case
two parameters,a and n0, but the situation simplifies sub
stantially in the two limiting casesn0!1 ~weak external
field! andn0.1 ~strong field!.

5. The casen0!1 corresponds to the dipole approxim
tion. In this case the spectrum is determined by just o
invariant,a. The quantum dipole formulas are well known
the theory of the interaction of a plane wave with movi
electrons~see Ref. 11, Sec. 101!. Unlike the case of static
transverse fields, for motion in the field of a plane wave
dipole approximation is valid for arbitrarily high electro
energies, provided only thatn0!1. In channeling, for ex-
ample, the situation in which quantum effects would play
role and the emission spectrum would be described by
dipole formulas is never realized in practice, and therefore
high enough energies, when the role of quantum recoil
spin becomes important~this is for energiesE.50–100
GeV!, the dipole radiation condition is inevitably violated. I
this sense the method of obtaining hard polarized phot
with \v;E by means of lasers withn0;0.2–0.5 has advan
tages over channeling radiation in that the emission spect
has a higher degree of monochromaticity and there is
multiphoton background in the soft part of the spectru
Such a background, which is due to the high multiplicity
the emission, is unavoidable in the channeling of electr
and positrons with energiesE>50–100 GeV.12 At lower or
higher values ofn0 these advantages of emission in the fie
of a plane wave are lost. For example, atn0!1 the total
probability of emission in the field of a plane wave is com
paratively small. Forn0.1 nonlinear effects play a greate
role in the Compton scattering, and the spectrum broad
In addition, in ultraintense laser fields the multiplicity of th
emission becomes more important,2 and such destructive fac
tors as the ejection of the electron from the laser beam
account of the nonuniformity of the spatial distribution of th
intensity over the transverse cross section of the beam
an increasing role.13,14

6. The form of the emission spectrum in the field of
plane wave is also simplified in the limitn0.1, when the
higher harmonics become governing. In this case the sp
trum is also determined by a single parameter~now x) and is
given by the well-known quantum synchrotron formula15 av-
eraged over the period of the transverse motionT52p/V0,
the parameterx being related to the invariantsa and n0 as
x5an0sin(V0t)/A2. It can be shown that this synchrotro
approximation is valid under the condition

n0
2ua21~12u!21.1, ~3!

whereu5\v/E is the dimensionless frequency of the em
ted photon.

The synchrotron approximation has been applied s
cessfully for calculating the channeling radiation spectra
electrons with energies above 100 GeV,6,9,12 and the higher
the electron energy, the higher the degree of accuracy of
synchrotron approximation. In the case of a plane wa

d
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however, at a fixed value of the field parametern0 the con-
dition of applicability of the synchrotron approximatio
is violated as the electron energy increases, as follows f
Eq. ~3!.

7. Figure 1 shows the energy spectra of the radiat
emitted by electrons moving counter to a linearly polariz
laser beam withn052. The valuesa51 ~curve 1! and a
56 ~curve 2! correspond to electron energies of;50 and
300 GeV. The scale on the ordinate isuNu /N0, whereNu is
the number of photons with the specified frequencies emi
per unit length, andN0 is the total number of photons emi
ted per unit length in a weak laser field, whenn0!1:

N05~2/3!an0
2V0 /e, ~4!

wherea51/137.
Calculations in the synchrotron approximation a

shown by the dashed curves1a ~for a51) and 2a ~for a
56) in Fig. 1. It is seen that the synchrotron approximat
gives a good description of the hard part of the spectrum
condition~3! is satisfied. The points show the contribution
the spin term to the spectrum.

Increasing the electron energy at a fixedn0 degrades the
accuracy of the synchrotron approximation, in accorda
with what we have said above~cf. curves1 and2 in Fig. 1!.
On the other hand, as the energy increases, so does the
of the spin in the hard part of the spectrum. For example
the valuesn052 anda56 the spin term has come to dom
nance in the hard part of the spectrum. We note for comp
son that at the same values of the electron energy the ro
the spin term in oriented crystals is significantly smaller, a
the complex structure of the spectrum due to the contribu
of individual harmonics does not appear at all.10,12

8. Figure 2 shows how the total numberN of photons
emitted per unit length depends on the parametera for vari-
ous values ofn0, as calculated according to the exact form
las ~solid curves! and in the dipole approximation~dashed
curve!. The ratioN/N0 is plotted on the ordinate.

In practice one is interested in the number of hard p
tons emitted per electron at energies 0.8um,u,um , where
um;a/(11a) is the maximum energy of an emitted photo
~for estimation we just use the dipole approximation!. The
number of such photonsN1;0.13N0 for a.3, whereN0 is
given by formula~4!. For a laser with a power of 1 TW an
wavelength 1mm, interacting with 150-GeV electrons, w
obtainN1'1.131024 photons over a lengthL50.5 mm at a
transverse area of the laser beamS51 mm2 ~here um

50.75E andn0
2'3.731025). This number increases signifi

cantly as the transverse cross section of the beam decre
For example, atS5100 mm2 (n0

2'0.37) at the same length
one already hasN1;1. This latter value is comparable t
that which can be attained in oriented crystals at the sa
electron energy. This is not unexpected, since the ene
density of the field at the focus of a terawatt laser can
comparable to the electrostatic energy density in the field
a continuous crystalline potential.7
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The emission spectrum of relativistic electrons in t
field of a plane wave has a pronounced oscillatory charac
This is due to the interference of the waves emitted at
ferent parts of the strictly periodic transverse trajectory~see
the solid curves in Fig. 1!. The synchrotron approximation
takes into account the emission contribution of only t
small part of the trajectory which can be approximated b
circular arc. Such a spectrum does not describe oscillati
As the intensity of the laser field is increased at a fixed el
tron energy, the role of the higher harmonics in the spectr
increases, and in the limit of largen0 ~at the energies unde
consideration, this is forn0.3 – 4) the spectrum ever mor
closely approaches the synchrotron spectrum.

9. In summary, we have shown that the character of
radiation emitted by relativistic electrons moving in the fie
of an intense laser wave differs substantially from the cas
electron motion in a static transverse field. This is partic
larly true of the spectral characteristics of the radiation
functions of the electron energy and in regard to the role
spin in the emission. From the standpoint of obtaining h
gamma rays it is in practice most preferable to use las
with n0;0.2–0.5. In turn, the use of oriented crystals
preferable for problems in which a large total number
photons is required without regard for the degree of mo
chromaticity of the spectrum, e.g., for the purpose of obta
ing intense positron beams.16

The authors thank R. A. Carrigan of Fermilab for stim
lating their interest in this problem and gratefully acknow
edge helpful discussions with J. W. Anderson and especi
with J. Lindhard of the Institute of Physics in Aarhu
Denmark.
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Study of the surface of diamondlike carbon films doped with copper
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A study of the surface of copper-doped diamondlike carbon films by the methods of scanning
tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy is reported. It is found that the introduction of
copper modifes both the microstructure and the electronic properties of the films.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!02210-1#
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Films of amorphous hydrogenated carbon (a-C:H),
sometimes called diamondlikea-C:H, are of interest prima-
rily because of their unique properties as a univer
coating.1 Recently, however, their emission properties ha
attracted attention, particularly those of doped films,
which the field emission is appreciable at comparatively l
electric fieldsE;104 V/cm.2

The goal of this study was to investigate the microtopo
raphy and local electron emission ofa-C:H layers doped
with cooper.

Thea-C:H layers were formed on Si~111! substrates on
which a chromium buffer sublayer 1.5mm thick had been
deposited by magnetron sputtering to provide reliable tr
ping of the tunneling current in subsequent studies of
surface with a scanning tunneling microscope~STM!. After
an outgassing of the substrates prepared in this manner,
ers ofa-C:H:Cu were deposited on them in a growth cha
ber at a temperatureT5200°C and a pressure of 1026 Torr
by the method of magnetron cosputtering of graphite a
copper targets in an argon–hydrogen plasma~80%Ar,
20%H; P510 mTorr).3 the power released in the magnet
was;400 W ~the current through the magnetron was ma
tained at 1 A!. The thickness of the film was determined b
ellipsometry. The rate of film growth was 220–300 nm
and the deposition time was 30 min.

The surface topology and local electronic properties
the grown films were investigated on a scanning tunne
microscope~STM! with an Ir probe in the topographic mod
and in the mode of measurement the local current–volt
characteristicsI (V). The topography was studied in th
constant-tunneling-current mode. On different parts of
samples we obtained reproducible STM images and m
local measurements ofI (V).

The measurements were made at atmospheric pres
on two series of samples: undoped and copper-doped.
copper concentration in the films of the second series
determined by secondary-ion mass spectroscopy and
found to be 9 at.%.

Figure 1a shows typical STM images of the surface of
undoped samples, taken at a bias ofVT521 V and a current
I T50.05 nA. Figure 1b gives the transverse cross sectio
the STM image along the line A–B in Fig. 1a. The ST
8001063-7850/98/24(10)/3/$15.00
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image of the undoped sample and its transverse section d
onstrate spatial uniformity of the surface of the film with
random variation of the relief along thez coordinate on a
scale of;10 nm, having the form of easily visible peaks. A
the achievable resolution there was no pronounced struc
ing in the (x,y) plane.

Figure 1c shows a localI (V) characteristic measured a
one spatial point of the sample during a pause of the sc
ning with a voltage sweep from22 to 15 V with the feed-
back loop open. Similar curves were obtained at differ
points on the sample surface.

The I (V) characteristic~Fig. 1c! has a pronounced
asymmetric~‘‘diode’’ ! character with a small tunneling cur
rent at positive bias on the sample and a sharply rising t
neling current at negative biasesVT,21 V.

The asymmetric character of theI (V) curve is indicative
of p-type conductivity of the diamondlike film. The Ferm
level lies near the top of the valence band and makes fo
difference in the potential barriers for electrons tunneli
from the sample to the Ir tip and from the Ir tip to the samp
in the system ‘‘Ir tip/air gap/diamondlike film/Cr chrome.’

Figure 2a,b shows a typical STM image of the surface
a doped sample and the transverse section correspondi
the line A–B. It is seen that the copper-doped sample exh
its a granular structure of the surface with a sharper drop
height along thez axis (;40 nm) as compared to the un
doped sample. In the (x,y) plane one observes granules wi
several characteristic spatial dimensions;1 nm ~fine
granules!, ;40 nm ~medium granules!, and;80 nm ~large
granules!. The medium and large granules contain structu
having the dimensions of the fine granules, suggesting a f
tal mechanism of formation of the observed surface pro
arising when finely disperse copper acts on the surface.
chemical composition and structure of the observed gran
require further study.

Figure 2c shows the typicalI (V) characteristic of a
copper-doped sample. One notices that in this case theI (V)
curve is more symmetric than those measured for the
doped samples, which indicates important differences in
electronic spectra of the doped and undoped samples.
symmetric nature of theI (V) characteristic of the doped
sample presumably argues in favor of an inversion of
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Diagnostic results~topography, spatial section, current–voltage
characteristic! of a typical surface of an undopeda-C:H film. a: Typical
STM image taken near the ‘‘undusted’’ part of the substrate~dark spot on
the image!. The image was taken by an STM withVT521 V and I T

50.05 nA, scanning area 0.430.4 mm; b: transverse section of the inves-
tigated film; c: local current–voltage characteristic.
FIG. 2. Diagnostic results~topography, spatial section, current–voltage
characteristic! of a typical surface of a copper-dopeda-C:H film. a: Typical
STM image of a copper-dopeda-C:H film. The image was taken by an STM
with VT521 V andI T50.05 nA, scanning area 0.430.4 mm; b: transverse
section of the investigated film; c: local current–voltage characteristic. The
feature at the center is the zero-bias anomaly.
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type of conductivity under the influence of copper doping
the graphitic component ofa-C:H.

In summary, doping of the material with copper substa
tially modifies both the structure of the surface of the fi
and its electronic properties.
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As a step in the development of an ionization–neutron calorimeter, a device which combines the
properties of ionization and neutron calorimeters, measurements are made of the mean
values and fluctuations of the neutron yield from a lead target 60 cm thick and 20320 cm in
area. The measurements were made at the U-70 accelerator in pion and proton beams
with energies of 4 and 70 GeV, respectively. The mean values of the neutron yield are in good
agreement with the data calculated using the SHIELD code. ©1998 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!02310-6#
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INTRODUCTION

The ionization calorimeter, which was first propos
over 30 years ago1,2 for measuring the energy of cosmic ray
is now widely used in accelerator experiments as well3–5

The working principle of the ionization calorimeter is bas
on measurement of the ionization produced by cascade
ionizing particles formed by primary particles as a result
the interaction with the nuclei of atoms of the medium.

Another method of measuring energies, based on the
tection of the evaporative neutrons from fissions of nuclei
cascade particles, was also proposed more than 30 years6

and is used in the analysis of data from the world-wide n
work of neutron monitors.7 However, total-absorption neu
tron calorimeters, notwithstanding proposals for th
employment,8 have not yet come into wide use.

It is advantageous to combine the two principles of m
surement of the energy of a particle in a single device —
ionization–neutron calorimeter~INC!. Such a calorimeter
would be substantially more informative than separate i
ization and neutron calorimeters.

The point is that in addition to determining the energ
by two independent methods, an INC would be capable
distinguishing gamma rays, electrons, and hadrons i
mixed stream of particles, since the neutron yield in elec
magnetic cascades is not more than 5–10% of the yield f
nuclear cascade.9,10 If the method of moderation to therma
energies is used for neutron detection in the INC, the c
struction of the INC will be practically the same as for
ordinary ionization calorimeter. In that case the neutron s
nals will be delayed relative to the ionization signal by te
and hundreds of microseconds on account of the therma
tion and diffusion processes in the moderator material,
the ionization and neutron signals can be registered by
same detectors ~e.g., gas-filled proportional neutro
counters! with a time shift.

The characteristics of the ionization signal in an ioniz
8031063-7850/98/24(10)/3/$15.00
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tion calorimeter are well known.3–5 In this paper we investi-
gate the main properties of the neutron signal: 1! the depen-
dence of the average neutron yieldn on the primary hadron
energyE0; 2! fluctuations of the neutron yield at differen
energiesE0; 3! the thermalization and diffusion time of neu
trons in the layered structure of the calorimeter; 4! the depth
profile of the neutron signal in a combined absorber conta
ing light and heavy materials.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

In the experiment we used an INC with an absorber c
taining 6 layers of lead 10 cm thick and 20320 cm in area,
with interlayers of polyethylene 6 cm thick. The neutron d
tectors were helium-filled (3He) SNM-18 counters 30 cm
long and 3 cm in diameter. Channels were drilled in t
polyethylene interlayers to accomodate three counters u
each layer of absorber of the INC, arranged in such a w
that the distance between centers of two adjacent coun
was 6 cm and between two counters in neighboring lay
was 15 cm; the total number of counters in the INC was

To improve the efficiency of detection of the evaporati
neutrons generated in the INC, the lead absorber was cov
on all sides with a polyethylene reflector–moderator hav
a thickness of>10 cm. To determine the detection efficienc
« for evaporative neutrons we made calibration measu
ments with Po–Be sources with activities of 2.253105 and
2.253106 Bq. The sources were placed alternately at diff
ent points of the INC, and the total neutron count in the
channels of the INC was determined. The average detec
efficiency obtained for 20 different positions of the source
the INC was^«&57.460.4%.

Working measurements were made with pion and pro
beams from the U-70 accelerator at the Institute of Hig
Energy Physics~IHEP! in Moscow, with energiesEp1

54 GeV andEp570 GeV. A ‘‘drawn-out’’ beam was used
with the hadron dump occurring uniformly over the course
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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2 s and the total number of particles in each dump not
ceeding 10 000, so that the average time between ha
passages was>200 ms.

The triggering of the INC ensured the following: 1! dis-
crimination of the neutron signal from a single beam parti
passing through the center of the INC; 2! no overlap of the
neutron signals from two or more particles, and 3! elimina-
tion of the signals of background particles.

The trigger signal was formed with the use of four sc
tillation counters:S1, S2, S3, andS4, on a base line of 20 m
CounterS1 was placed directly in front of the exit window o
the beam collimator, andS3 directly in front of the calorim-
eter. CoincidencesS2S2S3 discriminated events correspon
ing to the passage of a beam particle through the appar
To separate out phonon events and passages of addit
beam particles we used an anticoincidence counterS4 of
large size (30330 cm! with a central aperture 2 cm in diam
eter.

Each trigger signalS1S2S3S̄4 with a delay of 10ms
opened a time gate for lengths of time varying from 30
420ms ~in different series of experiments!, within which the
neutron signals were registered in the INC channels.

RESULTS OF THE MEASUREMENTS

Figure 1 shows the fluctuation curves for the numbem
of neutrons registered by the INC in cascades of protons w
Ep570 GeV and pions withEp154 GeV. For protons the
distribution is well approximated by a Gaussian curve, wh
for pions it is a superposition of two Poisson distributions
circumstance which reflects the complex character of
process of generation of nuclear fissions in the absorber

FIG. 1. Distribution of the number of recorded evaporative neutrons fr
cascades generated in a lead absorber (20320360 cm! by pions (Ep

54 GeV) and protons (Ep570 GeV). The characteristic lifetime of th
moderated neutrons in the ionization–neutron calorimeter was found t
t'135 ms from a comparison of the results of measurements with
duration of the time gatest15135 ms andt25330 ms.
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The characteristic lifetime of the neutrons in the IN
was determined from the dependence of the average va
^m& on the durationt of the time gates and had the valu
(130610) ms. All the values of̂ m& given below correspond
to a gate durationt5330 ms, in which case the neutron co
lection efficiency was around 95%.

Since each neutron is registered independently, the
tribution P(m) of the numberm of neutrons registered is
related to the distributionP(n) of the numbern of neutrons
generated in the absorber of the INC by the simple exp
sion

P~m!5 (
n5m

`

P~n!Cn
m«m~12«!n2m.

From this expression it is not difficult to obtain the rel
tions between the average values and the variances o
number of observed and generated neutrons:

^n&5^m&/«; s2~n!5s2~m!2«~12«!^n&.

Table I gives the experimentally measured values of^m&
and s(m) and the valueŝnexp& and sexp(n) calculated ac-
cording to the relations given above for«57.4%. Only the
statistical errors are indicated; our estimates show that
systematic errors are65%. Also shown for comparison in
Table I are data on the average values of the numbe
evaporative neutronŝn th& calculated for protons with ener
giesE054 and 70 GeV using the SHIELD code,11 in which
a cascade-evaporation model of nuclear fission
implemented.12 Calculations were carried out for a lead ta
get 60 cm thick and 20 cm in diameter.

It follows from Table I that: 1! the experimental values
^nexp& correspond to an energy dependence^n&;Ea, where
a>0.8, and 2! within the error limits of the measuremen
^nexp& is in good agreement with the calculated value^n th&
for E0570 GeV, but it is 20% lower forE054 GeV. This
result was to be expected, sincep mesons on average los
less energy to nuclear fissions than do protons on accoun
the possibility of charge exchangep6→p0 on nuclei.

The growth ofsexp(n) as one goes fromE054 GeV to
E0570 GeV is apparently due to the relatively small a
sorber thickness in the INC (;3lPb) and to the fact that the
points of interaction of the primary particles are distribut
over depth according to the law exp(2x/lPb), which should
lead to large fluctuations of the energy release in the
sorber. Here, as we know, the energy release of the cas
depends onE0; specifically, the relative fraction of the en
ergy released falls off with increasingE0 at a fixed absorber
depth.13,14 We propose to explore the nature of the observ
large fluctuations in the energy release with the aid of
SHIELD code.

be
e

TABLE I. Pb absorber, 20320360 cm.

Particle E0, GeV ^m& s(m) ^nexp& sexp(n) ^n th&

p meson 4 4.3560.22 2.260.1 6363 9.564 78
Proton 70 43.260.08 14.360.7 624612 171612 650
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In our experiment we also measured the distribution
the neutron signal in the INC with an absorber consisting
a combination of light and heavy materials. For this purpo
a part of the polyethylene absorber in the 6th layer was
placed by a layer of lead 5 cm thick. Measurements w
made in a proton beam withE570 GeV.

The results of the experiment are presented in Fig. 2.
see that replacing the polyethylene with lead increa
sharply~20-fold! the number of neutrons registered in the 6
layer relative to the first four layers. This sort o
polyethylene–lead transition effect is due to the fact that
number of evaporative neutrons depends substantially on
atomic numberA of the absorber. From our data it is easy
estimate the relative number of neutrons generated in
carbon and in lead by using the relation

^nC&

^nPb&
5S DxPb

DxC
D S lC

lPb
D S n4

n6
D ,

wherel is the range for interaction of a proton, andni is the
number of neutrons registered in thei th layer. TakingDxPb

FIG. 2. Mean number of neutrons recorded in the INC versus the p
ethylene absorber depth when a layer of lead 5 cm thick is inserted into
6th layer.~The dashed line shows the distribution of the neutrons from
lead and was obtained by subtracting the number of neutrons generat
the polyethylene!.
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555 g/cm2 and DxC510 g/cm2 (Dx is the moderation
length!, we find that ^nC&/^nPb&'1/8. This value corre-
sponds to a dependence^n&(A);A2/3.

The existence of a transition effect for the neutron sig
allows one to use absorbers with low atomic numbersA in
the INC ~the limiting value isA51) and to enhance the
signal by interlayering them with thin layers of a heavy a
sorber (A;200). Such a construction of the INC is impo
tant for experiments aboard artificial satellites, where
weight of the calorimeter must be minimized while mainta
ing its luminosity.

The results of this experiment enabled us to carry ou
calibration of the SHIELD code, which will be used to d
sign INC structures for Earth satellite measurements of
mary electrons andg rays with energies above 300 GeV an
measurements of the composition and energy spectrum
primary particles in the energy interval 1014– 1016 eV.

The authors are deeply grateful to V. A. Tsarev for h
steady interest and support of this study.
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Experiments on interferometric enhanced scattering in a plasma with a nonuniform
magnetic field
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Results are presented from the first experiments on interferometric enhanced scattering~IES! in a
plasma in a nonuniform magnetic field. Measurements of the lower hybrid fluctuations of
the plasma density by the IES and rf probe methods in an experimental geometry that models a
tokamak configuration are found to be in satisfactory agreement. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!02410-0#
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The increase in the efficiency of scattering of an elect
magnetic wave in the region of its hybrid resonance has b
widely used in the last decade for studying fluctuations a
waves in magnetized plasmas.1 The method of enhance
scattering~ES!, which is based on this effect, has a hig
sensitivity to small-scale fluctuations and has good spa
resolution. An important advantage of the method is that i
an integral method with respect to wave numbers, a prop
which lessens the requirements on the necessary amou
prior information about the properties of the investigat
wave phenomena and simplifies the design of experime
At the same time, of course, the integral nature of the met
means it has a lower resolution with respect to the w
vectors of the fluctuations under study.

Recently two modifications of the diagnostics of e
hanced scattering were proposed, which combine the m
advantages of the method with the possibility of maki
wave-vector-resolved measurements of the oscillations u
study. The first, the time-of-flight modification of the e
hanced scattering method, is based on the linear depend
of the delay time of the radiation scattered from the hyb
resonance on the wave vector of the scattering vibration2

The second, the correlation or interferometric modificat
~IES!, uses the dependence of the scattered signalAES on
the phase of the fluctuations at the point of the hybrid re
nance.3,4

According to Ref. 4, in the case when the launchi
antenna is simultaneously the receiving antenna, the b
scattered signal has the form

AES~ t,xr !5
iv iAi

16p E dVd3qdkiydkiz

~2p!6

dnV,q

ne

3eiVt2 iqxr ~v i !2 iqzzi2 iqyyi f ~kiy ,kiz!

3 f ~qy2kiy ,qz2kiz!•Q•I ~q!, ~1!

where uAESu2 and uAi u2 are the powers of the scattered a
probe radiation,dnV,q is the Fourier harmonic of the elec
tron density fluctuation;q is the projection of the wave vec
tor of a fluctuation onto the direction of inhomogeneity
the plasma,qz andqy are the projections of the wave vect
8061063-7850/98/24(10)/4/$15.00
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of the fluctuation onto, respectively, the magnetic field dire
tion and onto the direction perpendicular to both the m
netic field and the direction of inhomogeneity of the plasm
f (kiy ,kiz) is the directional pattern of the transmitting an
receiving antenna,zi and yi are the coordinates of the an
tenna,Q is the fraction of the power of the probe radiatio
that is absorbed at the upper hybrid resonance, andI (q) is
the enhancement factor describing the efficiency of the
hanced scattering.1,5

In the case of enhanced scattering at the upper hy
resonance in a cold plasma having small geometric dim
sions l 5@( l /n)(dn/dx)#21!c/v i , q,( lrHe

2 )21, one has
I (q);q, according to Ref. 1. As we see from Eq.~1!, the
enhanced scattering signal depends on the position of
hybrid resonancexr(v i). If the density perturbation is har
monic and one-dimensional,dnV;d(V2V0)dqydqz , this
dependence can be used to reconstruct the relative de
perturbation of the plasma in the wave from interferomet
measurements.4 Indeed, in that case

dnV~x!;NIES~x!5E
2`

1` dq

2pq
e2 iqxE

2`

1`

dxre
iqxrAIES~xr !,

~2!

whereAIES(xr)5^e2 iVtAES(t,xr)& t .
In the case of more complex non-one-dimensional d

sity perturbations, IES can be used to estimate the chara
istic wavelengths of harmonic oscillations propagating in
plasma.

In this paper we use the IES method for the first time
a situation in which the magnetic field is nonuniform and t
region of the upper hybrid resonance is accessible to wa
excited from outside. The results of measurements of
spatial distribution of test waves of the lower hybrid fr
quency range are compared with the data of independ
measurements made by the interferometric probe techni
The experiments were carried out on the linear appara
‘‘Boxes,’’ 6 in which a tokamak-like magnetic field configu
ration was produced by a certain rotation of the magne
coils with respect to each other. The effective major radius
the tokamak was 70 cm. The plasma was created by a pu
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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rf discharge between two plane electrodes placed at the
of the chamber (f rf555 MHz, Prf,200 W, t rf520 ms).
The parameters of the plasma during the pulse arene<2
31010 cm23, Te,4 eV, P51 Pa.

The distribution of the electron density of the plasm
along the direction of nonuniformity of the magnetic field
shown in Fig. 1a. The solid curve corresponds to the time
the rf pulse, while the dashed curve corresponds to so
time after the end of the pulse, when the interferometric m
surements were made. The lower hybrid antenna exciting
test wave was placed on the low-magnetic-field side of
apparatus atx59 cm ~Fig. 1a! and was shifted by 12 cm
along the magnetic field relative to the symmetry plane
the apparatus. The scheme used to excite the probe wa
analogous to tokamak experiments. Microwave radiation
frequency f i52.45 GHz with a powerPi5100 mW was
brought into the plasma from the high-magnetic-field s
with the aid of a waveguide antenna placed in the equato
plane atx522 cm. The behavior of the enhanced scatter
signal corresponded to the case of a tokamak geometry o
magnetic field, as was demonstrated with particular clarity
an experiment on the scattering on spontaneous fluctua

FIG. 1. a: Distribution of the electron density of a plasma along the dir
tion of nonuniformity of the magnetic field. The solid curve corresponds
the time of the rf pulse, while the dashed curve corresponds to some
after the end of the pulse, when the interferometric measurements
made. b: The backscattered signal from spontaneous fluctuations o
plasma versus the position of the upper hybrid resonance. The red-sh
~curve1! and blue-shifted~curve2! components of the scattering spectrum
ds
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of the plasma. Figure 1b shows how the signal of radiat
backscattered on spontaneous fluctuations of the plasma
pends on the position of the upper hybrid resonance, ca
lated according to the formulav i

25vpe
2 (xr)1vce

2 (xr). The
position of the upper hybrid resonance was scanned
changing the frequency of the probe radiation. Both com
nents of the scattering spectrum, the red-shifted~curve1! and
blue-shifted~curve2!, were observed only under the cond
tion such that the upper hybrid resonance exists inside
plasma. The ES signal reached its maximum value in
region 6cm,xr,10 cm, where the electron cyclotron laye
lies within the plasma and the upper hybrid resonance
accessible. Such behavior of the enhanced scattering sign
characteristic for tokamak experiments.1

The results of an IES experiment for a lower hybrid te
wave at frequencyf 0523 MHz are shown in Fig. 2b. The
interferograms were taken at two values of the phase of
reference signal, shifted with respect to each other by
~curves1 and2!. We see that the IES signal is localized
the outer part of the plasma density profile~Fig. 1a!. At the
same time, the interferograms obtained with rf probes~Fig.
2a! have a wider spatial distribution and occupy the ent
gradient region~curves1 and2 also correspond to referenc
signals with a phase shift of 90° between them!.

-

e
re
he
ed

FIG. 2. Interferograms obtained using rf probes~a! and the IES method~b!
for a lower hybrid test wave at frequencyf 0523 MHz for two values of the
phase of the reference signal shifted relative to each other by 90°~curves1
and2!.
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The Fourier spectra obtained from these interferogra
~Fig. 3a! differ strongly from each other. The spatial spe
trum P(q) of the ES signal (P;ÃIES

2 ) ~solid curve! is local-
ized in the region of positive wave vectorsq, which corre-
sponds to the phase of the wave propagating out of
plasma. The spatial spectrumP(q) of the signal from the rf
probe (P;Ãrf

2) ~dashed curve! is also asymmetric, but it ha
a dominant component localized in the region of negativeq.
Another important difference in the ES spectrum is its co
paratively short-wavelength character. This difference can
explained by considering the different sensitivities of t
given diagnostics in different wavelength ranges. The
probes measure the plasma potential and are more sen
to long-wavelength perturbations of the plasma dens
whereas the ES method, because the enhancement facto
the linear dependenceI (q);q, is more sensitive in the
short-wavelength part of the spectrum. The difference in s
sitivity of these diagnostics to fluctuations on different sp
tial scales can be taken into account in the reconstructio
the spatial structure of the density perturbations. Indeed
follows from the Poisson equationDw524p(r i1re) that
the density perturbations have the behaviorÑrf(q);q2Ãrf ,
while expression~2! gives ÑIES(q);q21ÃIES.

The parts of the spectraÑIES(q) ~solid curve! andÑrf(q)

FIG. 3. a: Spatial Fourier spectra obtained from the interferograms show
Fig. 2. The dashed curve is the IES spectrum, while the solid curve is

spectrum from the rf probes. b: The spectraÑIES(q) ~solid curve! andÑrf(q)

~dashed curves! (P;Ñ2(q)) obtained from the data in Fig. 3a.
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~dashed curve! (P;Ñ2(q)) lying in the region of positiveq
both have the same behavior, while the parts in the regio
negativeq do not, as can be seen from Fig. 3b. The reas
for this disparity can be explained on the basis of Fig.
which shows plots of the depenencesdNrf(x)q,0 ~dashed
curve in Fig. 4a!, dNrf(x)q.0 ~solid curve in Fig. 4a!, and
dNIES(x) ~Fig. 4b!, which were each recovered from th
Fourier spectra in Fig. 3b. We see from Fig. 4 that the po
tion and spatial structure of the density perturbation rec
ered from the IES datadNIES(x) basically match that recov
ered from the positive part of the Fourier spectrum
dNrf(x)q.0 obtained with the rf probes. They lie along th
upper part of the density profile~Fig. 1a!, which is accessible
to microwave probing in the ES method. The density pert
bationdNrf(x)q,0 lies in the region of the small ‘‘hump’’ on
the density profile in Fig. 1a. This part of the plasma
inaccessible to the probe wave~Fig. 1b!. This is apparently
the reason for the suppression of the negative part of
spectrum in the IES signal.

In closing it should be noted that the results presen
here represent the first application of IES under conditio
where the magnetic field configuration approaches that
tokamak. We have shown that the results on the fluctuati
of the plasma density in the lower hybrid wave as obtain

in
e
FIG. 4. a: Spatial structure of the perturbation of the electron den
dNrf(x) recovered from the rf probe data in Fig. 3b:dNrf(x)q.0 ~solid
curve!, dNrf(x)q,0 ~dashed curve!. b: Spatial structure of the perturbation o
the electron densitydNIES(x) recovered from the IES data of Fig. 3b.
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by the IES and rf probe diagnostics are in good agreem
with each other, so that one is justified in using them
investigation of short-wavelength oscillations in a toroid
plasma.
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On the epitaxy of aluminum nitride on silicon substrates in a chloride–hydride process
A. N. Efimov, A. O. Lebedev, and A. M. Tsaregorodtsev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted March 27, 1998!
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The technological conditions under which the silicon surface interacts with vapor-phase
reactants present in a chloride–hydride system for the epitaxial growth of aluminum nitride
are determined. The method of electron channeling patterns is used to show that the growth of
single-crystal layers of AlN on silicon substrates in the chloride–hydride system is hindered
by the interaction of the silicon with NH3 in the presence of HCl atT>800 °C, with the formation
of an amorphous layer of Si3N4. To obtain a high-quality texture it is important that prior to
deposition of the AlN layers the silicon substrates be held in an NH3 atmosphere in order to form
a dense layer of Si3N4. Single-crystal growth of AlN can be achieved in a chloride–hydride
system of chemical deposition from the vapor phase at a reduced pressure, since the deposition
temperature is then substantially lower~down to 550 °C! and the chemical interaction with
the substrate is hindered. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!02510-5#
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The heteroepitaxy of aluminum nitride on silicon is
significant interest for fabricating rf and SAW~surface
acoustic wave! devices.1 One of the preferred methods o
obtaining AlN epitaxial layers is the chloride–hydrid
method of chemical deposition from the vapor phase in
Al–HCl–NH3 system.2–4 This method gives a high rate o
deposition and high structural perfection of the AlN layers
epitaxy on sapphire or silicon carbide substrates,3,4 but the
growth of single-crystal layers of aluminum nitride on si
con by the chloride–hydride method has not yet be
achieved.

There has been a report5 of the growth of textured layers
of AlN with a predominantly azimuthal orientation o

Si~111!: AlN ~0001!//Si~111!, AlN(112̄0)//Si(220), at a sub-
strate temperature of 1150 °C in the system AlCl3– NH3– H2

~Ref. 5!. At the same time, these data are contrary to
results of a number of papers~Refs. 6 and 7, and others!,
which have in common the ‘‘low-temperature’’ (T
5850 °C) growth of textured~0001! layers of AlN with the
complete absence of azimuthal orientation. Because
~0001! texture has been grown without visible differences
Si~111!, Si~100!, SiO2 /Si(111), and quartz glass substrate
it is clear that the substrate does not have any orienting
fect. At temperatures above 1300 °C the predominant or
tation in the layers vanished, evidently on account of
induced temperature instability of the substrate and its re
tion with ammonia to form an amorphous layer of Si3N4

~Ref. 5!. It should be noted, however, that temperatures
the order of 1100–1200 °C and amounts of ammonia sim
to those used in the chloride–hydride method have been
successfully for the growth of single-crystal layers on silic
by the method of metalorganic synthesis~e.g., in the system
Al ~CH3)3– NH3; Ref. 1!. In Ref. 8 it was conjectured that th
conditions for the formation of an amorphous Si3N4 layer are
improved in the presence of significant quantities of oxyg
and hydrogen chloride.
8101063-7850/98/24(10)/3/$15.00
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The goal of the present study was to determine the te
nological conditions under which an interaction of the silic
surface with vapor-phase reactants present in the chlori
hydride system will occur. Silicon substrates with the orie
tations~100! and ~111! were placed in the reactor describe
in Ref. 3 in the temperature-gradient zone (T
5600– 1100 °C), where they were held for several hours
different gaseous media~Ar, Ar1NH3, Ar1NH31HCl,
Ar1AlCl31H2). The AlCl3 was obtained directly in the re
actor in the interaction of aluminum with a flow of hydroge
chloride ~in accordance with the technological scheme
this process set forth in Ref. 3!. The efficiency of conversion
of hydrogen chloride in the chlorination reactio
(2Al16HCl 5 2AlCl313H2) is at least 98%. The state o
the substrate surface after the experiment was investigate
the method of electron channeling patterns.9,10

The method of electron channeling patterns can be u
for solving the same problems as the electron diffract
method, but, unlike the latter, it is local~spot diameter;100
Å!. The channel patterns were observed directly under
RÉM-100U scanning electron microscope. Scanning of
beam in wave-vectork space was effected by varying th
angle of incidence of the electrons on the sample while
point of incidence of the beam remained constant. The se
lines corresponding to satisfaction of the Bragg condition
the different crystallographic planes was observed on a vi
monitor. The contrast of the channeling patterns was ge
ally low. Therefore, to observe the patterns it was necess
to meet a number of experimental conditions,9 in particular,
to use methods of image processing to heighten
contrast.10

It turns out that for analyzing the conditions correspon
ing to corrosion of the silicon surface, a simple comparis
of the degree of resolution of the channeling patterns can
used. Figure 1 shows as an example the electron chann
patterns from silicon samples held in ammonia at tempe
tures of 850 °C~a! and 950 °C~b!. The results of a qualita-
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Electron channeling patterns from silico
samples held in a medium of ammonia~see text!.
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tive study of the channeling patterns are presented in Tab
The temperatures given in Table I are practically indep
dent of the substrate orientation,~111! or ~100!.

We did a thermodynamic calculation of the equilibriu
constants of the some of the proposed reactions between
con and the vapor-phase reactants. The initial data for
calculation were taken from Ref. 11, and the results are
sented in Table II.

The lowering of the contrast in an ammonia medium
due to the forward reaction of the nitriding of silicon b
ammonia, the starting temperature of which is estimated
900 °C ~Ref. 12!, and the lowering of the nitriding reactio
rate at temperatures below 900 °C is due not to thermo
namic but to kinetic limitations~reaction 1, Table II!. At the
same time, in spite of the fact that the thermodynamic eq
librium of the nitriding reaction is shifted quite strongly to
ward the nitride side, upon the formation of a dense laye
silicon nitride the reaction slows down.12 The addition of
hydrogen chloride to the reaction flux intensifies the proce
probably on account of a continual renewal of the react
surface~e.g., in the chloriding of silicon by reaction 2 i
I.
-
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n

Table II! and the decompactification of the nitride layer b
chlorine derivatives of silicon. A thermodynamic analysis
the chemical reactions in the system Si–H–Cl in Ref. 13
permits identification of the most probable reaction produ
of the chloriding of silicon: in addition to H2 and SiCl4, there
is also SiHCl3, SiCl2, and SiH2Cl2.

Placing silicon in a medium containing AlCl3 and H2 led
to etching of the substrate surface and to the formation
deep etch pits having a symmetric shape and a dimensio
10–100mm. We interpret this as being the result of an i
teraction of the substrate with microscopic droplets of alum
num, but the concrete mechanism of the process is unc
since fromKp,10210 for reactions 3 and 4 in Table II, the
hydrogenation of silicon is also hindered.13

In closing, it should be said that the growth of singl
crystal films of aluminum nitride on silicon substrates in t
chloride–hydride system is made difficult by the interacti
of the silicon with NH3 in the presence of HCl atT
>800 °C, with the formation of an amorphous layer
Si3N4. At the same time, for a number of applications,
particular, in acoustoelectronic devices based on AlN, it
TABLE I. Temperatures of the lowering of the contrast of the electron channeling patterns.

Temperature at which Temperature at which the
the lowering of the sharp degradation of the

Gaseous medium contrast begins, °C contrast occurs, °C Notes

Ar Lowering of contrast
absent all the way

up to 1000°C

Ar1NH3

~ammonia partial
pressure,0.7 bar! 8802900 950

Ar1NH31HCl 7002800 880

Ar1AlCl31H2 .950 Etching
of the surface

and silicon
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sufficient to use~0001! textured films of aluminum nitride
To obtain a high-quality texture it is important to subject t
silicon substrates prior to deposition of the AlN layers to
hold in an NH3 atmosphere for the formation of a dense lay
of Si3N4. The single-crystal growth of AlN can be achieve
with the use of a chloride–hydride system of chemical va
deposition at reduced pressure, so that the deposition
perature will be substantially lower~down to 550 °C; Refs.

TABLE II. Equilibrium constants for chemical reactions corroding the su
strate

Reaction
No. Reaction T, K Kp , barn

1 3Si(s)14NH3(g)5Si3N4(s)16H2(g) 1073 6.831032

1173 5.431030

1273 3.531028

2 Si(s)14HCl(g)5SiCl4(g)12H2(g) 1073 3.13105

1173 2.73104

1273 2.23103

3 Si(s)12AlCl3(g)52AlCl(g)1SiCl4g 1073 8.9310214

1173 3.4310212

1273 1.1310210

4 3Si(s)14AlCl3(g)54Al( l )13SiCl4(s) 1073 3.5310228

1173 1.9310226

1273 7.2310225
r

r
m-

14 and 15! and the chemical interaction with the substra
will be hindered.
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Apparatus for growing GaN films on large-area substrates by the method
of chloride–hydride vapor-phase epitaxy

S. I. Stepanov, D. V. Tsvetkov, and A. E. Cherenkov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
Center for Research on Crystal Growth, St. Petersburg
~Submitted April 21, 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.24, 58–65~October 26, 1998!

A prototype industrial apparatus for growing gallium nitride~GaN! epitaxial films by the method
of vapor-phase epitaxy in the chloride–hydride system is designed and built. Epitaxy is
carried out simultaneously on 3 silicon carbide~SiC! substrates 35 mm in diameter. The
distribution of growth rates along the gas flow and over the transverse cross section of the reactor
is investigated. The epitaxial films are studied by x-ray diffraction and photoluminescence
methods. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!02610-X#
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Nitrides of group-III metals~AlN, GaN, InN! are prom-
ising materials for fabricating high-efficiency blue and gre
light-emitting diodes,1–3 short-wavelength injection lasers4

and other electronic devices. Significant progress in the
taxy of these compounds from metalorganic compounds4 and
by molecular-beam epitaxy5 has been reported. Th
chloride–hydride method of growing epitaxial layers
group-III nitrides is also of great interest, since it has a nu
ber of advantages over the methods mentioned: a wide ra
of growth rates (0.05– 2mm/min),6 and a rather low cost o
equipment and experimentation. Previously our group
demonstrated the possibility of growing high-quality epita
ial films of AlN on sapphire7 and silicon carbide~SiC!12

substrates, GaN films on silicon carbide substrates,8 and a
GaN p–n junction9 and solid solutions of AlGaN on silicon
carbide substrates10 by a modified chloride–hydride method
However, these results have all be obtained on labora
apparatus. In this paper we describe a prototype of an in
trial chloride–hydride apparatus and present the result
the first experiments on the use of this apparatus to g
GaN epitaxial films on silicon carbide substrates.

The main requirements on the construction of t
8131063-7850/98/24(10)/3/$15.00
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chloride–hydride apparatus were that it permit: 1! growth on
substrates up to 80 mm in diameter; 2! growth on three or
more substrates up to 50 mm in diameter; 3! carrying out up
to 10 growth processes in a single technological cycle. Th
requirements guided the design of the reactor whose pla
shown in Fig. 1. It is based on the scheme of a horizon
reactor of the blow-through type with hot walls. The appa
tus consists of a quartz reactor, multizone furnace with re
tive heating, and a vapor unit. The furnace was divided i
two temperature zones: a source zone and a growth z
The temperature in the growth zone can be varied from
to 1150°C. Argon with a purity of 99.997% was used as
carrier gas. The sources were metallic Ga~99.9997%! and
gaseous NH3 ~99.999%!. HCl with a purity of 99.998% was
used for chloriding the Ga. In the source zone the hydro
chloride interacts with the metallic gallium to form gaseo
gallium chloride. In the growth zone the GaCl vapor rea
with the ammonia to form GaN. The gallium nitride that
formed settles on the walls of the reactor and on the s
strates. In the growth zone the substrates are placed
pedestal parallel to the gas flow. The dimensions of
working growth zone are 200380 mm.
FIG. 1. Diagram of the apparatus for growing group-III nitrides by the chloride–hydride method:1 — multizone furnace with resistive heating;2 — quartz
reactor;3 — gas-channel pipes;4 — boat containing the group-III metal;5 — pedestal with substrates.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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In this reactor design the grown structures can be coo
in an inert gas flow and removed without cooling the ent
reactor.

The apparatus was used in experiments on the growt
gallium nitride films on silicon carbide substrates. The e
taxy was carried out on 6H-SiC substrates 35 mm in diam
eter, produced by Cree Research, Inc. Small companion
strates, which were SiC crystals grown by the Lely meth
or fragments of the Cree Research substrates, were pl
next to the main substrates. The gallium nitride epitaxy w
done without the use of buffer layers.11 The epitaxial layers
were not deliberately doped. Growth was carried out
5–10 min.

The thickness of the epitaxial film was measured gra
metrically ~from the difference of the weights of the su
strates before and after the growth! and with an interference
microscope, by observation of the interference fringes fr
the heterointerface and surface of the film. The uncertaint
the determination of the thickness by these methods was
more than 10%.

The distribution of the growth rate of the GaN along t
length of the pedestal~in the direction parallel to the ga
flow! showed that there is a region within the growth zo
about 15 cm long in which the growth rate does not vary
more than 10%. Figure 2 shows the distribution of t
growth rate in the direction perpendicular to the gas flow
can be seen that there are practically no edge effects, an
scatter in the values of the growth rate lies within the error
measurement~10%!.

To assess the capabilities of the epitaxy apparatus
performed an experiment on the growth of GaN films
three SiC substrates with diameters of 35 mm. On all th
substrates located in the working growth zone the GaN fi
had a smooth mirror surface. The GaN films were inve
gated by the x-ray diffraction and photoluminescence me
ods. The half-width of the x-ray rocking curve measured
thev-scanning geometry lay in the interval from 72 to 159
~seconds of arc!, values indicative of a high structural pe
fection of the films. The value 729 stands as the best resu
obtained to date for GaN films grown on SiC without
buffer layer. A typical rocking curve for epitaxial GaN o
SiC, measured in thev-scanning geometry, is shown i

FIG. 2. Distribution of the growth rate of GaN films on SiC substrates o
the transverse cross section of the reactor.
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Fig. 3a. The photoluminescence spectra of all the sam
are dominated by the exciton luminescence band~Fig. 3b!.
The half-width of the edge peak at 100 K lies in the interv
from 27 to 30 meV. The films hadn-type conductivity. The
typical concentrationNd2Na , measured by a mercur
probe, lay in the interval 131017– 531017 cm3.

For estimating the uniformity of the GaN films on th
three SiC wafers~35 mm in diameter! we measured the half
widths of the x-ray rocking curves and the half-widths a
intensities of the edge peak of the photoluminescence.

r

FIG. 3. a: X-ray rocking curve measured in thev-scanning mode for a GaN
epitaxial film grown on SiC; b: photoluminescence spectrum of a GaN
itaxial film grown on SiC. The photoluminescence spectrum was taken
temperature of 100 K using a N2 laser.
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measurements were made on each wafer at several p
along the gas-flow direction and perpendicular to it. T
half-width of the photoluminescence edge peak measure
100 K on the wafer that had been in the first position alo
the gas flow varied within the limits 0.020–0.022 eV ov
the area of the wafer. For the second and third wafers
ranges of variation were 0.023–0.027 eV and 0.024–0.
eV, respectively. The half-widths of the x-ray rocking curv
varied over the area of the three wafers within the ran
72– 1709. This scatter may arise because the epitaxial fil
follow the structural quality of the substrates.11 For the SiC
wafers used as substrates in this experiment the half-widt
the x-ray rocking curves varied in the range 17– 409, which,
under otherwise equal conditions, would entail a broaden
of the rocking curves of the epitaxial films grown on the le
perfect substrates.

In summary, we have built a prototype industrial app
ratus for the epitaxial growth of group-III nitrides by th
chloride–hydride method on large-diameter substrates~up to
80 mm!. This apparatus was used to grow high-quality e
taxial films of GaN on SiC substrates with a diameter of
mm. The data on the uniformity of the characteristics of
films and of the growth rate of the GaN epitaxial films ov
the length of the working growth zone~15–20 cm! suggest
that it should be possible to grow epitaxial films of galliu
nitride on several substrates with diameters up to 80 mm
single growth process.

The authors thank Yu. Mel’nik, A. Nikolaev, and I. Ni
kintina for helpful discussions, N. Seredova for doing t
optical studies on the samples, and the University of Arizo
for support of this study.
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Observation of self-modulation regimes of generation in high-power
backward-wave tubes

N. S. Ginzburg, N. I. Za tsev, E. V. Ilyakov, I. S. Kulagin, Yu. V. Novozhilova,
A. S. Sergeev, and A. K. Tkachenko

Institute of Applied Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Nizhni� Novgorod
~Submitted April 9, 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.24, 66–71~October 26, 1998!

In an experiment done on a specially constructed backward-wave tube for centimeter waves,
with a power level of 100 kW, it is observed that increasing the electron beam current leads
to more complicated forms of self-modulation of the output radiation: the modulation is initially
sinusoidal, then becomes a periodic sequence of spikes, and finally loses periodicity.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!02710-4#
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The multifrequency dynamics of backward-wave osc
lators was first investigated theoretically in Refs. 1 and 2
was found that as the current is increased above the sta
value, the regime of stationary single-frequency genera
gives way to a regime of periodic self-modulation, which
initially sinusoidal but then takes the form of a sequence
spikes. As the current is increased further the shape of
signal becomes more complicated, loses periodicity, and
generation ultimately becomes stochastic. The sequenc
bifurcations described above has been observed experim
tally 3 on a laboratory model backward-wave tube~BWT!
with a power level of tens of milliwatts.

The subject of the present paper is a theoretical and
perimental investigation of the possibility of realizing se
modulation regimes of generation in a BWT with a pow
level of up to 100 kW. The electrodynamic system used w
a smoothly corrugated axisymmetric waveguide with a cu
narrowing at the cathode end and diffractional extraction
the radiation from the collector end. As we know, such s
tems have an increased dielectric strength and a simple
struction and are widely used in relativistic BWTs.4

In the present experiment the BWT was designed fo
frequency of 8 GHz. The lowest mode TE11 was chosen as
the working mode; this choice allowed us to avoid synch
nous interaction of the electron beam with other modes
the concomitant problems of mode selection with respec
the transverse mode index. The waveguide had a mean
dius of 1.2 cm, a corrugation period of 1.7 cm, and a cor
gation depth of 0.25 cm and was smoothly matched with
exit section on the collector end. Two structures were fa
cated, differing in the length of the interaction space: 29 a
44 cm. An annular electron beam was formed in
magnetron-injector gun. A low velocity spread was ensu
by a high magnetic field, with a value of 2.5 T in the inte
action space. The accelerating voltage was around 70
and the beam current emitted by the thermionic cathode
ied from 3 to 35 A.

A preliminary modeling of the steady-state processes
a BWT oscillator was carried out using a self-consistent s
tem of equations consisting of the equation describing
evolution of the field amplitude1:
8161063-7850/98/24(10)/3/$15.00
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]A
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52

J

pE0

2p

e2 iqdq0 ~1!

and the relativistic equations of motion of the electrons:

dq

]z
5

1

A12g22
2

1

A12g0
22

, ~2!

]g

]z
5Re~A~z,t!eiq!. ~3!

Here A5eEz(mcv) is the dimensionless amplitude of th
synchronous (21)st harmonic of the field, t5v(t
2z/v0)/(1/b011/bgr), and z5vz/c are the dimensionles
time and longitudinal coordinate,q5vt2hz is the phase of
the electron relative to the synchronous harmonic of
field, J5eIuZu/(2b0

2mc2), Z is the coupling impedance fo
this harmonic,5 I is the beam current,g is the relativistic
mass factor of the electrons,v is the frequency of exac
synchronism, andb05v0 /c, bgr5vgr /c, where v0 is the
initial translational velocity of the electrons andngr is the
group velocity of the wave. The boundary and initial cond
tions on equations~1!–~3! have the form

Auz5 l50, Aut505A0~z!,

quz505q0P~0,2p!, guz505g0 , ~4!

wherel is the dimensionless length of the interaction spa
The calculations of the coupling impedance and start

currents were based on the use of the results of Ref. 5.
starting current of the BWT with the periodic structure 2
cm long was around 3 A, while that for the structure 44 c
long was reduced to 1 A. We note that since the BWT op
ated in a regime quite close to the cutoff frequency, the c
culated value of the starting current depended strongly on
beam voltage.

Figure 1 shows the results of a numerical simulation
the time dependence of the amplitude of the output sig
and the spectrum of the signal at different values of the c
rent for the BWT 44 cm long, the corresponding normaliz
length beingl 570. The periodic self-modulation arises at
current of the order of 3 times the threshold. The stocha
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Results of modeling of the time dependen
of the amplitude of the output radiation and its spe
trum for l 5 70. a: J5 1.153 102 5; b: J 5 3.2
31025; c: J51.231024.
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regime comes about when the current reaches 10–15 t
the threshold. Figure 1a illustrates the sinusoidal modula
of the input signal, and Fig. 1b corresponds to the m
complicated self-modulation in the form of a periodic s
quence of spikes. In dimensionless variables the s
modulation period is of the order of 102. At a wave group
velocity of 0.2 s and a particle translational velocity of 0.5
the self-modulation period in dimensionless quantities is
ns. For the estimates the value of group velocity was fou
from the dispersion characteristic of a smooth wavegu
ignoring the decrease in group velocity due to the deform
tion of the dispersion curve that is typical for corrugat
waveguides. In the case of the sinusoidal self-modulation
relative width of the emission spectrum is 0.7%. Figure
shows a version of the stochastic self-modulation co
sponding to a current of 30 times the starting current. In t
version the calculated width of the spectrum reaches 5%

The radiation was taken off from the collector end of t
interaction space. The frequency of the radiation was m
sured with the use of a tunable filter with a bandwidth
es
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e
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,
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60 MHz and was found to be in good agreement with
calculated frequency. The detected output signal was
corded by a Tektronix 540A digital oscilloscope, which pe
mitted storage of the entire envelope of an rf pulse up to
ms long for subsequent inspection of its individual parts.

In the BWT with the interaction space 44 cm long th
sinusoidal self-modulation occurred at currents as low a
few amperes~Fig. 2a!; as the current was increased, th
modulation became complex-periodic~Fig. 2b,c!, and at cur-
rents above 30 A it went over to stochastic~Fig. 2d!. It
should be noted that in the sequence of oscillograms gi
above there is no steady-state generation regime. This is
cause decreasing the current below 3 A was met with signifi-
cant technical problems. At the same time, a steady-s
generation regime was observed in the short tube with
29-cm-long interaction length, at currents ranging from 3
20 A.

Comparing the oscilloscope traces of the envelope of
rf pulse as obtained from the results of the numerical sim
lation ~Fig. 1! and the physical experiment~Fig. 2!, one can
t
FIG. 2. Envelope of the output radiation for differen
values of the current. a:I 53 A; b: I 521 A; c: I
528 A; d: I 535 A.
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easily see that there is qualitative agreement. Conseque
one can also assume that their spectral characteristics a
We note, however, that the interpretation of the experime
data was based on a simplified theoretical model that left
the effect on the electrons of the asynchronous compon
of the rf field and of the space-charge fields and the prese
of parasitic reflections at the collector end of the BWT.

It should also be emphasized that the beam voltage
beam current were chosen on considerations of restricting
output power to a level of around 100 kW, since at high
powers the microwave pulses were found to be cut sh
probably because of rf breakdown inside the electrodyna
system, which was made of copper by an electrochem
plating method. It is clear that the admissible fields at
walls of the electrodynamic system can be increased sig
cantly by using technologies ordinarily employed in indu
tly,
ee.
al
ut
ts
ce

nd
he
r
rt,
ic
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trial electronics. This would permit increasing the injectio
current and the supercriticality parameter and, accordin
the average power of the stochastic radiation.
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Influence of a shock-wave pressure gradient on the appearance of a microhardness
maximum in a-Fe irradiated by a high-power ion beam

A. N. Valyaev, A. D. Pogrebnyak, S. N. Bratushka, V. I. Lavrent’ev, S. N. Volkov,
and S. V. Plotnikov

Sumy Institute of Surface Modification, Sumy, Ukraine
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~Submitted November 20, 1997; resubmitted June 18, 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.24, 72–77~October 26, 1998!

The results of research on the defect structure and microhardness ina-Fe irradiated by a pulsed
high-power ion beam are presented. The results are obtained with the use of positron
annihilation, electron microscopy, and a nanoindenter. It is shown that the pressure gradient and
the depth of formation of the shock wave front ina-Fe irradiated by a high-power ion
beam have an influence on the formation and location of the maximum of the dislocation density
and microhardness in the modified layer. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~98!02810-9#
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High-power ion beams have well-known uses in t
modification of surfaces, ion mixing, and the deposition
films and coatings.1–4 However, there are unsolved prob
lems that preclude making predictions as to the effect on
physicochemical and service characteristics of metallic m
terials. The main difficulty is to take into account all th
processes that occur under irradiation by a high-power
beam, mainly their effect on the change in the defect str
ture, the microhardness, and their final profile in the mater
A list of the processes occurring in a metal under irradiat
by a high-power ion beam includes heating, melting, eva
ration, expansion of a vapor–plasma cloud~ablation!, the
formation of a shock wave~SW!, quenching from the liquid
and gaseous states, mass transport, etc.

In the present letter we report a study of the defect str
ture and microhardness ina-Fe after irradiation by a high
power ion beam and investigate the relationships influenc
the change in the depth of the modified layer.

As objects of study we used annealed samples ofa-Fe
with dimensions of 1431432 mm with a large grain size
~1.5–3 mm!. The irradiation by the high-power ion bea
was carried out on an accelerator with beam parame
Fav5300 keV, duration t5100 ns, and current densit
varying from 106 to 2.53107 A/m2 ~Ref. 5!. The composi-
tion of the beam was C1'50%, H1'50%. The residual
pressure in the accelerator chamber was 1025 torr. The beam
cross section was much larger than the size of the samp

For electron microscope studies of the dislocation str
ture formed in the subsurface layers of a target under i
diation by a high-power ion beam, we prepared foils a
specified distance from the surface. The technique use
prepare the foils is described in Ref. 6. The positron lifeti
was measured on a spectrometer with a time resolution
220 ps, with a fixed width at half maximumDt5208 ps.
The positron source was22Na(b1,g) evaporated onto alumi
num foil in a Mylar packet. The source intensity wa
8191063-7850/98/24(10)/3/$15.00
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t r5150 ns;I 156.6%; t25450 ps;I 2526%. The spectrum
was corrected with the use of207Bi. The microhardness mea
surements were made on a Micromet apparatus. Meas
ment of the spectra of Rutherford backscattering with ch
neling ~RBS/C! was carried out using a beam of4He1 ions
with an energy of 2 MeV. In the melting zone of a surfa
layer of iron the defect profile was measured using a beam
slow positrons with energies of 0.2–30 keV, which permitt
analysis of layers with thicknesses ranging from several
nometers to 1.2mm.7

A detailed analysis of the subsurface layer that w
melted as a result of the irradiation ofa-Fe by a high-power
ion beam was carried out using a beam of slow positrons
Rutherford backscattering of ions with channeling~RBS/C!.

As a result of quenching from the liquid state~and pos-
sibly also from the gaseous state! a high concentration of
vacancy clusters, impurity complexes, and dislocations
formed in a surface layer up to 1.2mm thick; this is evi-
denced by the increase in theSparameter of the curves of th
Doppler broadening of the annihilation spike in comparis
with the initial ~unirradiated! sample ofa-Fe ~Fig. 1a!. A
high density of vacancy clusters, 531017– 1018 cm23, forms
in the layer in which the maximum thermomechanic
stresses occur~the boundary of the liquid and solid phases!,
and a developed dislocation structure arises~having a scalar
density of 6.53109 cm22; Fig. 1a, curves2 and 3!. The
results obtained by the RBS/C method~Fig. 1b! attest to the
fact that the concentration of interstitial atoms has also ris
as is indicated by the increase inx for the ^100& and ^001&
directions as compared with the initial oriented crystal~a
large grain!. It should be noted that significantly more inte
stitial defects are formed in thê100& direction. In a subsur-
face layer up to 5mm thick the dislocation structure consis
of uniformly distributed individual dislocations. Right nex
to the surface the mean density of dislocations reaches
3109 cm22. Substantial changes in the dislocation structu
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. a: TheSparameter of the curves of the Doppler broadening of the annihilation spike versus depth in thea-Fe layer:1 — initial state;2 — irradiation
by a high-power ion beam atj 5100 A/cm2 andt5100 ns;3 — at j 5400 A/cm2 andt5100 ns. b: Energy spectra of the Rutherford backscattering of i
with channeling (4He1 ions with energy 3 MeV!: 1 — the^100& orientation in the initial state;2 — the^001& orientation, irradiation by a high-power ion beam
at j 5400 A/cm2 andt5100 ns;3 — the ^100& orientation, irradiation atj 5400 A/cm2 andt5100 ns;4 — misoriented grain ofa-Fe.
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of the sample begin at a depth of 30– 40mm, where the
dislocation structure becomes extremely nonuniform. In
dition to the chaotic dislocation structure made up of in
vidual dislocations and dislocation tangles, low-angle bou
aries appear in the structure, these varying from a unifo
distribution of dislocations to complex interweavings of d
locations and boundaries with misorientation angles of 5–
Under irradiation by a high-power ion beam the thermal
laxation time is substantially less than the duration of
irradiation, and therefore the practically instantaneous h
ing of the metal gives rise to thermal stresses in the so
state matrix in the subsurface region, resulting in melting a
ejection of the material from the irradiated surface. The
coil momentum creates an additional compression of the
terial in the solid phase. We shall show that the wave gen
ated in this case is a shock wave. A criterion of shock wa
formation has been obtained for laser irradiation;8 for our
case it will have the form
-
-
-

m

°.
-
e
t-
-
d
-
a-
r-
e

IS

tU
.Ce

4r0R0 , ~1!

Q5ISt ~2!

ml5R0
21 ~3!

n51,

whereI is the intensity,S is the irradiated area, andR0 is the
range of ions in the material.

For the irradiation regimes used,I >108 W/cm2

51012 W/m2, t51027 s, S>1024 m, and the parameters o
our targets, Ce553103 m/s, r057.83103 kg/m3, R0

>1 m m51026 m, we obtain (IS/t)>1015 and Ce
4r0R0

>1012.
Thus the criterion of shock wave formation is met, a

its initial pressure is several GPa, i.e., the wave is we
~from 2 to 10 GPa!. The pressure in the shock wave as
propagates into the depths of the target falls off, so thatHV
ed
FIG. 2. Density of dislocations~a! and microhard-
ness ~b! in a-Fe irradiated by a high-power ion
beam as functions of the depth of the harden
layer: 1,3 — j 5100 A/cm2, t5100 ns; 2,4 —
j 5400 A/cm2, t5100 ns.
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decreases with depth~Fig. 1!. However, the shock wave fron
becomes steeper~this is confirmed by our calculations! and
the gradient increases, reaching a maximum in the regio
formation of the shock wave front.

The most intense generation of both intrinsic and extr
sic defects will occur in the region of the shock wave fro
Since interstitial defects are substantially more mobile th
vacancies, their sinking to dislocations pins the latter, low
ing their mobility. A shock wave impulse is imparted to bo
the atoms of the matrix and the defects~scattering centers!.

Figure 2a and 2b shows the mean density of dislocati
~curves1,3! and microhardness~2,4! as functions of the dis-
tance from the ion-irradiated surface of thea-Fe. The curves
have pronounced maxima near the surface and in the inte
of the modified layer. Increasing the energy flux~and current
density! of the high-power ion beam causes the second m
mum to shift closer to the surface, i.e., there is an influe
of the shock-wave pressure gradient and of the location
which the shock wave front forms.
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Monitoring the deposition of an interference film by differential reflection of light
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The change in the reflection~differential reflection! of light from an interference film as a result
of the deposition of an ultrathin layer on it is investigated. Formulas describing the
differential reflection around the reflectivity minima and maxima of the film are obtained by a
perturbation method. It is shown that these formulas and the corresponding differential
measurements can be used for an easy and unambiguous determination of the thickness and
refractive index not only of ultrathin surface layers but also of the interference films themselves.
The proposed method is especially convenient for monitoring the deposition of thin-film
structures. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!02910-3#
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Among the many optical methods for investigating t
subsurface region of various materials and for monitoring
deposition~growth! of thin-film structures, extensive use
made of differential reflection methods, in which one reco
the change in the reflected signal due to the influence of
surface layer under investigation.1–6 Since the most vital ap
plications of optical probing methods are found primarily
semiconductor technology, most of the methods that h
been developed work only in the presence of absorption~in a
surface layer or in the substrate!. Moreover, owing mainly to
the incorrect theoretical analysis given in Ref. 7 for wea
absorbing and transparent materials, the opinion is often
pressed in the literature that the differential reflection meth
can in general be used to study ultrathin layers only in
case of strongly absorbing materials.8,9

However, as was shown in Ref. 10 and 11, this point
view is incorrect, and the change in reflectivity due to t
deposition of an ultrathin insulating layer on a transpar
substrate is also measurable under certain conditions. M
over, the existence of extensive interference in transpa
films opens up a number of new possibilities, e.g., for i
proving the signal-to-noise ratio and sensitivity of t
method of differential reflection.12

The goal of this study is to show how one can use
differential reflection ofp- ands-polarized light to determine
simultaneously the parameters of transparent interfere
films and ultrathin insulating layers deposited on them.

Let us consider the reflection of a linearly polarized ele
tromagnetic plane wave with vacuum wavelengthl from an
interference filmf of thicknessdf on a semi-infinite substrat
s in a surrounding mediuma. We will treat a small change in
the reflectivity of the filmf due to the deposition on it of a
ultrathin layerc of thicknessdc!l. All of the media are
assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic and perfe
transparent, with real macroscopic dielectric consta
«a,c, f ,s[na,c, f ,s

2 , and the magnetic permeability of all th
materials is assumed equal to unity. We also assume tha
of the interfaces are ideal planes — there are no transi
layers or interfacial roughness. Then, using the standard
culation technique for layered media,13 we find that under the
8221063-7850/98/24(10)/4/$15.00
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condition 4pncdc /l!1 the relative change in the intensit
of the reflected signal, viz.,

~DI /I 0!~s,p![@~ I 12I 0!/I 0#~s,p!5@~R1I g2R0I g!/R0I g#~s,p!

5@~R12R0!/R0#~s,p![~DR/R0!~s,p!,

whereR1$I 1% and R0$I 0% are the reflection coefficients$in-
tensities% of the s- andp-polarized light from the filmf with
and without a surface layerc, respectively, andI g is the
intensity of the incident light, can be expressed to first or
in dc /l as follows:

~DR/R0!~s,p!.232pnanf
3ns coswa cos3 w f cosws

3sin 2b~L/M !~dc /l!, ~1!

L5~«cta2«atc!~«st f2« f ts!, ~2!

M5@~« f ta1«at f2v !~«st f2« f ts!1~« f ts1«st f2v !

3~« f ta2«at f !cos 2b#214« f«s cos2w f cos2ws

3~« f ta2«at f !
2 sin2 2b, ~3!

where t i51 and v52«a sin2 wa for s polarization and
t i5cos2 wi512(«a /«i)sin2 wa and v50 for p polarization
( i 5a,c, f ,s), b5(2p/l)nfdf coswf , and wa is the angle
of incidence of the light ray in the surrounding mediuma.

Figure 1 shows (DR/R0)ex
(s,p) as a function ofdf andwa

according to calculations using the exact classical formu
~without expansion in the small parameterdc /l) for a
plane-layered medium and also the relative err

V~s,p!5@~DR/R0!ex
~s,p!2~DR/R0!~s,p!#/~DR/R0!ex

~s,p!

~where (DR/R0)(s,p) was calculated according to the a
proximate expression~1!!. Comparative calculations of thi
kind show that formula~1! does not work in the region
where (DR/R0)(s,p)→0, but in the neighborhood of interfer
ence extrema one can get sufficient accuracy by taking
account only the first-order terms in the expansion.

Let us next consider the form that Eq.~1! takes near the
minima and maxima of the reflection coefficientR0

(s,p) . If
the thickness of the interference filmdf5df

(N)1Ddf , where
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Relative change in the reflection coefficie
(DR/R0)ex

(p,s) and the relative errorV(p,s) for p polarization
~solid curves! and s polarization~dashed curves! as func-
tions of the thicknessdf of the interference film~a,c! and
the angle of incidencewa of the light ~b,d!. na51.0,
nc52.0, nf51.5, ns52.5, dc /l51023, wa530° ~a,c!,
df /l50.6 ~b,d!.
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df
(N)5Nl/(4nf coswf), N is an integer, and the condition

4pnf uDdf ul21!1 andDdf@dc hold, then for evenN52 j ,
j 50,1,2, . . . wehave

~DR/R0!2 j
~s,p!.2KL/~«sta2«ats!

2~dcDdf /l2!, ~4!

whereK532p2nans coswa cosws. In the case ofp polariza-
tion formula ~4! does not work if the light is incident at th
Brewster angle for the substrate, i.e., forwa5wB

5tan21(ns /na), at which point«sta2«ats50. Then

~DR/R0!2 j
~p!.2@« f~«c2«a!~«s2«c!#/@«c~« f2«a!

3~«s2« f !#~dc /Ddf !. ~5!

For oddN52 j 11 we have

~DR/R0!2 j 11
~s,p! .K« f

2 cos4 w f~L/Ms,p
2 !~dcDdf /l2!, ~6!

Ms5«a«s2« f
21«a~2« f2«a2«s!sin2 wa , ~7!

M p5«a«s2« f
21~«a« f

2«s
211« f

222«a
2« f

21«s!sin2 wa

1~«a
3« f

22«s2«a« f
2«s

21!sin4 wa . ~8!

However, formula~6! is incorrect fors polarization when
Ms→0 and forp polarization whenM p→0. If the angle of
incidence and the layer parameters are chosen such tha
conditionMs50 or M p50 holds, then

~DR/R0!2 j 11
~s,p! .2~na coswa /ns cosws!

3L/~« f ta2«at f !
2~dc /Ddf !. ~9!

We note that the conditionsMs,p50 do not always hold,
e.g., in the case ofs polarization at oblique incidence
would be necessary to havenf,Anans ~for normal incidence
nf5Anans; Ref. 13!.
the

Which kind of extremum~maximum or minimum! cor-
responds to evenN and which to oddN is determined for
« f ,s.«a sin2 wa by the conditions

~21!N~na2nf !~nf2ns!
,0
.0 ~10!

for s polarization, and

~21!N~na cosw f2nf coswa!~nf cosws2ns cosw f !
,0
.0

~11!

for p polarization, where the upper sign corresponds to
minimum and the lower to a maximum. For example, it fo
lows from these conditions that formula~5! and ~9! always
describe the change in reflection around a minimum ofR0

(s,p)

~this last assertion if also clear, of course, from the simp
arguments that atMs50 the reflection coefficientR0

(s)50
for s polarization, while forwa5wB or M p50 one has
R0

(p)50 in the case ofp polarization!. As we see from Eqs
~5! and ~9!, around these minima the relative change in t
reflection coefficient is inversely proportional toDdf and
altogether independent of the wavelength of the light~if dis-
persion is neglected!. As a concrete example, Fig. 2 show
(DR/R0)ex

(s,p) and V(s,p) as functions ofDdf around the
minima and maxima ofR0

(s,p) for incidence at the Brewste
anglewa5wB .

Let us call attention to the following circumstanc
which is extremely important in practice. It is known14 that
in the case of a semi-infinite substrate the method of diff
ential reflection can give a high sensitivity only withp-
polarized light incident at the Brewster angle, since the
flection coefficient for a smooth substrate with no surfa
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FIG. 2. (DR/R0)ex
(p,s) andV(p,s) as functions ofDdf around

interference minima~solid curves! and maxima~dashed
curves! if na51.0, nc52.5, nf52.0, ns51.5, wa

5tan211.5, anddc /l51023.
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layer then approaches zero. In the case of an interfere
film, however, the same possibility is afforded f
s-polarized light as well, since under the conditionnf

,Anans one can find an angle of incidence such that
original reflection coefficient for a clean filmR0

(s)→0.
The main utility of formulas~4!–~9! is that they make it

easy to solve the inverse problem — to determine uniqu
the parameters of a filmf and surface layerc with known«s

and «a solely by measuring (DR/R0)(s) and (DR/R0)(p)

about the minimum and maximum of the reflectivityR0
(s,p) .

The parameter« f is obtained most simply with the use o
s-polarized light, by determining the experimental value
gf5@2(DR/R0)2 j

(s)/(DR/R0)2 j 11
(s) #1/2/2 and then calculating

« f from the formula

« f5gf~«s2«a!1«a sin2 wa1@gf
2~«s2«a!2

1«a cos2 wa~«s2«a sin2 wa!#1/2. ~12!

The dielectric constant«c can be determined as follows
measure the ratiogc5(DR/R0)2 j

(p)/(DR/R0)2 j
(s) and use the

expression

«c5«a@~gc811!1~~gc811!224~gc81cos2 wa!sin2 wa!1/2#

3@2~gc81cos2 wa!#21, ~13!

where

gc85gc~«s cos2 wa2«a cos2 ws!
2~« f2«s!/

@~«s cos2 w f2« f cos2 ws!~«s2«a!2#.

Using the relation

Ddf /l5
gD~«a1«s!

1/2~« f
21«a« f1« f«s2«a«s!

4p« f~«a« f1« f«s2«a«s!
, ~14!
ce

e

ly

f

where gD5@2(DR/R0)2 j 11
(p) /(DR/R0)2 j

(p)#1/2 and is deter-
mined experimentally at the angle of incidencewa5wB , we
obtain the value ofDdf /l. Here it proves very useful tha
formula ~14! does not depend on the parameters of the s
face layer being deposited, so that if« f is known, one can
determineDdf /l provided only that the layer being depo
ited is a insulator and is ultrathin.

Differential reflection diagnostics of this kind are esp
cially convenient to use for monitoring a cyclic film depos
tion process, where the thickness of the film increa
steadily by a small step and the values of (DR/R0)(s,p)

around the minima and maxima of the reflection coefficie
R0

(s,p) can easily be measured for each cycle. If the grow
process contains two different cycles 1 and 2, during whi
respectively, two surface layers with parameters«c1, dc1 and
«c2, dc2 are deposited on the surface of the film, then fo
qualitative analysis one may also use the relation

~DR1 /DR2!~s!.~dc1 /dc2!~«c12«a!~«c22«a!21 ~15!

around the maxima~or around minima near whichMsÞ0)
for any angle of incidence, or the relation

S DR1

DR2
D ~p!

.
dc1«c2~«c12«a!~«c12«s!

dc2«c1~«c22«a!~«c22«s!
~16!

around the minima for an angle of incidencewa5wB . Since
(DR1 /DR2)(s,p) does not depend on the thickness of the fi
being grown, in the case of a stable process they should h
constant values. It is also seen from Eq.~15! that
(DR1 /DR2)(s) does not depend on the type of substra
while at the same time from measurements of (DR1 /DR2)(p)

for different substrates one can also determine the param
of the surface layers. This one again shows that from
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standpoint of diagnostics it is most efficacious to work w
p-polarized light at the Brewster angle. We also note tha
principle an interference film whose thickness is on
slightly different from df

(N) can be used as a simple an
extremely sensitive element in various kinds of remote o
cal sensing systems.

In closing, let us state the main result of this study: W
have shown that the idea of differential measurements, wh
has its theoretical basis in the perturbation method, is ap
cable not only for studying ultrathin surface layers but a
for determining the parameters of interference films.
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A quantum-mechanical analog of the spin–orbit interaction operatorV̂ is constructed for the
fields of optical CV vortices and TE and TM modes in an optical fiber. It is shown that the
polarization correctiondb to the propagation constant, which is the mean value of this
operator, is a measure of the ‘‘level splitting’’ of the propagation constantb̃ in the scalar case.
The difference in the operation of the individual parts of the operatorV̂ on the fields of
CV vortices and on the fields of TM and TE modes is indicative of the presence of two different
physical processes — circular and linear birefringence in the locally isotropic optical fiber.
The conversion of the ‘‘scalar’’ fieldẽ to a vector fielde1 as a consequence of the spin–orbit
interaction operator can be regarded as resulting from a re-radiation of the additional field
e1 by the vortex fieldẽ, which rotates around the optical axis of the fiber. In this picture the
additional fielde1 can be regarded as being a ‘‘relativistic’’ correction to the vortex field
for the distortions of the main fieldẽ and arising as a result of the rotation of the field of the optical
vortex in the medium of the few-mode fiber. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~98!03010-9#
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The propagation of an optical vortex along a few-mo
optical fiber is accompanied by precession of the Poyn
vector of the electromagnetic field around the axis of
fiber.1 This precession is the result of a nonholonomic co
straint between the electromagnetic analog of the orbital
spin angular momenta of the field of the directed vortex
measure of this nonholonomic constraint is the topolog
phase,2 which takes the form of a polarization correctiondb

to the propagation constantb̃ of the optical vortices of the
fiber.3 In this picture the polarization correctiondb charac-
terizes the size of the splitting of the ‘‘unperturbed level’’
the propagation constantb̃. The process causing the splittin
of the levelb̃ can be associated~by analogy with the atomic
model4! with the spin–orbit interaction in the field of th
optical vortex. Then one of the split sublevels will corr
spond to a propagation constantbCV5b̃CV1dbCV for a CV
vortex, and the other sublevel will correspond to the pro
gation constantsbTE andbTM of the TE and TM modes o
the fiber~for l 51).

The goal of this paper is to construct a spin–orbit int
action operatordĤ for the field of optical CV vortices and
TE and TM modes. The problem is considered in the fram
work of the formal quantum-mechanical approach that w
used for the electromagnetic field in Refs. 5–7.

We write the vector wave equation for light in an inh
mogeneous medium as8

~¹'
2 1n2~r !k22b2!e'52¹'~e'¹'ln n2~r !!, ~1!

where the subscript' indicates the transverse components
the vectors,b is the propagation constant of the eigenmod
in an optical fiber with a gradient refractive index profi
n2(r )5nco

2 (122D f (r )), whereD is the height of the profile
8261063-7850/98/24(10)/3/$15.00
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n(r ). If the refractive indices of the corenco and claddingncl

are close in value, i.e., if the parameterD is small, then Eq.
~1! can be written to first order in perturbation theory as8

~¹'
2 1n2~r !k22b̃2!ẽ'50. ~2!

Equation ~2! does not take into account the polarizatio
properties of the field and is therefore called a scalar w
equation. The vector properties of the fields are taken i
account by a transformation of the scalar amplitude of
field to a vector amplitudeẽ→e, wheree'ẽ1De1 and the
propagation constantb̃→b, so thatb5b̃1db, wheredb is
the polarization correction.

Let us find an expression fordb. The desired equation
for the polarization correctiondb can be obtained by taking
the conjugate of Eqs.~1! and ~2! multiplied by ẽ and e,
respectively. Then, by making use of the Hermitian prope
of the operator¹2, we obtain ~the subscript' will be
dropped from now on!:

db5AE
S
$] i@~ ẽiek* 1ẽi* ek!]kln n2#

2~ek* ] i ẽi2ek] i ẽi* !]kln n2%dS, ~3!

where

A215
2V

rA2D
E

S
~ ẽ* e1ẽe* !dS

is a normalization factor, the indicesi and k take on the
valuesx and y, ] i5]/]xi , and a summation over repeate
indices is implied. The first term in expression~3! upon in-
tegration can be transformed to a curvilinear integral of a r
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Transformation of the fields and their propagation constants under the spin–orbit intera
operator.

¸511 l>1
¸521 l .1 s561 ¸521 l 51 ¸521 l 51

CVs l
¸s TM TE

uẽ&

ex
1

A2
Fle

is lw F1coslw F1sin lw

ey
i¸s

A2
Fle

is lw F1sin lw 2F1coslw

D̂uẽ&
ex

1

A2
Gl

2¸eis lw G1
1coslw G1

1sin lw

ey i¸s

A2
Gl

2¸eis lw
G1

1sin lw 2G1
1coslw

T̂D̂uẽ&
ex

1

A2
Gl

2¸eis( l 12¸)w G1
1coslw 2G1

1sin lw

ey 2 i¸s

A2
Gl

2¸eis( l 12¸)w
G1

1sin lw G1
1coslw

a^ẽu
] f

]R
D̂uẽ& I l

2¸ I l
1 I 1

1

a^ẽu
] f

]R
T̂D̂uẽ& 0 I l

1 2I 1
1

db I l
2¸ 2I l

1 0

db( f 5R2) 2¸( l 1¸)
(A2D)3

2rV 0 0

a5
(A2D)3

4rV

1

^ẽuẽ&
, db5

(A2D)3

4rV

^ẽu
] f

]R
(D̂1T̂D̂)uẽ&

^ẽuẽ&
,

Il
2¸5

~A2D!3

4rV E
0

` ] f

]R
FlGl

2¸RdRY E
0

`

Fl
2RdR

.

a al
function, which, in view of the boundedness of the field
infinity, must go to zero. For smallD one can assume8 that
e'ẽ. We expand¹ ln n2(r) in a series to first order inD
(¹ ln n2'22D¹f ; Ref. 8!. It can be shown that for all the
eigen fields of the optical fiberẽk* ]kf ] i ẽi5ẽk]kf ] i ẽi * . In
this case we obtain for the polarization correctiondb

db52DAE
S
ẽi* ] i f ]kẽkdS, ~4!

which holds for both real and complex fieldse, unlike the
texpression given in Ref. 8, which is satisfied only for re
fields. We write the integrand in Eq.~4! in operator form:

ẽi* ] i f ]kẽk5~ ẽx* ,ẽy* !S ]xf ]x ]xf ]y

]yf ]x ]yf ]y
D S ẽx

ẽy
D 5^ẽuV̂uẽ&. ~5!

We decompose the matrix differential operatorV̂ in
Pauli matrices:

V̂5ŝ0V̂01ŝ1V̂11ŝ2V̂21ŝ3V̂3 ,
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where

V̂05
1

2
~]xf ]x1]yf ]y!5

1

2
] r f ] r ,

V̂15
1

2
~]xf ]x2]yf ]y!5

1

2
] r f S cos 2w] r2

1

r
sin 2w]wD ,

V̂25
1

2
~]xf ]y1]yf ]x!5

1

2
] r f S sin 2w] r1

1

r
cos 2w]wD ,

V̂35
i

2
~]xf ]y1]yf ]x!5

i

2r
] r f ]w . ~6!

In going to a cylindrical coordinate system we have s
cialized to the case of an axisymmetric fiber (]w f 50). It is
convenient to represent the operatorV̂ in the form

V̂5
1

2r2

] f

]R
~D̂1T̂D̂!,

where

D̂5ŝ0

]

]R
1

i

R
ŝ3

]

]w
,

T̂5ŝ1 cos 2w1ŝ2 sin 2w5S cos 2w sin 2w

sin 2w 2cos 2w D
L

5S 0 e2 i2w

ei2w 0 D
C

.

The subscriptsL andC indicate that the matrix operators a
represented in a linearly or circularly polarized basis, resp
tively.

The form of the operator~7! is analogous to that of the
spin–orbit interaction for electrons in a cylindrically sym
metric field. The expectation value of the operatorV̂ is equal
to the polarization correctiondb in expression~3!. The op-
erator D̂ contains terms that are analogous to the con
interaction operatorK̂5ŝ0 (]/]R) and the spin–orbit inter-
action Ŝ5 ( i /R)ŝ3 (]/]w) for an electron in the hydroge
atom9 it follows from Eqs.~1! and~2! that the fieldse for the
CV vortices and TE and TM modes are eigenvectors of
operator

Ĥ5¹21n2~r !k21
D

2r2

] f

]R
~D̂1T̂D̂!, ~8!

and the propagation constantsb are its eigenvalues.
Table I gives the results of the operation of the operat

D̂ and T̂D̂ on the fields of the eigenmodes of the fiber. It
seen from Table I that these operators act quite differently
the circularly polarized CV vortices from the linearly pola
ized azimuthally symmetric fields of the TE and TM mode
The operatorD̂ effects a transformation of the radial distr
bution of the field: Fl(R)⇒Gl

2¸(R), where Gl
2¸(R)

5 dFl /dR2¸( l /R) Fl . The matrixT̂ can be represented i
the form of a product of the Pauli matrixŝ1 and the operator
of rotation by an angle 2w:
-

c-

ct

e

s

n

.

T̂5ŝ1R̂~2w!5S 1 0

0 21D S cos 2w sin 2w

2sin 2w cos 2w D . ~9!

The rotation operatorR̂ transforms the value of the to

pological charge:l⇒ l 12¸. The matrix ŝ1 transforms the
direction of circulation to the opposite:s1⇔s2. The opera-

tor T̂D̂ acting on the fieldsẽ for the CV vortices transforms
them to orthogonal mode states. Therefore, only the oper

D̂, which does not alter the state of polarization of the fie
but transforms the phase of a field with a definite circu
polarization, contributes to the polarization correctiondb.
The situation is quite different for the action of the operato

D̂ andT̂D̂ on the fields of the TE and TM modes. Here bo

parts of the operatorV̂ contribute to the change in field
Consequently, in the re-radiated TE and TM field both t
phase and polarization change. This difference in the ac

of the operatorV̂ on the polarization of the fields of CV
vortices and TE and TM modes is indicative of the prese
of two different physical processes: 1! for the field of the CV
vortices it is circular birefringence; 2! for the TE and TM
modes it is linear birefringence. The presence of these
types of birefringence in a locally isotropic inhomogeneo
medium was also pointed out in Refs. 10 and 11.

The values of the fieldsẽ given in Table I correspond to
the zeroth corrections of the perturbation theory conside

in Ref. 8. Thus the action of the operatorĤ in ~8! on the
fields of the characteristic CV vortices and partial IV vortic

can be pictured as follows. The fieldẽ of the optical vortex,
rotating around thez axis, re-radiates both the characteris

field ẽ and an additional fielde1. The fielde1 is a ‘‘relativ-

istic’’ correction to the rotating fieldẽ, which restores the
rotating field far from the optical axisz; thus the total angu-
lar momentum remains unchanged despite the changes i
topological chargel and the helicitysz .
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